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VOLUME XXVII, NO 29
• cha, About People andl SA/I N
L Things
•
, A license has been issued for the
Marriage of W. A. Nichols, (if Crof-
on, to Miss Maud Durham.
Chas. W. Hisgen 'has gold his
i•lace containing sixteen acres lying
'hear RiYerside cemetery, to John
Boyd. The consideration is given
"As at $1,400 and "other valtuable consid-
, "rations."
, A bunch of fishermen left this
Morning for Lock, No. 5, on Green
river, of which E. F. Morris,former-
.17 of this city, is keeper, where they
will spend several days fishireg. In
1., the crowd were C. R. Clark, E. H.
'Higtsins, M. V. Dulin, M. F. Cren-
Shaw, G. W. Southall, Hunter
Wood, Jr., and Tobe Morris.
t The L & N railroad company has
announced a rate of $5.85 for the
tonnd trip to Birmingham, Ala.,
June St, 10 and 11; the tickets being
on sale for three days prior to those
dates. A special reunion train will
leave Madisonville on the morning
Of June 8 and will pass lIopkinsville
t9:37 o'clock. The mgmbers of
the Ned Meritrether camp, Confed-
erate veteTans will go on the' train
together with a large number of;
citizens from all over this section.
;The train will arrive at Birmingham
:that evening about 6 o'clock.
. Capt. R. S. Pool, the genial host
'of the Cerulean Springs hotel, was
,?here• this week and he reports that
he is making extensive arrangements
,and improvements in preparation
for the entertainment of the Ken-
tucky Press association which will
'meet at 'his place the week of June
15. Capt. Pool, during the years he
'has conducted the Cerulean Springs
:hotel, has established a far reaching
;reputation for the excellence of his
-fare and.the comfort of the accomo-
rdatioes, but during the meeting of
.the press association' he says be will
!go even further than usual in mak,
'ing his guests have a good time. •
The big hotel is to be repainted
and everything „will, look' as bright
land clean as a thorough cleaning
make it. Capt Pool already has
on the ground about hundred
pounds of 'white lead, a barrel of
!linseeed oil, thirty gallons of ready
;mixed paint, brushes and other ad-
:Alias to the painting of the big
:hostelry. Nearly fifty of the rooms
tare to be newly papered and the•
grounds are to be put in spiel and
span shape for the occasion.
There is some talk of a big barbe-
cue being given during the meeting
.of the press association and if -these,
'plans are carried hut the barbecue
probably be given in the grove
:just back of the hotel.
gm.
KOLLO WELL CASE
PA,UCAH, Ky., Ma.- 1'.-As soon
as the verdict in the Hollowell case
I 'was returned ittorneys for the plain-
tiffs entered a motion for the immed-
;tate issuance of copies for all the
-efendants, excepting Lulu Rollo-
'well, and Judge Evans said he
'would consider the motion at Louis-
ville as soon as the attorfaeys pre=
• f
sented an affidavit in support of it.
• On motion of Attorney William
iYest, for the defense, Judge Evans
'gave them thirty days in which to
• !file a bill of exceptions, and the at-
torneys took steps tc make bond for
iappeal.
The coseof these two trials proba-
iolST will exteed $3,000; and the whole




Open Higlt Low Close
1,3oP   8634' 87% 86% 86%
.141: & N  108% 109% 108% 108%
•Ilj.S. Corn  37% 38% 37% 38%
1U. S. Pr  102 102% 101S 102%
IR. D. G  114% 116% 114% 116k
iB. R, T  503 Ed% 503 50%
:sk C   66 68% 66 683
- E. I. Pr  40 40% 39% ;39%
• Ter.' Com .. p% 1934 18% 19
111 P  142% 143% 142% 143%
ti C..  137 137 136% 136%
!So. Ry  18% 18% 181  18%
a, Y. Ch... 105; 1004 105% 105%
ikto. P, . 50% 513' 50% 513
413.' & 0 • 9r. 92 91 91%
V. & 0  44 44% 43% 43%
Erie  20% h.)% 20% 20%
tcla  823 - 83% 82% 83%
t. P  133% 135% 133% 164.1
120% 121% 120 120%
KIND WORDS
•
ABC-JUT THE GREAT MAY MUSIC
FESTIVAL •
Interest In The Jubilee Of Song And
Harmony Is Widespread In
Western Kentucky.
The indications are that the most
brilliant first night audience that
ever greeted any entertainment in
Hopkinsville will fill the tabernacle
net Tuesday evening when the
May Music Festival opens. The
citizens here will turn out in full
force and there will be crowds from
many other places.
The Cadiz Record says:
"The-people elif this entire section
have been -glad' ever since the en-
gagement of Creatore and his band
for the Hopkinsville May Music
Festival was announced, but when
they realize that this stellar musical
organization will appear in only four
cities in Kenteckk and not in Ten-
nessee at all, before going to Chic-
ago for the summer, they will realize.,
more fully what an opportunity is
offered them by the May,Music
Festival at which -Signor Crealore
and his sixty-five musical artists
will be the center of attraction."
The Pembroke Journal says:
The magnitude of the May Music
Festivitl which will be given at Hop-
kinsville on May 19, 20 and% 21st.
under the auspices of the Elks lodge
and Union Tabernaele association,
will far surpass anything of the
kind ever attempted outsid of the
large cities.
It is understood • that the Madison-
ville contingent will be a large one,
and the Daily Hustler of that city
in commenting on the festival, re-
marks;
'From all indications the peopl,- The man of the hour in Kentucky
from all over this section will show is Judge A. J. G. Wells, of .Murray,
their appreciation of the opportunity who has piurthe Night Riders out of.
offered them by the enterprising
Elks and the Union Tabernacle business' in 
Calloway county. He is
managethent of Hopkinsville in pnt- 37 years of age and was 'bOrn ,on
ting on this festival and •bringing Minn two miles west of Murray.
Creatore and his band withits their When he was but a lad his father
reach by liberally patronizing the died and the duty of providing for
performances." 
The Princeton Leader, in its cur-
his mother, and three sisters fell up-
on his youthftil should. -What
rent issue, prints a strikipg likeness time he coeld spare from his werk,
of Creatore and says: he speet,upon his , books, being en-
"Creatore needs no introduction to selfseducated, and it was notmusic.lovers, as he stands pre-emi-
nent as the leading bandmaster of until he -Was twenty-one .3-ears old
the world, and by far the most ec- that lie found time to attend school.
centric musical genius of the age. He entered the Southern Normal
Everyone of his men i.p the band are university of Huntingdon, Tenn.,
full blpoded Italians and. while they
perhaps may not be able to. talk in- and, -with high honors; was gradu-
telligently in good old UAted States ated hot hi from .the academic and
they draw from their instruments law department of that institution.
such muffle as only born artists can
render."
The Clarksville Leaf Chronicle 
He is married and his family con-
sists of his wife and three young
children. lie is a-Democrat, a meth-
in a recent issue gives the following
er of the Methodist church and an
advice to its readers:
advocate of temperance.Judge WellsThere is no on who has ever heard
Creatore and his band who will not is a sunessful lawyer and an able
be doubly anxious to hear and see speitker. Before entering the legal
him again, while those who have prbtession he was a school -teacher.
never-heard him ,should not miss 
this opportunity." 
In his campaign against lawlessness
he has e e n rendered inialuable as-
sistance by Sheriff J., A. Edwards,
Deptities J. H. Holland and L. W.
Holland and County Attorney N. B.
Barnett. The Louisyille Times pays
the fiollow-ing tribute to Judge Wells:
"After ,two years, in which an-
archy and the specter of fear have
inade life in the tobacco districts of
FRIDAY, MAY 22. Kentucky a hell, in whioh the law
Receptiog_to young ladies at the has been voiceLess, and Kentucky's
college, 8 p. m. government a thing of sorry jest or
SUNDAY, MAY 24. bitter shame, there has been found
Baccalaureate- address by Rev. in the county of Calloway, a young
Millard A. Jenkens, at Baptist school teacher judge, who for a beg-
church, 7:30 p. m. garly $300 a year amid because of his
MONDAY MAY 25. oath of office has pawned his life to
1 Commencement Calendar An-nounced By President Harrison.
l ...•••••••••••••■•■•■•J
Pupils recital at college at 81,p. m.
TUESDAY, MAY 26.
Alumnae Society meeting at 10 a.
m.-Graduating exercises at 8 p. m.
at college.-Awarding of diplomas
and certificates of proflciency.-Pre-





II THE PI CTURE OF A MAN. II
JUDGE A. J. WELLS. 1
I do his duty. Men haive teen fewand iar between ill .Kentucky these
/two years, or else, so overly modest
so to cause them to make themselves
in visible. •
"In Judge Wells, Kentlicky has
found at last a man who measures-
up to the claims that Kentucky in
thp past has made of her manhood.
He may not live to the completion
of the work that he began single-
t handed and which already has 'brok-
en the backbone of night riding in
Wentucky, and- Kentucky should
not wait until he is dead to shcw
tharshe stitl 'knows and lioners a
man .when she sees Him. The people
of Kentucky, as a people, should
give to Judge Wells _some concrete
evidence, in the form of a token
that will last, that his courage, his
loyalty and his sacrifice have not
gone unheeded!"
, Judge Wells was one of the first
champions of the Planters' Protect-
ive assotkiation in' the Purchase re-
gion. In thhs connection he says:
"The association has but two ene-
mies-the trust ttnd the Night Rider.
Go after the trust; go after the
Night Rider; use everyNieans to
suppress them both. The ›votst en-
emy the\assoctation has is'theNight
Rhyr. :Those whh love the ttsepcia-
tion and want to see it prosper must
of necessity declare unrelentless Far
on night riding. F shall use all' le-
gitimde means. in my power to as-
sist the Commonwealth's :and the
county attorney in the prosecution
of these cases. * * * * I am willing
to be maligned, villified and abused
if I can but kid in ridding our fair
land of this hideous nigh tare and
in restoring liberty, freedom and
happiness among our citizens."
NEW POSTMASTERS
Mr. Beck Appointed at Pod and Mr.
Atkinson at Johnson's.
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 14.-
The following postmasters for Ken-
Wheat Open High Low Close tucky were appointed:
May 100% 102% 100% 1023 Askin, Breckenridge county, H.
Sept  87% 87% 86% 87% I,. DItlion vice Henry C. Lake, 're-
July  90% . 90% 88% 90% signed. • ,
Corn Pod, Christian county: Thomas D.
May 74% 75 74% 75 Beck, vice 'William V. Warren, re-
Sept 63% 64% 62% 64 signed.'
Oats Renfrow, Ohio county, F. Baize,'
May 54% 54% 54% 54% vice Robert Simpson resigned.
Sept 37% 37% wi 37% Fails, Henry county, Leonidas
Mefford, vice Sallie/Eddings, re-Pork
May 18.27 13.27 1317 13.27 
signed.
Johnsons, Christian county, John
'July 13.50 13.50 13.37 13.42 H. Atkinson, vice Willie Q. Hall,
L brd . .
May  8.37 8.37 8.32 8.32 
signed. ,
Noe, Henry county, Frank M.
J uly 8.40 ' N8.40 8.37 8.40 Marshall, vice John C. Noe, resign-
ed.
Bohod. Mercer county, Ella
Claunch, vice A. L. Rausdall, re-
signed. •
Todd's Poinf, Shelby county, John
R. Cooper, vice James H. -Waugh,
resigned.
SOLDIERS HERE
Owensboro Detail Arrives After a Stay
In Paducah.
About ten of the Owensboro am-
pany which has been on duty at
Paducah arrived here ye,sterday
afternoon at 3:50 o'clock. They
came nnheralded, the first known of
their presence being when they
marched up to the quarters on Sixth` Mamie Elgin and Lucy Price, col.,
street. had a fallin' out aid mixed things
The soldiers profess to know noth- up pretty lively, in the melee Lucy
ing of the reason whieli brought being slightly cut with a knife. Both
them thetn here or for how long they women were arrested on breach of
will name • the peace charges.. •
RELEASED ON BOND
•
MEN IMPLICATED IN KILLING OF
THE WOODS
•
Hardwick, Who was • In Hopkinsv.iile
Jail For Safe Keeping, Furn-
ished $2,000 Bail.
The application for bail of, J. It
Ragan; J. L. Jenkins and W. E.
Hardwick, charged with participa-
tion in the recent street battle inCeri
tral City, which resulted in the
deaths ofrD. and John Wood,eame
up before Judge W. P.,Sandidge, at
Greer-1,011e. Hardwick, it will be re:
called, was brought to Hopkinsville
for safekeepitlg immeiliately after
the shooting. .
Chamonwealth's Attorney R. Y.
TnoNnas, County 'Attorney Belcher
and Attorneys Rogers and Wilkins
appeared foil the state *and J. C.
Simms, of Boling Green, and Nfer-
edith and Sparks for the applicants
fer bail.
The hearing lasted all day. Over.
a huRdred witnesses were present
and the courthouse was crowded
most all day.
.Some twenty-five or thirty wit-
t
nesses were examined and the eesti-
mony was similar to that given be-
foie the coroner's jury and fully as
conflicting% e
About 8 p. in., Judge Sandidge ad-
mitted Hardwick and Magan to bail
in the sum of $2,000, which they
quilkly gave and were released. • J.
L. Jenkins' bond was fixed at $1,500,




Tomorrow the Southern Baptist
convention and its allied organiza-
tion will meet at H.ot Springs, Ark.,
for i fOur days' session. Prepara-
tions are being made to entertain a
large number of delegates - and visi-
tors. At the opening session the
annual sermon will be preached by
Rev. Henry W. Battle, 13: D., of
North Carolina. Chief •Linterest in
the convention will center in the re-
ports of the Sunday School board,
the Home Missions- boards and the
Board of 'Foreign- missions. ,Hon.
Joshua Levering, of Baltimore, will
probably preside ovei the delibera-
tions of the convention. .
 OM. 
BETHEL NOTES.
Miss Alice Radford spent several
nays last week at he,r hothe.
Mary Carr, a former gr/aduate, is
a guest at the college.
Miss Janie Garrott spent_ Sunday
with relatives, near Clarksvil.Le.
We are glad report that Miss Jones
is able to be out after an illness of
several days.
Misses Kate Harrison and Ethel
Stowe will leave tomorrow for trot
Springs, Ark., where they will at-
tend the outfiern' Baptist conven-
tion.
Miss Gertrude Gary is again at
school aftea a few day's illness.
Miss Bessie Cary spent Saturday
add Suiray at her home. •
Mikes Lucile Van Cleve' attended
the Grange sal Friday.
Mies Fratifce4 reiolleton spent
Sunday at her home. ! •
Miss Ethel Wood is agaip in
school after ansabsence of several
days.
75 MULES BURNED
HENDERSON, Ky., May it-
Firesof incendiary- origin destroyed
She staples of the Davis Livery Com-
pany early this .morning, seventy-
five mules perishing in the flames.
The loss aggregates1$35,000.




Mrs. Phil Ponit,a left last night
for her home in Como, Miss., after a
visit to Mrs. T. J. McReynolds.
Miss Sadie Rutledge, of East St.
Louis, who has been attending
school two years, has returned to'
the home of her sister, Mrs. H. W.
Cole, at Casky, wifere she will be
joined in a' few days by her father. I
B. F. Goodwin, of Trigg county, is
here today. •
p, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Brame, of•
St. Louis, are visiting relativss
here.
•
Miss Katie Mitchell has rettsrned
to tier home at Herndon, after a
visit to relatives in the city.
Mr. Garland King and sister, Miss
Myrtle, of Garrgttsburg, wece in the
city today. They went0 from here
to Fairview tevisit their sister, Mrs.
W. H. Vaughan.
(From Manday's Daily'
Miss Lizzie Cloud of Sputh Chris-
tian was in the city today.
D. L. Lander, ofl Pembroke, wati
here today. •
(From Tuesday's Daily) ,
Mrs. Robt. Frazier, of Greenville,
who has been attending the bedside
of her niece, Miss Katie Wood, re-
turned home yesterdays
Mrs. F. O.. Wilson and daughter, •
Miss Lela, of Graeey, are in the city.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Misses Mary and Jean Glialdgeeh,
waite, who are sajourning at Ceru-
lean, are spending the day in town.
Senator and Mrs. *Frank, Rives.
have returned from Nashville.
Mrs. Mary Ann Adams has re-
turned to Nashville after a visit to
her son Jno. W. Adams,
•
*USE MIENS' FOOT EASE1
A powder to be shaken into the
shoes. Your feet feel swollen, ner-
vous and damp, ancl•get tired easily.
If you have aching feet',', try Allen's
Foot-Ease. It rests the feet and
makes new or tight shoes easy.
Cures aching,swollen, sweating feet,
blisters and•callous spots. Relieves
chilblains, ccrns and bunions of all
pain and gives eve and comfort.
Try it today. Sold by all druggists
and shoe stores, 2.5o. Don't accept
any substitute. Trial package free
Address Allen S. °Wasted, LeRoy.
N.Y.
MADE BY MACHINE.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 8.-
After having controlled the organ-
ization and seated their delegateS ia
all save a few of the contested coun-
ties during an all-night sesdion of
the csammittee on credentials, the
Taft men were apparently aboszt to
put their slate of delegates at-large
through without a hitch at yesteie•
day's session of the Kentucky Re-
publican convention when their
programme was endangered and the
slate at one time apparently broken.
Instead of winding up the business
of selecting delegat6-at-1arge to the
Republican National convention in
an hour or two, there was a session,
lasting from 10 a: in. uptil 6:30
o'clock, wlmt, after houfs of dill
order, wire-pulling and suspense,
the Taft men finally won out And
elected the following delegates-at-
large instructed for Taft to the
Chicago' convention: Gov. A. t.
Wilson, 'Louisville; Judge A. N.,
Burnam, .Richmond W. Marshall
Bpllitt, Louisville; E. D. Lane (col-
ored,) Louisville.'
' ;After Senator-Elect W. 0. Brad-
ley's eloqent haeinony speech, an
effort was made Ito elect him one of
the delegates, instead of Bullitt but
after hours of maneuvering he was
defeated by 183 votes.
DELICIOUS BANANA CREAM
This recipe is highly recommend-
ed by one-of our correspondents; try
it for dessert tomorrow.
Peel five large bananas, rub
smooth with five teaspoonful of
sugar. Add °tie teacup sweet cream
beaten to a stiff froth, then add one
10c package of JELL-0 dissolved in
04 teacup's boiling water. Pour into
mold and when cold garnish with
candied cherried. Serve With whip;
ped- cream, or any good :pudding
sauce. JELL-0 is sold by all Giro-..













Our GoldWatch Buddy Sale
• •
Will Last Only Ten Days Longer.
 NIINEImuimommimtagb, 
Handsome Gold Watch Given With












1 .,-/ ig I'', .:..„.
RELIABLE BUGGIES AT REGULAR AND LEGITIMATE PRICES
In addition to the above great offer we refund. Railroad Fares on any purchase of $15.00
within twenty miles of Hopkinsville and on $25.00 purchase within fifty miles. Take a receipt
from the 'railroad agent for your ticket. %.
The watch does not cost you a cent and we guarantee our prices to be as low as anyone's
A big line of new jobs to select from..
Forbes Manufacturing Company
Incorporated
THE LAST OF JULY
BRIGADE REUNION OF CONFE.6-
ERATES TO BE HELD
general Orders Have Been Issued by
.W. J. Stone, Brigadier General
ComManding.
The following order has been issu-
ed by Gen. W. J. Stone, command-
ing the. Second brigade, Kentucky
United Confederate. Veterads:
The members of nice E. Graves
Camp No. 1121 have named July 30
and 31 as dates most suitable to
them to entertain ttie Second brig-
ade, Kentucky division, U. C. V.
They desire the presence of every
Confederate soldier within the terri-
tory occupied py the brigade. It is
therefore ordered that the annual
meeting of the Second brigade be
held at Owensboro, Ky., July.30 and
81, 1908.
The officers of each regiment and
eamp composing the brigade are
hereLy instructed and ali members
of their separate commands ordered
to attend the meeting. •
The annual election of brigade and
regiment officers will take prace at
the meeting and such other business
will be transacted as maybe desired'
by those present.
By °niter of W. J. Stone,Brigadier
General commending.
Van B. Hawley, Lieut. Gen'. and
Adjt. Gen,
I UVERY, FEIJ and BOARDING 0 I
/41.3oftWILVelkILPIMIL, Ink 11., CP6111,11r 4






Stomach trouble Is bat a symptom of. and not
b Wall a true' We think of DysPePsie.
Heartburn, and on u real diseases. yet
they are symptoms . of a certain specific
Nerf• adclmus—nothing e se.It WU this feet that Era correctly led Dr. Shoop
In the creation of that now very popular 8tomacti
Remedy—Dr Sboop's Restorative. Going direct
to the stoma.* nerves, alone brut that success
and favor ta Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. With-
out that original and highly vital prtneiple. no
such lasting accomplints were ever to be had,
Fot stomach distress. Nesting, biliousness, bad
irc:rrisand sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
tive—Tablets or Liquid—and see forcluotue:
self what Itwill do. We sell and
fully
Dr. Shoop s A small flock of them 'were seen9
1
 In a meadow nbar the city yesterday,
Restorative_ _ _ visit while on their northern journey
ANDERSON & FOWLER. from the south, where they are
known as the Rice-bird. They are
about the size of red winged Black-
bird. "The spring coat of the male
is glossy black;. h:nd head clear
cream color; a patch on the side of
the breast; feathers on the shoulder.
blade and rump Nulhite; outer pri-
maries clearly marked yellowish
white: tip of thd tail feathers of a
pail browhish ash. Early in itutumn,
he graduallSr fades to the color of
the female; Yellowish beneath;
ukper parts dark brown, excepting
the back of the head and rump; two
stripes on the top of the head; sides
UNUSUAL BIRD SEEN
SMALL FLOCK PAYS VISIT TO
THIS LOCALITY.%
The Reed-bird or May-bird, Known in
Northern States as the
Bobolink.
lIncorporated)
• that seemed to be making us a short
Sunday Schooi/Convention.
The annual convention, of the
County Sunday School association
will be held at Fairview Jur 5. A
strong programme is being prepared,
and every efforit will be made to
make this the best convention ever
held in the county. E. A. Fox and
T. C. Gebauer state secretary and,
field worker will represent the state
work. They are thoroughly cog-
versant with every detail of Sunday
schoOl work and their talks will be
practical and helpful. Some of the
best local talent will also be utilized.
The secretary is now gathering
reports from the Sundays schools of
the county, and ‘every superinten-
dent should send in his report an51
contribution promptly. Each school
in the county should appoint one or
two delegates to represent the school
officially. rn addition te these as
twiny others as possible should
attend.
For any irlformation address the
coui4. predeltit, C. E. Dudley,' or
the Minty secretary Mrs. C. D. Mc-
Comb, Pembroke, Ky.
 ,•-•446. 
VIL.7ort44.70rWILVIFIA SOW% Si 11141.3911%1L
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
Eye, Eajr, Nose and
Throat. Test inside free of
charge for glasses. Phoe-
nix Bldg., Main:St , EtIop-
kinsville.:Ky.
64.10 Ir".4..vreo4ILvirmi..11M41.31001k641
Stable. DR. E. M. CRUTCH FIELD,
- KentackY DENTIST.
Horses Bought and Sold.
East Ninth Street
Phones, Cumh.146, Home 1107
!Pa&
-4Stese-!*-
(Successor to Dr. R. R. Bourne.)
Office No. 43 South Main St. Cu mb
Phone 402.
tIOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
The Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.
There is a cl;sease prevailing in this













ed blood will at-
tack the vital organs, causing catarrh of
the bladder, or the kidneys themselves
break down and waste away eell by cell.
Bladder troubles almost always result
from a derangemeut of the kidneys and
a cure is obtained quickest by a proper
treatment of the kidneys. If you are feel-
ing badly you can make no mistake by
taking Dr. Khmer's Swamp-Root, the
great kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
It corrects inability to hold urine and
wahling pain in passing it, and over-
comes that unpleasant necessity of being
compelled to go often through the day,
and to get up many times during the
night. The mild and the extraordinary
effect of Swamp-Root is soon realized.
It stands the highest for its wonderful
cures of the most distressing cases.
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and is
sold by all druggists in fifty-cent and
one-dollar size bottles. You may have a
sample bottle of this wonderful new dis-
covery and a book that tells all about it,
both sent free by mail. Address, Dr. Kil-
mer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When
writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper. Don't make an>
mistake, but remember the name, Swamp-
Root, Dr. Kilmer's Slkamp-Root, and the
ciddress, Bingh tnt—i, N. V., on every
bottle-
sparsely streaked with d;rk brown."
This description is taken from
"Birds of North America" and' is
very accurate. Audubon tells of
the concerts of these birds. He
writes; "During their sojourn in
Lousiana,in spring, their song,which
is extremely interesting and emitted
with a volubility bordering on the
burlesque, is heard from a whole
party at the same time; when, as
each individual is, of course, pos-
sessed of the same musical powers
-as big neighboks, it` becomes amus-
ing to listen to thirty or forty of
them beginning one after another,
as if ordered to follow in quick
succession, after the first notes are
given by a leader, and producing
such ta med,ley of sound, as it is im-
possible to describe, although it is
extremely pleasant to hear it."
This is not intended as an ad. of
the May Music Festival. The birds
are making their.temporary abode in
a little meadow just opposite the
Holland place, out South Virginia
street. 0. C. L.
MAKE THE STOMACH WORK,
Indigestion Can Never Be Cured By
Mollycoddling.
Don't try to cure you stomach
trouble by coaxing, fussing, dieting
and mollyeddling.
Make the organ work. If it can-
not take care of the food you. eat
without complaints such as flatu-
lence, indigeition, headaches, and
the feeling of fullness or distress,
make its muscles work by using Mi-
o-na stomach tablets.
These little tablets, taken with
regularity for a few days, will soon
strengthen the muscles and walls of
the stomach so that it will take
pleasure in working to digest the
food you eat, and there will be no
'further saffering with indigestion,
bleating, flatulence or distress after
eating.
The time to treat a disordered or
weakened stomach is when you be-
gin to suspect that you have indi-
gestion, for the suspicion will turn
to certainty very soon. The heart-
burn, the flatulence, the coated
tongue and heavy and dull feeling
after eating that come occasionally
after you eat tco much of something
that does not agree with you, will
show themselves after nearly every
meal unless the stomach is put to
work with MI-o-na.
There is no need of special 'dieting
if you set the stomach at work' with
MI-ona. Eat:what you want and
wher you want it and believe that
you are going to be well and you
are going to be well and you will see
relief from the first dose abd com-
plete cure in a few days.
Try a 60-cent boxfof M1-o-na on
L. L. Elgin's guarantee of money
back if it does notl,dojall that is
claimed for it.
And many ether painful and serion*
ailments from which most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use ai
"Moles Fried." This great reme
EAST
%
is a God-send to women, carrying
them through their most critical ,
ordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman who uses 'Mother's, Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable 0 speedy, recovery. The child is
also healthy, strong and 1110THE
pod natured. Our book
"Motherhood," is worth 
Rps
its weight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain
enveloye by addressing application to
Bradfield Regulatof Co. Atlanta,Ga. IENR
Louisville 86 Nashville Railroad
Time Card.
NORTH,
No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:16 a m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast 10:06 p m
No. 92 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6.09 a m
No.16 Hopkineville Accom .8:65 p m
No. 94  6.43 p m
Corrected Jan. 13, 1908
SOUTH,
No. Si ist. Louis Express....6:19 p m
No 63, St. Louis Fast Mall. .6:37 a m
No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 11:50 p m
No. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.7:061a rn
No. 95 9.37 am
Nos. 62 and 64 connect- at St. Lis for all points NVEVA.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meump his line points as :far: south a
Erin &WI:3 for:Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisvill.), Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof, Nos. 63 anp 66 also connect
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to St Louis and will not carry passengers to points'
south of Evansville
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta and Macon, Also Pullman sleepers
to New Orleans. Connecta at Guthrie for points east and west
J. C. HOOE, Agt!
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME CARD. •
Effective April 26th, 1908
NORTH BOUND.
No 332 Paducah-Cairo Accom.,,leave  6:42 a. in.
208 Evansville and Louisville Express  .11:20 a. in.
28 Chicago-Nashville Limited,  8:16 p. in
SOUTH BOUND.
26, Nashville-ChIcago, Limited 6.42 a. in.
206, Evansville Paducah-Louisville Express, arrives 6:26 p.
821 Evansville-Nashville Mail, 8.50 p.
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining cnitir cars and buffes
sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 26 and 98 make; local stops between






Special attention given to Repairing of all kinds.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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PEMBROKE SKIS Where is
HOLDING THEIR CLOSING EXER-
CISES THIS'WEEK.
8accalaureate Sermon Delivered By
Dr. Jenkens.—A Calendar of All
The Entertainments.
PEMBROKE, Ky. ,May 11.—Corn-
mencment excercises of Pembroke
High school are in progress this
week.
Yesterday afternoon, before an
audience that packed the Baptist
chUrch to overflowing, the baeca-
laurleate sermon was delivered by
Rev. M. A.Jenkens,of Hopkinsville.
It was a masterly efforf. The calen-
dar for the week follows:
Music Recital.eMay 12, 81p. m, Jun-
May 11, 8 p. m.—Miss Trabue's Tilos LOOK GOOD
ior Medal Contest. gay 13,2 p. m.—
Field Day Contest at Horse Show ,
Grounds. May 13,8 p. m.—High
School Minstrel at Advent Church.
May 14, 8. p. m.—Graduating Exer- ELKS
cises Annual Class Address by Dr.
W. R. Webb, Berl Buckle, Tenn. 1
The graduates are: Joseph Armi-
stead, E. McDowell Trabue, John '
Wade, Fortson Williams. I The festival will open on Tuesday
A list of the juniors follows: Lila night, May 19, with what will be
Cross, Warren Dalin, Maude Gray, known as ''Grand Opening Night—
Catherine Hail, Nancy Ledford,Ed- Popular Songs and Old Melodies,"
ward Morrison, Leigh Morton, Er- jfi which Creatore's band, the vocal
nest Vass, Lucile Wade, Roger instrumental soloists and the great
Williams. I chorus will take part.
On Wednesday afternoon, May
"The blood is the life." Science 20th., will be the "Children's Festi-
has never gone beyond that simple val—Jubikee of Song and National
statement of scripture. But it has Alm," and at this time the children
illuminated that statement and giv- will hold forth, a chorus of 500 voices
en it a meaning ever broadening haying been organized for this oc-
with the increming breadth of casion.
knowledge. When the Wood rs On Wednesday night the proiramts- "bad" or impure it is not alone the will be "A Round of the Operas—
body which suffers through disease.' Grand Carmen Selection," in which
The brain is also clouded, the mind the adult chorus and all the soloists
and judgment are effected, and will participate.
many an evil deed ,91.- impure Thursday afternoon, May 21st., a
thought may be directly traced to , distinct departure will be made
the impurity of thee blood. No one when the program will be, "Atlantic
can be well balanced in mind and , City Program—Reminiscences of
body whose blood is impure. No one Scotland.". Just this announcement
can have a wholesome and pure life is enough to garantee the worth of
unless the blood is pure. Foul blood this performance.
can be made pure by the use of Dr. If there is any beat to the Festival
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. it will be saved for the last! night,
When the blood is pure, body and arid on Thursday night the offering
brain are alike healthy and life be- will be, "Military 'Night—A Day at
comes a daily happiness. I West Point." This will introduce
Standing out in bold relIef, all both the adult and children's cho-
alone and a conspicuous example of ruses, all the soloists and Creatore's
open, frank an honest dealing with band, and will be a fitting finale to
the sick and afflicted, Dr. Pierce this most stupendous musical of-
prints on the bottle wrapper in plain fering lasting through three days.
English a full list of the ingredients. From all indications the peopleTherefore not a "patent medicine" 'all over this sectiin will show theirbut a medicine of known composi-
tion. 
,
appreciation of the oppoitunity of-,
fered them by the enterprising B. P.
Estray Notice. 0. Elks and the Union Tabernacle
— ----/ management of Hopkinsville in
• Taken up as a stray by G. w. putting on this festival and bringing
Orrange at his farm on the Dawson Creatore and his band within their
and Macedonia road 04 miles from reach, by liberally patronizing the
Macedonia postoffice one chestnut performances. In nearly everyitown
sorrel mare supposed to be 8 or 9 parties are being organized to visit
,years old with blaze in forehead, all Hopkinsville at this time.
four feet white to her knees except I Persona§...the left fore foot which is white to I If any person suspects that theirthe ankle joint with brand on right kidneys are deranged they should
shoulder with "A A" and a figure
three. Appraised by me at $76.00.
This April 22, 1908.
JOHN W. ROGERS, J. P. C. C. should not delay taking Foley's
w3t Kidney Remedy. L. A, Johnson &
Co.
Your Hair?
T.n your comb? Why so? Is
:,1/4)1 the head a much better place
for it? Better keep what is left
where it belongs! Ayer's Hair
Vigor, new improved formula,
quickly stops falling hair.
There is not a part:cle of doubt
about it. We speak very posi-
tiVely about this, for we know.
Does not 4ange the color of the hair.
ye
Formula pith each bottle
y Show it to your
T
doctors Ask h—iiii-about it,
then do as he says
Indeed, the one great leading feature of
our new Hair Vigor may well be said to
be this—it stops falling hair. Then it
goes one step further—it aids nature in
restoring the hair and scalp to a healthy
condition. Ask for "the new kind."





Weak women should read my
• •'Book No. 4 For Women." It was
6 written expressly for women wlw
are not well. I he Book No. 4 tells
of Dr. Shoop's "Night Cure" and
just how these soothing, healing,
antiseptic suppositories can be suc-
cessfully applied. The book, and
strictly confidential medical advice
is entirely free. Write Dr. Shoop,
Racine, Wis. The Night Cure is



















*Welts Well Wow sir
takeFoley's Kidney Remedy at
once and not risk having Bright's
disease or diabetes. Delay gives the
disease a stronger foothold and you
Can you believe your senses?
When two of them, taste and
smell, having been impaired if not
utterly destroyed, by 'salmi cata:rrh,
are fully restored by Ely's Cream
Balm, can you doubt that this rem-
edy deserbes all that has been said
of it b'y the thousands who have
used it? It is applied directly to the
affected air-passages and begins its
healing work at once. Why not/get
it today? All druggists or mailed
by Ely Bros., 66 Warren strec t, New
York. on receipt of 60 cents.
Taken To Frankfort.
VJohn Quincy Adams and General
McCoy, the two young men who
were sent to the Eddyville peniten-
tiary from this county at the last
February term of circuit court, were
transfered to the Frankfort peniten-
tiary a few days ago. A special from
Frankfort says the transfer was
made at the request of Gov. Willson,
who wants to talk to them about
Night Riders in Trigg county.—Ca-
diz Record.
Chronic Constipation Cured.
One who suffers from chronic con-
stipation is in danger of many seri-
ous ailments. Foley's Orino Lax-
ative cures chronic constipation, as
It aids digestion and stimulates the
liver and bowels, restoring the nat-
ural action of these organs. Cam-
mence taking it today and you' will
feel better at once. Foley's Orino
Laxative does not nauseate or gripe
and is pleasant to take. Refuse sub-
stitutes. L A. Johnson & Co.
•
HEST'S CAVALRY'
GENERAL H. A. TYLER ISSUES A
COMMUNICATION
Urges Every Veteran To Make An
Effort To Attend The Meet-
ing at Birmingham.
Editor New Era:
Will you kindly insert the
following for the information of all
old yeterans of Forrest's', cavalry
among your readers:
have secured the Use of Gelder's
Hall, corner Fourth avenue and
Twentieth street.Birminghparn
for headquarters ofForrest's cavalry
during the reunion in June. By
writing to Col. Thomas S. Tate, at
Birmingham, or applying to him
immediately upon arrival; you can
secure a horse, saddle, and bridle
fcr use on day of parade for two
dollars.
It is my earnest desire that every
member of Forrest's cavalry shall
join with us in the f)arade. All are
requested to meet at Gelder's hall at
10 o'clock a. in. second day, of re-
union, A mass meeting and elec-.
tion will be held. Let every veteran
offForrest's cavalry make an effort
to attend. We will never have such
an opportunity to meet again.
H. A. TYLER, Lieutemint General.
Commanding Foirest's Cavalry
Corps.
There is a Pink Pain Tablet made
by Dr. Shoop, that will positively
stop any pain, anywhere in 20 min-
utes. Druggists everywhere sell
them as Dr. Shoop's Headache Tab-
lets, but they stop other pains as
easily as he.sdache. Dr. Shoop's
Pink Pain Tablets simply coax blood
pressure away from pain centers—
that is all. Pain comes from blood
pressure — congestion. Stop that
pressure with Dr. Shoop's Headache
Tablets and pain is instantly gone.
20 tablets 25c. Sold by Anderson-
Fowler Drug Co. incorporated.
MRS. SMITH'S DEATH.•
ELKTON, Ky., May 8. —Mrs.
John P. Smith is dead. She was in
her usual state of health, and as
was her custom•, after dinner to rest,
she went to her room. Her daugh-
ter went in to wake her about
'o'clock, but found her dead. She
was eighty-two years of age.
Those who survive her beside her
husband, are Rud Smith, of Pem-
broke, Ky.; FiniOmith, of Illinois,
and Mrs. Alice Anderson, of this
place. The funeral services were.
conducted at the grabe by Rev.
George E. Fosket. The remains
were interred at Glenwcod cemetery.
Stop Grumbling
If you suffer from Rheumatism or
pains, for Ballard's Snow Liniment
will brine quick relief. It is a sure
cure for prains, Rheumatism, Con-
tractee Muscles and all pains—and
withifl the reach of all. Price 26c,
50c..$1.00. C. R.Smith, Tenaha,Tex.,
writes: I have used Ballard's Snow
Liniment in my family for years and
have found it a fine remedy for all
pains and aches. I recommend it for
pains in the chest. —Sold by L. A.
Johnson & Co.
THRICE-A-WEEK WORLD
In the Presidential Campaign Year
More Alert,IMore Thorough and,
More Fearless Than Ever. Read in
Every English-Speaking Country.
A president of the United States
will be elected this year. Who is he
and who is the man whom he will
beat? Nobody yet knows, but the
Thrice-a-Week edition of the New.,
YorkiWorld will tell you every step
and every detail of:what promises to
be a campaign of the most absorbing
interest. It may not tell ydu what
you hope, but it will tell you what is.
The Thrice-a-Week World long ago
established a character for impart-
iality and fearlessness in the.
publication of news, and this it will
maintain. If you want the news as
it really is, subscribe to the Thrice-
a-Week edition of the New York
world, which comes to you every
other day except Sunday, and is
practically a daily at the price of a
weekly.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regu-
lar subscription price is only $1.00
per year, and this pays for 166 pa-
pers. We offer this unequalled
newspaper and the Kentucky New
Era together for one year for $1.66.
Valued Same as Gold.
B. G. Stewart, a merchant of
Cedar View, Missd, says: "I tell my
customers when they buy a box of
Dr. King's New Life Pills they get
the worth of that much gold in
weight, if afflicted with constipation,
malaria or biliousness." Sol(f












25c, 50c and $1.00 Bottles.
Sold and:Recommeuded by
L. L. ELGIN"
Pike to be Extended.
A committee composed of Chas.
E. Barker and W. R. Dudley have
raised an amount of money suffi-
cient, with the 'appropriation to be
made by the fiscal court, to extend
the turnpike on the tobacco road to
St Elmo, a distanee of six miles
from Pembroke.
The appointment of this com-
mittee and its success in seearing
several miles more of pike, was the
result of a meeting Of the Pembroke
Farmers' Club held in this city Sat-
urday. The committee went to work
at once, and that no serious obstacle
was evident from the very short
time in which the work was done. Ctimb.The road question in south Chris-
tian is one that will not down, and
that must be kept constantly in the
state of agitation. With good roads,
which we confidently expect within
the next 'few years at the latest,
south Christian will be as fine sec-
tion of the country as can be found
anywhere in Kentucky. The insti-
tute workers who were with iris this
week were unanimous in their belief
that our country has no superior in
any thing except 'roads. This one ex-
ception must and will be eliminated.
—Pembroke Journal.
It Reached ,the Spot.
Mr. E. Humphrey, who owns a
arge general store at Omega, 0.,
nd is president of the Adams Coun-
y Telephone Co., as well as of the
Home Telephone Co., of Pike Coun-
ty, 0., says of Dr. King's New Dis-
covery: "It saved my life once. At
least I think it did. It seemed to
reach the spot—the very seat of my
cough,—when everything else fail-
ed.' Dr. King's New Discovery not
only reaches the cough spot; it heals
the sore spots and the weak spots in
throat, lungs and chest. Sold under
guarantee at Cook & Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy drug stores 50c
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
As. 
A Certain Cure for Aching Feet.
Shake into your shoes Allen's
Foot-Ease, a powder. It cures Tired,
Aching, Callous, weating, Swollen
feet. At all Druggists and Shoe
Stores, 26c. Sample Free. Address,
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
"JOHNNY ON THE SPOT' 
That's E. V. JOHNSON,
9th Street Tinner, Claud P. Johnson, Manager.
When you Want Tin Roofing, Guttering and General 'Repairing donepromptly,' and at a reasonable price. Call CumberlandPhone 270 and give us a trial. Satisfac-
tion Guaranteed.
E. Y. Johnson
Claude P. Johnson, Mar.
Phone 270. 9th St., near I, C. Depo












 FIRE PR 00E -='N" 
That is another of their good features, an important one, as hun-dreds of fires occur annually from sparks settling on the roof.
Better put them on the roof now than wish you had later.
They're cheap enough. Last a life-time. Never need repairs,and they turn the appearance of any hothe into a home.
Come in and see them.




Special attention given to Repairing of all kinds.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Shop Down Sairs in Phoenix Building, Ninth St
*4,4444 i -̀1-1-44-44-4.-0•4•4-4-044.44.0-4-4.4.4-4.4.4.4.4.444-1-41- 444a.
4
will have 4:
no "kick" coming, as we protect you against any de- t
fect that might exist. The manufacturers stand be- *













gardless of the price.
Wart bid & West Shoe Company
(Incorporatsd)
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r -- EVERYBODY IS
i INVITED'
Great May Music Festival
NEXT WEEK! EVERYBODY IS 7EXPECTED!
MAY 19,20 and 21
Five Performances.
THE FEATURES
Creatore anci Famous Band of 65
• Four Famous Vocal Soloists
Six Celebrated Instrumental Soloists
Adult Chorus of 300 Voices a
Children's Chorus of 500
This will be the only appearance in this sec
tion this
season of Creatore and his world famous band
, and there
fore your only opportunity to hear him. •
Admission: 50c, 75c, $11
Reduced R. R. Rates
A rate of one and one•third fare plus 25c has
been dranted by all railroads. L. et N. trains No.
93 and 54 will stop nidhtly at Pembroke and Croft
ton; re?peotively, durind the festival.
THE PROGRAM
Tuesday Night, May 19th
Grand Opening Night, Popular Songs and Old Melodies
Wednesday Afternoon, May 20th
'Children's Festival, Jubilee of Song and National Airs
Wednesday Night, May 20th
A Round of the Grand Operas, Grand Carmen Selections
Thursday Afternoon, May 21st
Atlantic City Program, Reminiscences of Scotland
Thursday Night, May,21st
Military Night A Day at West -Poin
A Musical Treat Never Equalled in West Kentiteky.
EVERYBODY IS NEXT WEEK! EVERYBODY IS 11IN EXPECTED!
CET OF APPEALS
INVOKED BY ATTORNEYS OF RE-
PUBLICAN CLAIMANT
Seek To Secure a Writ of Prohibition
Against Circuit Judge Thomas
P. Cook.
•
, (From Tuesday's Daily.)
Instead of becoming simpler It
seems that Christian county's now
celebrated sheriff's case is getting
more and more complicated,as hard-
ly a day passes that some new move
or countermove is not made by one
side or the other.
Th`e latest phase was developed
yesterday morning when the attor-
neys for Mr. Renshaw served notice
on Circuit Judge Thomas P. Cook,
at Eddyville, that they would apply
to the eourt of appeals today for a Whooping Cough
writ of prohibition to prevent his "In February our danghter h
ad
honor from interfering in the case whooping
 cough. Mr. Lane,of Hart-
until the regular June term of cir- 
land, racommended Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, and said it gave his
cult court when the case would come
before him in regular order.
This action upon the part of Mr.
Renshaw follows that of the .tittor-
neys for Mr. Smith who went before
Judge Cook last week and secured
from him a temporary writ of pro-
hibition which estops County Judge
Prowse from assuthing jurisdiction
and passing upon a petition which
seeks to secure an 'injunction to
force Sheriff Smith to give ,posses-
sion of the sheriff's office and to
cease the further discharge of the
nudes of that office, such as the
serving of process, etc. The appeal
"whicit will be intide to the court of
appals today by Mr. Renshaw's at-
torneys is the same in reference to
Judge Cook that the appeal of Mr.
Smith's attorneys to Judge Cook
was to Judge Pro wse.
'When Smit -I's attorneys went
before Judge Cook their ctshtention
was that Judge Pt )wse,,by reason of
his having issued the original ouster
order against Mr. Smith, his being a
party to one of the snits filed and a
witness rn the case, I was thereby
disqualified from hearing the peti-
tion Sinking for an njunction, which,
from the county, would have to HOTEL AT sALuBRIA
On these grounds Judge Cook iiilued
come up before the county judge. INCIMSITA BEHIND THE BARS
a temporary writ .of prohibition
against Judge Prowse to keep hands
off until the case would come up for
hearing on the Srst day of the June
term of circuit court.
In their appeal before the court of
appeals today, Mr. Renshaw's al-
torneys will contend That Judge
Cook had no jurisdiction at this
time; that he was absent from the
county and it was within the prov-
ince of the county court to pass up-
on the case temporarily until the
mattes could be presented in due
form to the circuit court; and that
Judge Cook was not warranfed by
the law in interffring in the case un-
til it came up to him in due form as
an appeal from the action of the in-
ferior court. 1
The first intimation that Mr.
Smith or his attorneys had of toe
action upon the part of Mr. hen
-for good eating at his hotel in that
shaw's attorneys was when Judge town, is to be in charge of 
the Salu-
Cook telephoned hen 'about noon
yesterday that the notice bad been
served upon him.
The decision of the court of ap-
peals in this matter is awaited with
much interest here.
WILL, BE OPENED TO PUBLIC
ON JUNE I.
Host Ackerman In Charge.—Every-
tilling Points to a Season of
Much Prosperity.
The Salubria Springs hotel, which
the contractors failed tp complete in
time for business last year, is to be
opened .n June 1 and everything
perints to a most prosperous season.
T. D. Ackerrhan, .of Pembroke,
who has esta'blished his reputation
bria hotel. His son, 'big and jolly
Bob AckerinV, will be clerk.
The futniture for the hotel has
been shipper; froth the factory and
is expected to arrive in a few days
and will be placed in positibn
promptly upon its arrival. There are
forty'rooms in the hotel, with spa-
cious verandas running the entire
length of the building upon each
customers the beet of satisfaction. side, and its pop
ularity will be es-
We found it as ho said and can rec- tablished at once upon its opening.
ornmend it to any one having child-
ren troubted with whooping cough,"
says Mrs A Goss, of Durand, Mich.
For sale by-Anderson & Fowler Dritg
Co., incorporated.
Every Woman Will BeAnterested. •
If you have pains in the back;
Urinary, Bladder or Kidney trouble,
and want a certain, pleasant herb
cure for woman's ills, sry Mother
Gray's Australian-Leaf. It is a safe
and never-failing regulator. At
Druggists or by mail 5octs. Sample
package Free, Address The Mother
Gray Co.,LeRoy, N. 1'
•
Everything about the hotel will be
brand new. The grounds are ample
and.shaded by monster forest trees
while from the earth bubble forth
many springs of various types of
health-giving waters.
The boosting department of the
Louisville & Nashville railload
taking a decided interest in the
springs and has sent for pictures of
Phe plaze which are tig be Used in a
folder they are to get oat. Letters
in quantities have been received
from prospective guests all over the
- If You Don't central states of t
he union, even far-
off Texas being represented in these
•
.
Succeed thedlirst,tirne use Herbine These parties are all inquiring for
and you will get inStantorelief. The
greatest liver regulator. A positive rates 
and particulars as to the place
cure for Constipation, Dyspepsia, and a large crowd of people from a
, Marlarit, Chills and all liver corn-
plaints, Mr. C—. of Emory Texas,
writes: My wife has been using Her-
bine for herself and children for five
lyears. It is a sure cure for consti-
pation and malaria fever, which is
substantiatsd by what its done for
my family.— Sold by L. A. Johnson
& Co.
.a. act. X .
soars out d tlaie Always BOO
boatel* .• Aag-11--17-77
•
distance are expected. The springs
are situated just right for parties
from Hopkinsville, Pembroke and
other nearby places to go over for a
day or even to drive e,•.- late in the
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Fron the ten different
Winchester repeaters
you can surely select a
rifle adapted for hunting
your favorite game, be
it squirrels or grizzly
bears. No matter
which model you select
you can count on its





The function of the kidneys is to
strain out the impurities of the I. lood
which is constantly passing through
them. foley's Kidney Remedy
makes tlbe kidneys healthy so they
will strain out all waste matter from
the blood. Take Foley's' Kidney
Remedy at once and it will Ariake
you well. L. A. Johnson & Co.
OST CARDS.,
Our stock is the most va-
ried in town and we are con-
tinually making new addi-
tions. Colored, plain, black ,white,
aovenier and comic, lc to 10c.
L. L. ELGIN, Druddist.
^nber For Sale.
f all kinds for s'ale





ON THE CHARGE OF SCRAPING A
PLANT BED
Henry Bowling, colored, was ar-
rested last night by Special Deputy
Sheriff Harvey Nixon, on a warrant
charging him with having scraped
the plant beds of Albert McReynolds
last Saturday morning while Mc-
Reynolds was in town. The warrant
was srn out yesterday morning,
the naive being withheld until the.
i.arrest could be made. Bowling is
' now in jail and has made no state-
ment in regard to the 'affair. The
officers are silent about the evidence
against him.
; H • Ab be• 1110•1~MIA
!.• C:11 sachanged11
I . •
r the active liver of the
a cod-fish could beput into
the place of the torpid
of the consumptive it would.
probaNy do him a world
of s,00d. Next best thing is
Scot Vs Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil. Almost _
as good as a new liver. The
great power of SCOTT'S
EMULSION as a flesh-pro-
ducer proves that much of
the activity of the cod's
liver is contained in every
spoonful.
All Druggists; 150e. and $1.00.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR C9°,0." 5°13R8CZ°°'— Trial Bottle Free





Tho Kind You Ran Ahne Mgt
izte
elp the Horse
No article is more useful
about the stable than Mica
Axle Grease. Put a little on
the spindles before you "hook
up"—it will help the horse, and
bring the load home quicker.
•MICA AXLE
GREASE oft
wears well—better than any
other grease. Coats the axle
with a hard, smooth surfa,ce of
powdered mica which reduces











On account cq General Assembly
e 7.
Presbyterian church. Through Pil
man car leaving 
Hopkinsviliirjhail
a. in. Tickets on sale May 19th, re-
turn limit June 13th. For further
information call oR Rev. Biddlei
Hopkinsville, or
CHAS. H. SMITH, 411





Promotes a luxurich; myth
Nprer Fails to RestOre Gray
Flair to Its Youthful Color.






telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.















"Down With the Trust?"
*Ob.
E believe implicitly in active competition. Every farmer knoWs that Harvest machines are an ab-
solute necessity on the modern farm. Any attempt to monopolize this necessity in his business in
order to ultimately impose a tribute upon him should be forever defeated. The price of' Harvesting •
Machinery has advanced since the great trust was formed, showing without a doubt- what they will do if
the farmer will clntinue to buy from them, thereby leaving absolutely no competition. Why is it that the
price of binders alone have advanced considerably since the trust has taken hold of them? We say to the
farmers that we will furnish them with one of the best machines built, binders, mowers'and rakes, at •\
The Same Price We Sold the Same Size
Machine Five Years Ago
•
•
THE ACME pays dividends on no watered or dead stock. We have a full line of repairs for these
machines, also have the best binder on the market and it is not made by the trust. We want every farm-
er in Christian and adjoining counties to come to our place of business and examine these machines and
see if they can find a fault. We have Binders, 7 and 8 foot cut, tongue and transport truck. Mowers
4 1-2, 5 and 6 foot cut. Hay Rakes 9 and 10 foot. Best Binder Twine on the market, not made by the trust
•••
PAINTS
We have a complete line of Mixed Paints.. L.
Z. 0. Pure Lead, Zinc and Oil, every dation
duaranteed. Carter Lead, Linseed Oil. We





Hand Woven *Hammocks, Refrigerators




Tobacco and Truck Grower
Buddies "'Eddies
Surreys, Phaetons, Stanhopes, Park Wagons, rake Wagons
In all .SItyles. Come to Cs and we Can Save You Money. How Are These
We will sell you for cash a good stick seat
steel tire Drivind Wagon for 
•
A nice leatheriquarter top Buddy, leather
trimmed, 7-8 inch rubber tires  
A good cut-under Surrey, canopy top,







A nice cap bike axle, rubber tired, dutomobile seat; full leather
.50For trimmed Park Wagon  $57
• •
A Two-in-One Automobile Seat, Leather Trimmed, Leather quarter
Top Buddy and Rubber Tire $65,00For 
•
We Have the Best Harness to Be Found
And will sell at the Lowest Prices. A good set of Harness at 410, $12.50 and $15
•
F. A. YOST C





















A. W. WOOD, Proprietor. •
NNW icRA BLD'O, 15 'iv EST 7TH, ST.•
r. C. Underwood, - - - Editor
051.00 A YEAR.
Reoeived at the Postoffice in Hop-




Daily per year . $5.00
" Ithree months  1.26
" per week  .10
Weelpy per year t  1.00
• . per six months  .60, 1
• FRIDAY, MAY 15 1908
as•
Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising mustbe paid
for irOladvance. •
Charges Mr yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly,
All advertisements inserted with-
out sRecified 'tithe will be charged
for until Ordered eut.
Annaunceipents fogMarriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, anu
notices of preaching published gratis.
• Obituary 'Nttices, Resolutions o
Respslct, and other similar .notices
live cents per line.
1•
Court Directory.
Cm:purr Coura•-,-First Monday in
June and fourth Monday:, iityebru-
ary and September. ,
QUARTERLY CouRT-Second Map-
days n Januar!, April, Jilly and
October.
• FISOAL COURT-First Tuesday in
April tind October.
Cousrr,. COURT-First Monday in
every imonth.
William Allan writes that Mr.
Taft 'scan hook up his wife's dress
in thetback," but can any wonian
keep 4uttons on the vests of a man
like tilat? /
A Mir. Meal is running for mayor
of Harrisburg, Pa., If he is a square
Meal we can see no objection to him.
Hooray for the Meal ticket!
When a woman buys something
she cannot really afford, she cOns
dones the fault by doing without
eomething she did not intend to buy
anyway.
le It has gotten so that the Hon. Jeff
Davis of Arkandas has to roar in or-
der to be heard in congress.
•
Though there were, fewer mar-
' iriagerin Indiana last year than dur-
ing the preceding twelve months,
the divorce courts broke down the
record there being almost four thou-
sand granted in the state. Keeping
one's wife or husband, nowadays,
.is becoming more than'eVer a- prob-
lem.
• A inore‘ deliihtful time of the
year could not have been selected by-
the Elks and tabernacle managment
for pres nting Creatore and' his'
band in this city. If the ts.bernacIss
is not filled at each concert with a
large and brilliant andit;nce,. then,
Indications go for nothing. There
will be many parties organized, in
Western ilIntucky teWna, to attend
these concerts and it seem an as-
sured fact that the promoters will be
well retvarded fl4r their 4sterpriseln
giving these delightful entertain-
ments.. k
- It will' be remembered that at one
time President Roosevelt was all for
"publicity" as a cure for the • plun-
dering of corporations. Congxess
gaveshim the means and the power
to'carry out his ideas, but for some
unexplained reason after obtaining
#rom she bureau of corporations ex-
haustive reports on many of the
trusts elle president has vot taken the
public into his conkience by pub,-
lishing what has been discovered.
Representative McCall of Massachu-
setts, an honest and old-fashioned
Itepublican, thinks publicity desira
ble and-gives Tom Lawson and the
magazine writers credit for what
they 'have done in that direction.
He' criticises President Roasesielt
for doing things he has done and
leavidg undone what he should have
dofie, when lately interviewed on
present conditions by saydng: "I art
one of those 'ho doubt whether the
woild is any ,happier, or is liktily to
be any better, in consequence of the
particular things that the govern-





The New Era will shortly begin
the publication in serial foirn of
"The Merry•Widow,"founded on the
most popular comic opera ever plo-
duced. The "novelization" is by the
author of "The Man of the Hobr"
and it wilt be handsomely illustrated.
The music of the Merry Widow
waltz will also be published in one
issue of tte Nei"( Era.
Judge E. Barry, editor of the Ben-
ton Tribuffe. has announced that IA
would be a candidate for: state sen-
ator on the Democratic ticket from
this senatorial district, composed of
the counties of MeCritcken, Ballard,
Marshall and Carlisle. The election
will tale place a year from, next No-
vertAbr. 'nue senatorial honor has
gone to McCracken•for a long While"
said Judge Barry, "and I think it is
time it wry passing around." The
fact N has tyseti 35 years since
Marshall had the senator. Judge
}tarry sel-ved his county in the leg-
islature tivo years ago.
Lucian H. Davis has returned
ifrom a.,trip with the ,board # trus-
tees of the Kentucky Knights of
Pyahias home fer widows and or-
phans, of which t e is a member, to
Springfield, 0., where the Pythian
Orphans home, said to be.the best in
America, was 'disited. The board
gained much valuable information
as to the management of the insti-
tution and will recommend the erec-
tion of a wing 'to the, Lestington
building si4lar to one. at Spring-
field. Thr Kentucky hotne will be
opened in September.
,
Dr. D. H. Erkiletian left today
for Paducah to attend the Soutlib
western Kentucky Medical associa-
tion where ke will read • a paper on
'Physiology" and Pathology of
Pain."
Nashville papers are enthusiasti-
cally praising the singing comedi-
enne, Ernmalvoe Lackaye, who is
appearing this week in vauaeville at
one of the theaters. Miss Lackaye
is the stage name of Miss Emma
Young Prewitt,- formerly of Madi-
sonville aid poptilar in Hopkins-
'vine. Going on the stage. she made-
a success from the start. Sihe has
sung,deveral engagements -in „the
Opera Comique itsParil; was chosen
aa one repreeentative of the United
States to ling in the royal concerts
during ging Edward's colonatien
ceremonies. She has been seen three
seaso793 tab Lula Glaser ill "Dolly
V'arden;" was featured al Piola in
"King Dddo," and has now entered
the faudeville field,•where she is
said to have achieved as pronounced
a succes as in the vitas of the leg Id-
mate.'
•
Three copies .9f4 old papers were
brought into the New Era office Sat-
urday b#y Frank Ralston, • who lives
uetir town. ThA oldest is a copy of
the.H.opldmivtlleConservative which
was dated May * 1874. This paper
was edited by J.,111: Dodd. The next
oldest is a coely of the Hopkitisville
Democrat (Wed February 18# 1875
which bears at the head M the edi-
torial column the name of Dodd
Wallis, the firm being Composed ,of
A. ,M. Wallis;the present editor of
the Hopkinsvtlle Messenger, and J.
M. Dodd. The ,next was a cepyotthe
Weekly 'Kentucky New Era dated
nprit 29,1879,aat that time the late'
Rev. Dr. Jckhn 0. Rust wae editor.
The papers all contained items which
are interesting reading now, and
show that even that far hack Hop-
kinoville newspapers. SS they are
today, were up to date in every way'.
rineimtØ. x07.









Will leave Madisonville Monday.
June 8th, passing Hopkinsville at
9;37 a. m., arriving ' at Birrhingpain
about 6 p. m. Special equipment will
be placed on this train for the vete-
rans, friengs and visitors from Hop-
kinsville and adjacent territory.
Tickets on sale June 6-7-8, limited.'
to return June 29, 1908. Good to stop
over at Nasb.ville. Further infors
uration phon,e depot ticket office ir
write. • C. H. SMITH, Ticket A gt























•!" heifers to 4uoth, qt$4 
1 bull to,Smiih•  •   3:3 00
UEO: SIMLTON,
• 2 heifers po Fend, (!-/
1 stow' to Fold ....... .
HOSE 1 cow to Marlow J._,htt4on
1 calf to Hess . t... ....
S. OLLO Y.
1 helfer to . . 23.00
!
i ,everml days has brought about an
2 00 i GR. OliiitiG . TOBACG ideal seasent for transplanting. eventhe weather being cool"; third, tobac-
• a coifi;3 generally.cultiVated on higher
..0
------ --- • ground than CUltil and thi? rains .have
prevented the/ lowland from being
'cultivated. While the iiigher g•round
/FROM BEDS
:,i) 
has dried out suilicientlylo permit
s. •
EARLIEI-# I HAN USUAL. it to b•-# Workecl. _- is aies tilt of *hes..
conditious tObAcco this f t•ar will Oe
„ much earlier titan usual.
1   37.00
Large Attendance At Church Hill Last 1 ileirer to Parker 
Friday'And The Bidding Was
Spirited.
''''' 00 : Plants Plentiful And Said to be Gener-
A. S. tR1BBLE. •
/ . 1
.cow- 47.049 I 
ally in Fine Condition In
,
i 1 bull to S. F. Holloway  "




1 bull/to Parker  • 2100 ,
. - i 
-
• • , J. W: LOVE.
The prices which were secured for si Jersey cow and calf to--
cattle sold at the aninuAl , sale at 1
*Church Hill last week, • were very 1 
' • R E 91'OWE.
satisfactory •  
#
and showed an advance 1 bull, to Binns .•  22.00
over ilst year. Owing to the scare- •LEWIS WESTON.
ity of cattle throughout this section 2 steers to Parker  21.50 time. Already many farmers have
the offerings were not as -numerous -1 steer to Pallier  15.50 set out 'a considerable portion of
as there have been on previous oc- I - J. A. CAUDLE & SON their tobacco crops, while nearly all
caAions. Buyers were -plentiful and 4 steers to .Paaker........  25.50 of them are snaking their preprint-
the bidding was spirited.- -Below is 1 " " "  21.00 tioe4 to follow suit at once. Plants
given an itemized statement of the 3 ,i o -si "e .„,  18.06. are exceptionally fine and unusually
Etfles which were made last Friday. i 1 GEO MeKNIGHT. forward. ' They are said to be plen-
J.M. AlIsMS. 14er s ey bull to Johilson  2(J.00 tiful everywhere. 
1
\ 
1 bull to A. Il. Parker.... ..... $27.90 ' FR kNK McCRAE. 
The setting1out of tobacco at this
1
1 Jersey steer to Jacob Hess. la'.50 
time is fully two weeks ahead of the
I calf to • 6 • • 4 
1 Jersey -cow to SImith..  usual order. enerally, if a farmer28.00
. J. A. BROWNING.
• 
• • 134.265°21 Jersey steer to Smith
I 1 Jersey bull to Parker  Juse 10th he considers himself mak-




1 Jersey bull to Parker W. L. CAUDLE. ing good time, and in fact they
W. S. PIERCE. I 2 steers to parker, (4425 •
" 50100 rather prefer settibg out about thatI . .1 Jersey steer to Hess. •  9.60 1 I steer to Smith    25 00 time, as thereby the.tobacco matures
1 steer to Meyers . -17.00 later and is considered to be gener-
I steer to
1 •
I steer to Max Meyers 10.00 J. W. h:LEY
W. H. ADAMS., I cow to Smith 








7 steers to N. Stadelman  47.50 . A Sure Cure
Wm. Manlove, Tipton, Ind., says:
1 heifer to Meyers i  j7,00 II had chelera in my herd and did
1 cow to W. R. Smith  ' 18,00 not lose a hog after giving them
1 heifer calf to Meyers 10,25 Bourbon Hog Cholera Remedy. In
1 heifer to J. T. Ford. . '5 my judgment this medicine is a sure















37.0u 2 steersqo Smith, @$13... .... 26.00





, The Experience of a Poultry 1:76a1e .
• Only in recent years has poultry-
is b,ciiing • transplanted keeping taiked,Nace among recogem-
from tint beds in which the .plants ed industries. Many of the succets-
are grown to the 'field' earlier. this ful poultry men of today' were not
year than has been known in a long experts when they began, but had to
learn by experience.
ally of a better quality and not so
likely to be injured by sunburn.
Many farmers have already begun
5/.75 with their tobacco, or are getting
 31.00 ready to put isout who haye not yet
planted corn. issexceptional,
as corn is generally up and some-
times has been plowed over once or
twice before ileb,acco demands their
attention. p'-
This exerts early season Is account-
ed for in several ways. First, the
plants are Wady aheadof the usual 1.0
time; seccItid, the rain of" the past 
t§oli Dy Gilr--
Siserte vim esti
"In regard to Sloan's Liniment
for poultry diseases," writes E.
Spaulding, of Jaffrey, N. H., "a
diseases called roup; is one of the.
great drawbacks in raising poultry.
It is somewhat similar to distemper
in a horse. After trying ttnd experi-
menting with abotit every thing
recominendea„ I found that 51# an's
Liniment was the spt e.1ie4 and sur-
est remedy for roup, and I can
especially recommerd it for canker
in the windpipe."
Send for Dr. Sloan's free book on
Horses, Cattle, Hogs and PoultrS'.
Address: Dr. Earl . S. Sloan, 615
Albany Street,- Boston, Mass.
Proves Good
Mr. E. V. Chrift, editor of the
American Hen, H'irrisouburg, Va.,
says: We received the Bourbon
Poultry Cure and it has proved good
by several prominent poultrymen
who have used it. Mr. Grayson

























that draws the crowd, regardless of the weather or
other conditiolis, and it's all,vays pretty safe to fol-
, low the crowd when you want to get the most for
your money.
We have "The Big Show" in Men's Clothes and ,
Furnishings---the show\ that DRAWS the ctrowds,
because of its bigness and exclusive attractions;
the show that SATISFIES the people, because it
•
always "plays up to its bills." We want you to
see our show—particularly our show of
Hart Schaffner & Marx
I Clothes
at $20, $22.56, $25, $27.50, $30 and $35 a sttit. They
are the BEST cloths that CAN 13E made of the
best pure-wool goods, designed by the leading
clothes artists, And made up IV the best class -of
tailors.% Why waste time on the "side shows"
when "The Big Show? is open tcr you? Why
spend your money for the, ORDINARY .clothes
when distinctive attire is here or you? Novelties
just as extreme as y,ou dare wear; standard things
just as conservative as you -require; VALUES
such as have always ben the chief attraction of
th4, "big Show."
• a -
Members:A. M. A'. Railroad Fares Refund-
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EWIMIONIMMINISIIM  4.111MMUMMEMP.MIL-M. tlionorb,iiNliss Ag.nes 
Flack and. 
asidsterl of ! ices, - citk,e,s /and. co. nfecti on s were.
ss 
- Interesting Society Events of The Year. 
4 room by the ie-v. D. Millard A. !personal charths and - womanly
.Jenkens, pastor ofthe First Baptist ,/ graces havp since 'Iv debut made-
, chureh wpo iMpressively ,pro- i her a fa teaite hi Kentucky`sosie:y
lEckles.were met inethefceinter of the , Mr.•and Mrs. El M. Flack azild her
Jr. ; served. The bride is a daughter of
11 BEAUTIFUL HOME WEDDING\ . • __ I.
..-- Miss Flack and Mr. Eckles Take Nuptial- Vows.--One of The Most
. - .. ,
 ...; flounced th6 ceremony. The .bride ! circles. The fortunlite bridegtoem
. - i was we4sled with al ring 'symboliz- 1 is (me 'if •- Hopkinsville's foremost-
N.01•IN=MiNEI 
..• . t i , 
iIn the parlor of the rd_sidence 6t ; witn a wealth a , floral, zidornmentri mg endless devotion. The service 1 young citizens, popular with every-. I i was eon eluded with a feeling payer i body, a. eterling, business man And ofthe brtde's parents fui - South Main : and the air was laden with thecweet !
street, Miss Pattie Flacke-and Mr. scent of spring blossoMs. ProMptly I for divine blessing to rest upon them! engaging personality. The union is
I •Alfred Iiicks Ecklys were united t at nine o'clock the nuptial party-en, allthrong,b their lives.. The bride
Tuesday evening in the sacred bonds I tered,t he room from the main hill I was beautiful and was attired in a
oftmarriage in the presence of a Hap- to the sweet strains of Mendelssohn'e I handsome gown of white and wore a
,v-ited -.company of relfitives and Wedding March, and during the I veil which was caught with a gore
Ariende-, It was one of the loveliest rites 1Vavner:s Eveniffg Star was 1 gesous diamond sunburst, the gift of
'home weddings ever solemnized' in softly played, ,MissAdclie Green pre- I the bridegroom. Thg pretty brides-
an ideal one, and the regard and es-
teem in which. the couple is held by
their host of friends was abundantly
attested by the many and exceed-
ingly hasidsome presents they
received. Mr. and Mrs. Eckles left
evening ,suits. After hearty' good as the objective 'Plies/ will return
est. The aspartn'sent in which- the iMr. Fred Jackson came first, and wishes and congratulations had been to Hopkipsville early, in lime and
seirvice was said had been beautiful- immediately preceding the bride spoken, the guests were invited into will have roonnsifor the present,witti
1s4 dressed for the happy occasion I and bridegroom was the maid of the dining room where' delicious Mr. and Mrs. Flack.
$35,000 DAMAGES
VERDICT IN THE HOLOWELL
CASE IS RETURNED
Jury Was Out Only Forty-Five Min-
,
utes.—Other Cases to be Tried
In November.
PADUCAH, , Ky., May 13.—The
$50,000 damage snit of Robert E.
Hollowell for his whipping by Night
Riders who, he allege,- were his
brother John E.-Hollowell and 27
other Caldwell • connty citizens, was
decided promptly this morning in
favor of the plaIntiff.
The jury was instructed by iidge
AGE 7
NINE MORE MEM
OF ALLEGED NIGHT RIDEF•S IN
TR GG COUNTY
6targed With Whipping Two Men.—
Gave Bond and Are Released
From Custody.
CADIZ, 1(y., av 13.—Nine more
arrests of alleged N • rlit Riders were
made heLe, thee re,sted elseing
Timoleon and Jasper Le aye, Hugh
and II my Wallace, V. Croff,
(!harles Polrard, Lee Fer:-uso Paul
Crist and Simon Tegrate.
They are charged with hay'
stiiipl?ed two ̀ men,
Evans last evening and allowed to lived in Trigg and the
retire for the night before beginntng Atl of the parties
its consideration of the evidence.
Judge Evans commented at length
on the remarkable memoriea of the
witnesses who testified for the de-
fense in the effort to establish alibis
for the twenty-eight defendants.
At nine o'clock this morning the
jury began its deliberation and in
forty-five minutes reached an agree-
ment, giving Robert Hollowell a
verdict of $35,000. The jpry was corn-
posed of citizens of Bullitt, Jeffer-
son and Spencer Counties.,
Thd jury which tried the case in
May hung, being divided ten to two,
and were discharged by Judge
EvansIvho issued a call fora special
term!
Mr. Hollowell's case is the only
one to be tried now. That of his wife
Nrary L. and sion, Price, Will go
over wail November term.
LANE TICKET SALE
THREE TIMES AS BIG AS THAT OF
LAST YEAR •
S
The season ticket sale fort the May
Masic festival closed last night, and
is over three times as large as that
of last year. The festival is'attract-
ing attention for fifty miles around
in this region. Nightly rehearsaile
of the choruses are being held.
To the uninitiated, those who have
never beard the great Creatore, the
first impulse is to smile, th9,n giggle,
then laughter outright, but this soon
changes, first to a sober counten-
ance, then rapt attention, then a
look orbewilderment and aiVe comes
over the spectator as the wonderful
leader is bringing both his band an :1
his audience to him as • if by some
subtle influence. No conductor of a
organizatien who comes to
American shores has so subtly be-
wildered an audience as Creatore.
said the critic on the lit,ston Her-
ald : "It is not his peculrlar and or-
required bend :and
leased from custod.Y.





OLD CONFEDERATE ON WAY TO
PEWEE VALLEY
k
ILohn Rochelle and wife, both well
past seventy ptars, applied to Coun-
ty Judie Prowse this morning ,and
were given transportation. to LOuis-
vine. Rochelle established his claim,
to having been a, Confedetate soldier
and having g9ne through the entire
war. He and his wife are on their
way to the Confederate home at
Pewee Valley where they yzpect to
spend the rest of their days. The old
man is nearly blind. The couple
met Squire Tom Barker. of,Eltto, aa
they entered the courthouse and
these two old soldiers had a most in-
• .
teresting conversation and exchange
of experiences.
Rochelle enlisted early in the war
as a member Of F., Third Kens
tucky infantry. This was afterward
turned into a battery and command-
ed by R. Cobb, and although the
command afterwaqi passed to I?. P.
Gracey, of Clarksville, it was al-
ways known as Cain's battery. The
old soldier has fought all through
the country. Hp was wounded
three times, at Franklin, Tenn.,
Murfreesooro and Hartsville. He
was once taken prisoner and held
for five months at Camp CRase at
Chickamauga, and, as he exgressed
it this morning • he "would rather
have fit the Yankees five years thaw
stayed there five months."
He passed through Hopkinsville
under the command of Gen. Breck-
3nridge when that officer went to
Rochester and destroyed tile locks
In the river at that place. He was
familiar with nearly ev.): y •Icidetit
of the war and tepeatcel names,
dates and occurrences wit' a readi-
neS's Ad correctness -which at once
won thd confidence of his hearers.
The couple started L, Wit-I-ilia,
Falls, Texas, eleven (Jaye ago and
have bee* passed one to an-
other Confedere;.• f.rgazation until
iginal methods of condueting,
-It is 4 they reached here. /1(ley left here
not his fervor and frenzy in. strivingl
at 11.20 nvex thc,i!Iinois Central'and,
to brieg out pvery possibility( then'il,will reach Louisville about 6:30 this
is in his splendid band, but it is, the I afternoon. Here they expect to re-
inhorrt gemius and spiiit of tfie man i ceive pr.unixt assistance from Col,
himself which wields a powerful in-!Bennett -Yonne. or Gen. Basil Duke,
tluence over band and audience iI both of whom Rochelle claims to
alike. (1.`lie.re is oily one Creatore, I know in,timately, and g6 at once to
and tlyre has never been another i the Confledera.wte home.
like him. He seems to be the incar-
nation of the music and demdn-1 'Phe court of appeals. yesterday
strates in his.eyery mood." Add so passed up the hearing 10f the motion,
at niidriight for at, extended trip to 
it has been by every critic whe has
of the most popular young pAuple, it I Miss Nell Tandy and Mr. Lawson !gentlemen wore the conventional southern points,.with Havana, dubs, heard Creature. His coming to shaw, seeking to secure a tem
made by attorneys- for J. M. Ren-
porarA
Hopkinsville has created no end of writ of prohibition against Circuit
. ,
interest, and he is snre to be greatiod
by very large and brilliant audiences
during his half week stay here.
was social event of unuanal inters Flack and -Arise Mary Tandy and
„Judge Cook hntil May 21. At this
time they will hear both sides of the
case.
CITY MARKET HOUSsE
Just Like 'a Big Vegetable Garden--- That's Up-to-Date
We have 'Mr. Wallace. Layne's Berries. If you bought of him last year you know they
are the finest that have eve,n been' on sale in this market a/.
Froth Sunny Florida We have brokers Florida that ship as our needs appear to them, also market gardeners there. that con--sign vegetables to us weekly. 20 years experience puts us in touch with the best gardeners in the U. S.
You can depend on us to supply your wants. The reason that you can alway§ find what you want at our store iis because we have such a big line of customers
that there is no trouble of disposing of what we buy; no old stale goods. Come and take a look yourself and.give us a trial order. The more lye sell the clieap-
er we can sell it because we buy in quantities. Our motto—Sell cheap, sell a heap and keep eternally at it. Your trade- appreciated. —












WEEKLY KUNTUCKY NEW ERA.
Kee ii Your
Bowels Open
It is a noticeable fact, and one which
any doctor will verify that people who
suffer most often from disease are the
ones who have the most difficulty in
keeping their bowels open. Regular
bowel action is half the battle of health.
People who have a tendency to con-
stipation must of necessity use something
to help nature along. 'this should not Ftad
be a violent aid like salts or purgative
waters, cathartic pills or powders, but a I
syrup liquid that will Oil the intestines!
and membranes that it comes in contact
with. Children, women and weak
people generally should never be given a
strong physic, as it weakens the system. And it
is futile for the strongest person because the
relief is simply for
tion seta in and you are worse off than hefore. 
(From Friday's Daily)that day, and then the reac-
tive tonics like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Relatives in the city received theWhat is needegl is a prompt but gehtle laza-
People have been taking it for sixteen years sad intelligence today of the sudden
and it is being better liked by more people every
year. The reason is that it 1111s a want.. It is death of Harry! G. Tandy at Daw-
unlike anything else. Results are so sure in
constipation. dyspepsia. indigestion, liver 
son Springs. He had been in bad
trouble, biliousness, flatulency. sour stomach, health for many months, but had
weak stomach, bloated stomach and such ills
that score of any of these ailments is absolutely apparently become much better up
guaranteed. A bottle costs but 50 cents or $1 and to a few cits-s ago. He dropped dead
is worth a hundred times that to any sufferer.
Wise mothers keep it constantly in the house in his room at the New Century ho-
for emergencies, because it is needed at some
tune or other by every member of the family. tel. An organic heart affection corn-
Dr. Luella Underhill. the medical superinten-
dent of the Working Woman's Home of Chicago 
plicated with dropsy was the cause
has kept her charges in perfect health by the use of his:death. The remains Were
of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin whenever a stom-
ach complaint was brought to her attention. No taken today to Paducah for burial
other laxatiVe is used in the Home. Buy a bottle Sat-
yourself today and watch .the prompt and per- and the 
funeral will take place 
manent results.  urd ay afternoon. Mr. Tandy was a
HARRY TANDY DEAD
PASSED AWAY SUDDENLY AT
HOTEL IN DAWSON
Been in Failing Health For a
Long I ime.—A Native of
HOpkinsville.
FREE TEST Those wishing to try Dr. Cald.well's Syrup Pepsin before buy-
ing can have a free sample bottle sent to their home by
addressing the company. This offer Is to prove thatthe
remedy will do as we claim, and is only open to those
who have never taken It. Send for It If you have any
symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product
bears purity imarantee No. 17, Washington, D. C,
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
119 Caldwell Bldg., Monticello, Ill. 




Ho, all ye merry little fish,
Ye Stickers and ye sun,
Ye cats and chubs and other kinds
That promise so much fun;
Ye careless, happy fish that swim
'In all the laughing streams,
Whose rippling waters tickle you
In sunny. spring time dreams,
Beware the bait upon the hook
That dangles all about;







On Shnday, April 19,the Nashville
Tennessean issued a special edition
which was a whooper. It contained
ninety-six pages and exploited
Nashv:ille and its reiources. in a
masterly and interesting manner. It
was profusely illustrated in every
department and in fact was a nota-
ble example of up to date journalism.
" Commissioner of AgrIculture Ran
ns has appointed Mr. J. B. Walk-
er director for the Third agriculture
district and he will hold institutes
as follows: Eddyville, August 11-12;
Princeton, August. 14-16; Cadiz,
August, 18-19; Hopkiesville,August,
21-22; Guthrie, '25-26; Adairville,
August, 28-29; Central CIty,October,
;8-7; Robard, October 28-29; Hanson,
November, 8-4.
The-United States army recruiting
station which has been maintained
here for some tfrne under the super-
vision of Seargent Ridings, has been
closed on account of the results not
justifying its being longer kept open.
Gen.. Williams' men seem to be a
most excellent lot of young fellows,
and their conduct in our county
has been exemplary.—Cadiz Record.
Tonight: "A Britians Promise."
Admission 5. cents.
NOT RIDERS.
DAN VILLE, Ky., May 8.—Night
Riders dug a grave last night in E.
C. E. McWherter's tobacco bed in
this county. They also warned
Cleveland Rose, another farmer,
that unless quit raising tobacco his
home Would be burned and he would
be beaten.
After Once Tasting
no one wants an old-fash-
ioned cod liver oil prepara-
tion or emulsion, because
Vinol is a much better body-
builder and strength creator
for old people,weak children,
and for coughs, colds, bron-
chitis, etc. If it does no good
ye will return your money.
L. L. ELGIN, Druggist.
native of Hopkinsville and a son of
Capt. David Tandy and the late
Mrs. Kate Tandy. He was born in
1870. When a youth he went to Pa-
ducah and for along time was in the
newspaper business. He was one of
most popular young politicians in
Kentucky and was assistant secre-
tary of state during Beckham's first
administration and assistant super-
intendent of public instruction dur-
ing the second. , He was handsome
in appearance and magnetic in man-
ner and his friends throughout the
state were innumerable. His wife.
formerly Miss Elizabeth Sigenfelter,
and one little daughter survive him.
He was a nephew of Mrs. W. S. Da-
vison and Mrs J. D. Morris, of this
city.
WHAT THEIKIDNEYS DO.
Their Unceasing Work Keeps Us
Strong and Healthy.
All the blood in the body passes
through the kidneys once every
three minutes. The kidneys filter
the blood. They work night 'and
day. When healthy they remove
about 600 grains of impure matter
daily, when unhealthy some part of
this impure matter is left in the
blood. This brings on many dis-
eases and symptoms—pain in the
back, headadhe, nervousness, hot,
dry skin, rheumatism', gout, gravel,
Aisorder• of the eyesight and hear-
ing, dizziness, irregular hear:, de-
bility, drowsiness, dropsy, deposits
in the urine, etc. But if you keep
the filters right you will have no
trouble with your kidneys.
"Mrs. W. I. Bailey, living on East
Greenville St., Madisonville, .Ky.,
says: "It is four years since I re:
commended Doan's Kidney Pills
through our papers, and my con-
fidence in them during the time
which has elapsed has not been
shattered in the least, but to the
contr%ry,J learned more about them
and can recommend them even
more strongly. I said at that time
that Mr. Bailey had suff3re.I ith
kidney complaint off and on lor a
number of years, and had used al-
most every knowvi remedy for this
trotible but nothing brough. per-
manentresultse He finally learned
of Doan's Kicliney Pills and got a
box. They benefited him in every
way, more so than all the other
kidney medicines he had ever tried.
He has used them many times dur-
ing the past four years, and they
have never; failed to give him re-
lief from these severe attacks. I
have used Doan's Kidney Pills my-
self for a weakened condition of the
kidneys and they proved just as sat-
isfactory in my case. We both
think there is no remedy like Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New 'York, sole egents for the
'United States. Rember the name--
Doan's—and take no other.
Cures Eczema. Itching Humors, Pim-
ples and Carbuncles—Costs
pothing to Try. -
B. B. B. (Botanic Blood Balm) is
a dertain and sure cure for eczema,
itching skin, humors, scabs, scales,
watery blisters, pimples, aching
bones or joints, boils. carbuncles,
prickling pain in the skin, old eating
ewes, ulcers, eic., Botanic Blood
Balm cures the worst and most des-
perate cases by enriching, purifying
and vitalizing the blood, thereby
giving a healthy blood suppiy to the
skin. Heals every sore and gives
the rich glow of health to the skin.
Builds up the broxen down body
amd makes the blood red and nour-
ishing. Especially advised for
chronic, old cases that doctors, pat-
ent medicines and hot springs fail to
cure. Druggists $1, with comPlete
directions for home cure. To prove
B. B. B. cures, samlole sent free and
prepaid by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. Describe trouble and




Could Lay Slate-Pencil in One—
Hands in Dreadful State— D is-




"I had eczema on my hands for about





disease was so bad on
my hands that I could
lay a slate-pencil in one
of the cracks and a rule
placed across the hand
would not touch the
pencil. I used
Skin Lotion,
  Remedy and
others externally but I
did not use any internal remedy, and
while some gave partial relief, none re-
lieved as much .as did the first box of
Cuticura Ointment. I made a purchase
of Cuticusa Soap and Ointment and
my hands were perfectly cured after two
boxes of Cuticura Ointment and one
cake of soap were used. I now keep
them on hand for sunburn, etc., and use
Cuticura Soap for sliving. I Ilould write
a great deal morein reference to my
cure but do not want to take more of
your time. William H. Dean, Newark,
Del., Mar. 28, 1907."
CHILD SUFFERED
With Sores on Legs. Cured in
Two Weeks by.Cuticura.
"My little daughter suffered with
sores on her legs all last suignmer. Her
feet were •sore, too, and she couldn't
wear her shoes. I think she was poisoned
by running through weeds but the doc-
tor said it was eczema. I tried several
remedies but failed to find a cure. Then
I sent for Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment which cured her in two weeks.
I find Outicura the beet I ever tried for
any kind of sore and I hope I shall never
be without it. Mrs. Gertie Laughlin.
Ivydale, W. Va., Apr. 25, 1907."
Complete External and Internal Treatment tor
Every Humor of Infants, Children; and Adults
consists of Cè t.siikura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cuticura Oin ent (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cuticura R ent (50c.), (or in the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Said throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem.
Cerp , Sole Props., Bcston, Mass.
oar Mailed Free, Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.
DANGER OF GATARRH
Unless Properly Treated With Hyomei,
'The Disease Becomes Serious.
Catarrhal troubles are far more
darrgerous than they seem at first
thought.
If you have catarrh, there is an
imitated state of the mucous mem-
brane and weakened tiswes which
afford an ideal lodgment and cul-
ture medium or disease germs, es-
pecially those of consumption.
You should .get cured as quickly
as possible before any dangerous
germ that you may breathe lodge
on the diseased tissue and work de-
struction in the throat and lungs.
Tne easiest, simplest, quickest,
surest and cheapest way to cure ca-
tarrh is by the direct method,
breathing Hyomei. This wonderful
medicated air treatment does not
drug and derange the stomach, but
is breathed in, directly following
and destroying all disease germs
that may have been inhaled, and
healing and vitalizing the tissues of
the throat, nose and lungs so as to
render catarrh and ail other germ
infections no linger popuble.
The unusual way in which Hyo-
rnei is sold by L. L. Elginis the best
evidence of his confidence in the
treatment atid shonld dispel all
doubt as to its curative properties.
He agrees to refund the purchase
price to anyone whom Hyomei fails
to benefit, and you do not risk a cent
in testing its healing virtues. A
complete outfit costs but $1.00, if it
helps you, not a cisnt if it does not
(to all that is claimed for it.
For Sale.
Two sections of land in the Pan-
handle cheap. Located one and one
half miles of Hedley or old Rowe,
Donley county, Texas. .One section
has 800 acres in cultivation, good,
new two story house well built, barn
for 16 horses, well, windmill, tank,
etc. Good water. Will sell sepa-
rate or together. Other sections un-
improved, Why stay on high priced
land in an unhealthy country when
you can produce as much or more
where land is cheay. This land will
produce from to 3 of a bale .of
cotton per acre or forty to fifty bush-
els of corn. Terms:
1. cash and balance on loan timez 3
with 6 per cent interest For partic-
ulars write, Dr. C. P. Brokaw, own-
er, Dalhart, Texas. w4t
We invite home seekers from Ken-
tuoky to come to St. Francois coun-
ty Missouri and look at our farm
properties. This county is the home
of the Mo. mule, the largest lead
mines in the wortd, low taxes, 30
miles•South of St. Louis, good mar-
ket productive land prices reason-
able. Come and see us, or write for
pie list.
W. AgKENNICIi Y Real Estate
wtf Farmington, Mo.
PROHIBITION WRIT a
ISSUED BY JUDGE COOK IN
SHERIFF'S CASE,
Prevents Judge Prowse From Trying
Injunction Pending Hearing of Suit,
in Circuit Court.
•
Notice was made yesterday in the
New Era of the filing of a petition in
the office of the circuit clerk by Mr.
Renshaw's attorneys, praying for an
injuction against Mr. Smith to pre-
vent him from occupying the sher-
iff's office and serving papers. Notioe
was given that on account' of the
absence from the county of Circuit
Judge Cook, hearing of this case
would be* had this afternoon at 2
o'clock before County J udge Prowse.
The attorneys for Mr. Smith filed
a petition alleging that Judge
Prowse had lost jurisdiction in the
matter by' reason of an appeal having
been taken from his court and a
supersedeas issued,and that,further-
more he was a party to the suit in
volving the title of the office.
The papers in the case were taken
before Circuit Judge Cook tat Eddy-
ville, and he granted a ,temporary
writ of prohibition which prevents
Judge Prowse from acting in the
case in a judicial capacity until the
motion as contained in the petition
filed by Mr. Smith's attorneys can
be heard at the June terns of court,
the case being set for the f1ret day
that term.
Notice has been givel 12y Mr.
Smith's attorneys that the taking of
depositions in the case will begin
Monday. Both sides undoubtedly
owe it to the public to see that the
case is promptly pushed to final ad-
judication.
RATES ARE SECURED
A lettir received by W. A, Wilgus,
of the B. P. 0. Elks executive com-
mittee, from W. A. Russell, general
passenger agent of L & N, states
that special rates ,of one and one-
third fare pips 26c has been granted
over their lines on account or the
May Music Festival. Mr. :RusseH's
letter is as follows:
May Music Festival, Hopkinsvill




Referring to yours of the 6th for
this occasion we will sell round trip
tickets to Hopkinsville at one and
one-third fares plus 25c, fare 50c,
from the following point:
Russellville, Ky., Clarksville, Tenn.
Springfield,Tean. Providence, Ky.
Elkton, Ky. Slaughter, Ky.
Tickets will be sold May 18 to 21st
inclusive, limited to May 22nd.
Yours 'truly,
W. A. Russell, ..11 P. A.
This reduction will have the effect
of bringing a large number of out-
siders to Hopkinsville. This rate is
the same - which is made for the
larger cities, thus sheaving that the
merit of the attraction is valued just
as highly by the railroad people. No
restriction la made as to the number
in a partfor anything ef that kind.
ECZEMA NOW CURABLE.
All Itching Skin Diseases Which Are
Not Hereditary Instantly Relieved
By Oil of Wintergreen.
Can Eczema be cured? '
Some physicians say "Yes."
Some say "No.?'
The real question is, "What is
meant by Eczema?" If you mean,
those scaly eruptions, those diseases
which make their first appearance,
not at birth but years afterward,
and perhaps not until middle age—
then there can no longer be any
question that the germs of Eczema
are curable.
Simple vegetable oil of winter-
green, mixed with other vegetable
ingredients, will kill the germs that
infest the skin. Apply this pre-
scription to the skin, and instantly
that awful itch is gone. The very
moment the liquid is applied, that
agonizing, tantalizing itch disap-
pear* and continued applications of
this external remedy soon cure the
disease.
We carry in stock this oil of win-
tergreen properly compounded into
D. D. D. prescription. While we
are not sure that it will cure all
those cases of skin trouble which
are inherited, we positively know
that this D. D. D. prescription when
yightly used, will cure every last
case of genuine Eczema or -other
skin trouble, which did not exist at
birth
We know this. 'Anyway you,
yourself, will know that D. D. D.
perscriptimi illistantly takes away
the itch the moment it is applied to
the skin. Stop tat itch today—
instantly. Just can at our store and
[try this refreshing and soothing- li-








Whenever a sore 'refuses to heal, it is because of bad blood. If
the place existed simply because the flesh was diseased at that particular
spot, it would be ati easy matter to apply some remedy 'directly to the
ulcer that would kill the germ; or the diseased flesh might be removed
by a surgical, operation and a cure effected. But the very fact that
old sores resist every form of' local or external treatment, and even
return after being cut away, shows that back of them is a morbid cause
which mist be removed before a cure can result.
The impurities in the blood which keep old sores open, come from
different tauses. A long spell of debilitating sickness, which breeds
disease germs in the system, is a common source. These morbid
impurities get into the circulation, and the blood becomes a polluted,
infectious ,fluid, which, instead of
nourishing the fibres and tissues of
the flesh, irritates and ulcerates
them, and continually discharges
its impurities into the open sore,
and prevents the place from heal-
ing. Another cause for bad blood
is the retention in the system of
the refuse and waste matters of
the body. Those members whose
duty it is to carry off the useless
accumulations, become dull and
sluggish in their action and leave
their work imperfectly done„ and
this fermenting matter is absorbed
into the circulation. The weaken-
ing or polluting of this vital fluid
may also come from the resillts of
some constitutional disease, while
persons who are born with an
hereditary blood taint are very apt
to be afflicted with sores and ulcers.
Local or external applications
can not cure an old sore, because they do not reach the blood. Such
treatment may reiluce the inflammation, lessen the pain and discharge,
and tend to keep the place clean, and for this reason should be used,
but it can do no real good toward effecting a permanent curet
S. S. S. cures sores and ulcers by purifying the blood. It removes
every impurity and taint from the circulation, and completely does
away with the cause. When S. S. S. has cleansed the blobd, the sore
begins to heal, and it
is not a surface cure,
but the healing process
begins at the bottom;
soon the pain and in-
flammation leave, the
discharge ceases, and
the place fills in with
firm, healthy flesh.
S. S. S. is purely
vegetable, made only
from roots and herbs,
am is an aSsolUtely safe medicine for persons of any age. Under the
purifying and tonic effects of S. S. S. the system is built up, and those
whose health has been impaired because of the drain and worry of an
old sore, will be doubly benefited by its use. Special book on Sores
and Ulcers and any medical advice free. S. S. S. is for sale at all drug
stores. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
ENTIRE FOOT A SOLID SORE.
Some time ago I had a sore
to come on my foot, and noth-
ing I useewould dolt any good.
It continued to grow worse and
eat deeper into the surround-
ing flesh, until the entire foot "
was a solid sore, and gave me a
great deal of worry and
trouble. I tried almost every-
thing I heard of, but got no
benefit until I c o menced
S. S. S. In a short time after
commencing thil remedy I be-
gan to improve, and I contin-
ued to use it until it drove the
poison from my blood, and
completely cured this obsti-
nate sore. I necom mend it most
highly as a remedy for sores
and ulcers.
DAVID C. MILLER.
242 W. 49th Bt.,




We have enything you want in this line. Be sure
to giet our prices before you buy. We exchange
everything with you. Bring us your corn and det
top prices either in seed or money.
Monarch Grain Co.,




A succeSsful merchant said: "I re-
quire no better recommendation from
a young man than that he has a .4v-
ing bank account." •
For a Young Man
•
'there is no better place to put money
than in thr savings department of a
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FESTIVAL SOLOIST.)
n 
Ella May Bassett Gregory is a
charming western vocalist, who has
a very pleasing mezzo voice, and
sings with fluency aud authority.
She is of the McAlpin and was an
associate at the Thans-Miller school
in Cincinnati with Miss 4imy
Whaley, who has arisen to promi-
nence through her successful tours
with the United States Marine band
under the same management, and it
was through the lattet's recom-
mendation that Mme. Gregory first
..became associated with the Urea-
tore band concerts. It is anticipated
that she will delight her audiences
and encourage sectional pride in her
snccess. Although a mezzo soprano,
C'''.%tfr.:13:regory has such timbre Ift
er voice that she has be-en. selected
•
1
MISS ELLA MAY GREGORY.
1
tosing the contralto roles of the fes-
tival. .
DELICIOUS BANANA CREAM
This recipe is highly recommend-
ed by one of our correspondents; try
It for dessert tomorrow.
Peel five large bananas, rub
smoofh with five teaspoonful of
sugar. Add one teacup sweet cream
, beaten to a stiff froth, then add one
10c package of JELL-O dissolved in
Ui teacups boiling water. Pour into
mold and when cold garnish with
candied cherriad. 'Serve with whip-
ped cream, or any good .pudding
sauce. JELL-O is sold by all Gro-
cers at10c. per package.
DR. E. M. CRUTCH FIELD,
DENTIST..
(Successor to Dr. R. R. Bourne.)
Office No. 4X South Main St. Cu mb
Phone 402.
110PKINSVILLE, KENTUCKN.
. Plant Beds scraped.
The plant bed of Hadley and Lowe
Allen and Charley Jackson, of Dis-
trict 18, were destroyed by being
scraped.. No clue is had of the per-
petrators of the outrage.s-Clarks-










brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
Land Sale
Fr Taxes




Monday, June 1,1938,betw.ten the hours of 10 a.m.and 4
p. m., at the court house:door in Hopkinsville Ky., I will
sell for cash for state and county taxes due, the following
lands *id town lots, or as much thereof as will pay the
taxes due and cost. This land has been sold year after
year for tax, and has been ordered to
ty Attgrney John C. Duffy.
NO 1-WHITE,
McGraw, G W, 1 acre land, tax 
NO. 2-WHIT ,
Morris, W F, for children, two town lots, tax 
NO. 3 -WHITE
Armstrong,John, 12 acres of land. tax....
Wilkins, J W, 175 acres of land, tax 
Winsert, C W, 1 acre of land, tax 
Young, W M, 110 acres of land, tax
NO. 4---WHITE-
be resold by Coun-
Allen, J L, 1 town lot, tax\
Callus, E 0, for Frank Campbell, 1 town lot, tax 
Sirpmons.J C, for sister, 1 town lot, tax
NO. 5-WHITE
Powell, Mrs John, 4 acres of land, tax . '
Parrish, T S, 103 acres of land, tax 
NO. 1-COLORED
Fleming, Aggie, 42 acres of la$id, tax 
,NO: 2-COLORED
Hamilton, Joe, acres of land, tax ' 
Malone,Kit, acres of land, tax 
Taylor, Bennie, 1 town lot, tax 
No. 3-COLORED.
Henry, Stanford, 1 town lot, tax 
Holland. Willie, 3i acre of land, tax 
Lai:Toon, U C,24 acres of land, tax
Mumford, Gus, acres of land, tax  s
Moodie. eresey, % acre of land, tax 
Stites, JOry, 3 acres of land, tax 
,NO: 4-COLORED
Allensworth,' Malinda, 1 town llt, tax 
Boyd,4ohn, 1 sown lot, tax 
Isattle, Lena, 1 town lot, tax
Dillard, Charles, 1 town lot, tax 





Fort, Aaron, 1 town lot, tax
Glass, William, 1 town lot, tax 
Gibbons, Eliza, 1 town lot, tax  
Hatton, Alec, 1 town lot, tax 
Johnson, Mahalie, 1 town lot, tax
PhOphs, Mary, 1 town lot, tax 040 
litlack, Ed, 1 town lot, t
ax.
Wooldridge, Lewis, 1 town lot, tax  , 
NO. 5-COLORED
Ci ttay, George, 341, acri of land, tax
W stern,Williams, 1 town lot, tax 
OF MEN CHARGED WITH BEING 1
•
NIGHT RIDERS.
Much IndignAtiun There Over Action 041P
Of Soldiers. -County Attorney John
Kelly's7Startling Advice.
41.
CADIZ, Ky.., May 9.-Gen. Roger ±
Williams arrived in tlft city this .4.
morning to investigate the arrests
made in the northern part of the
county Thursday night by troops.
046
The following lespatch from Cadiz
appears in the Couriour-iournal:
CADIZ. Ky., May 8.-A detach-
ment of fifteen soldiers entered the ,
northern part of Trigg county
Thursday night and arrested Harvey
Sanders, , Buck Sanders, Hooker
Sanders and Tom Reddick, all of
them charged with night riding, in
warrants sworn out at Eddyville by
Sanford elan. Robert Stephens and
Fred )rferrick "'fere arrested on the!
same charge today, by Clarence
Broadbent, sheriff of Tiigg county. I
Much indignation was expressed
here today over the action of the
soldiers in entering the county and
making arrests, and John W. Kelly, !
the county attorney, and Sheriff
Broadbent are especially indignant.
Gen. Roger Williams was caligd up
over the long distance telephone at
Hopkinsville and Mr. Kelly told
him the circumstances. Mr. Kelly
•
said the soldiers had no authority to
enter Trigg county and make arrests,
and that he would tell the citizens .
of Trigg county to''shoot them down
like dogs" if the occurrence was re- ,
,
peated.
Mr. Kelly said that Gen. Wil-
liams agreed with him and was un-
able to understand. why the war-
rants liad not been issued in the
regular way. The general said he
would come to Trigg county tomor-
row to libo'c into the situation.
Sheriff Broadbent learned of the
issurance of the six warrants Thurs-
day night from Sheriff Cash, of
Lyon county. Mr. Cash called up'
I
oder the phone and asked Mr.
Broadbent to serve the warrailtsan'd
when the sheriff went to the north-
ern end of the county this morning
he fund that the soldiers had been ;
before him and taken four or the .
men. He arrested the other two
and turned them over to the Lyon
county authorities. Mr. Broadbent
• Rajah
Silk Sale!








4. at 75c . ms-at
* -r
* Cut Prices on 
all Silks and Woolen 't
* Dress Goods in the House. ar
* 1'
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40 With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar
proof safe and vault, we are Prepared to OFFER .OUR DE-
*. POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
* 3 pet Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
f Deposit
A, HENRY C. GANT, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
H. L. McPHERSON, Asst. Cashier

































This bank ranks among the first in the





said he was informed by Mr. Cash ! 0 3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits it
that Judge Crumbaugh had given • w
the warrants to the soldiers to serve. • a
1 1,0•01601100000100411••••••••••••••••





The 110th missionary meeting of
the third circle be held at Olivet,
May 30-31, 1908. ••••
•
The program follows: 1. Why
$ 4.00 the unrest in the pulpit and pew?-
J. H. Moore ,and J. F. Garnett.
'23.09 2. What relation do our country
1 churches sustain to our city churches
5.84 and why should they be encourag-
/20.90 ed?-Dr. J. D. Clardy and A. J.
4,66 Smith.
8.13 3. A digest of Dr Willingham's
I trip among our foreign missionaries.
5.81 H. Stowe, J. S. Pate, J. W.
5.19 Hammdck.
8.5,1 4. Why is it more blessed ta give
than to receive?-R. C. Gary, S. J.
2 03 Lowry, Rev. M. A. Jenkins,.
5.81 0.0sUNDAY SCHOOL.
1. How may our Sunday school
4.93 literatur be used as a help and not
a hindrance?-W. F. Duval, Isaac
6.52 Garrott.
5.191 2. How may the attendance at'
2.32 Sunday school be increased? -Earn- i•






DEPOSITARY 1 The Only National Bank in This Community 'Capital $75,000.00
Surplus. $25,000.00
Stockholders Liability $73,000.00
Has a regular Savings Bank department.
t Three per cent interest pitid on savings
and time deposits. $1 ovens an account.
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash.
ir•-•-•-•-•40-0-4-4++++++++++++4
Closing Out Sale of
W. F. DUVAL ' ,4.08 A
ll are invited to attend and take •









4.66 Drinichon gives contracts, backed' by chain'
of 30 Uolleges, $300,000.00 capital, and 19
I years' success, to secure positions urqlei
2.91 reasonable condit s or refund tuition.f
4'66 fOOKKEE 1NG




1  4.66 ookkeeping bn THREE months than they
do in SIX. Draughon can convince YOU.
2.44
2.4:II SHORTHAND van gents 1:itif eh esCourtReporters
4.66 write the system of Shorthand Draughon
4.66 teaches, because they know It fib TIIE REST.
6.0 
Learn 
R FRE ltC ATAIGU E and booklet "Why
Telegraphy?"which explain all, call
>la Or VV111.0 JNO.F. DRAIIGHON, President
5.1a DRAUGHON' S
DAVID SMITH, I 
I PRACTICAL BUSINBFISLAupLLEGE
(Incorporated)
Sheriff Christian County PApUCA Hi NASHVILLE,
EVAXSVILLE or ST. LOUIS.
•
•
Will sell on easy terms: We have decided to
drop Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machine.s from




PADUCAH, Ky., May 12.-Coun-
ty AV-orney Walter Krone, of Lyon-
co., arTived here with Sanders Hall,
Night lilder suspect of that county,
who has made a sworn confession'. it
is said, implicating twenty-five
prominent farmers principally for
the raid at Lycusbnrg, when Henry
Bennett and: William Groves were




LEXINGTON, Ky., May 12.-A
military officer here confirmed the
report of the killing of two negro
"Night Riders" and the wounding
of a white man in Madison county.
The killing took place ten days ago.
but has been suppressed to 'assist
the officers in their efforts to capture
the gang. .Following threats. a band
pf masked men visited the home of
a tobacco grower between Kirksville
and Richmond late at night and
s3raped a tobacco bed,
Witte° & Knight
Real Estate
Here's a big bargain in a farm of
about 230 acres situated on the
southern boundary of Christian
con uty with about 80 acres of fkne
timber, good residence, store house,
blacksmith shop, about 6000 feet of
timber, good log wagon, farm wa-
gon: dump cart, binder, mower
wheat drill, hay rake, disk and
smooth harrow, wheat fan, corn.
sheller, c der mill and all small
tools, needed on a farm, also fall set
of blacksmith tools, all go with tt‘e
land at $15 per acre if sold at once.
The season of the year when peo-
ple want to buy real estate is at hand
now and we invite those who want
to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for
conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our
hands free of charge, and will fur-
nish prospective customers convey
ance to look at property without
cost to them,, Come to see us if you
want to sell, it costs you nas_hing if
you fail.
A good farm of 196 acres lit land 2
miles from Hopkinsville on a turn-
pike road.
Farm has two sets improvements
two good totacco barns, fine stable
60 acres of timber, good stock-water.
Will be sop for $6,000.
A fine farm of 200 acres of land
within three Niles of Hopkinsville
on a good turnpike. Has a new e00-
tage house of five rooms, tobacoo
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres
if desired. Very desirable property
in good neighborhood.
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hon-
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road.
This land is ,good red clay subsoil.,
and lied well and is in good condi-
tion, fronts about 34 mile on good
pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for
any purpose.
,.‘ine farm of 439 acres atHerndon,
lty., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land, wiih
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts.
let tract 268 acres 200 cleared his
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por-
ches, fine new stable, cost s700, new
barn, 3 cabins, cow bouse and ma-
chine shed, poultry house, smok 
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
good frame house ana good tobacco
barn.
400 acres desirable farming land
in Montgomery county, Tenn..,
heavly timbered, 10 miles from
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
Farm of 0834acres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mitt
road, well improved with house
stories, Q rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
3 porchels, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 or 4 acres, 26 acres of timlser, farm
is well matured and land is In good
part and under good wire fence.
900 acres of land in Christian coun-
ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350
acres in cultivation, 650 acres in
timber, red oak. white oak, hickory
ash and poplar. The place is well
watered and productive. Has two
good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to-
bacco barns and 5 tenant houses,
and a fine storehouse and a splendid
location for country store. This
farm is underlaid with good coal. A
mine has been operated on it for
year. Will be sold as a whole or
divided.
Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
town on good pike.
Farm bf 263 acres well improved
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
137 acres near Gracey, I.
77 4 acres 12 miles from Hopkins-
ville on Masons Mill road.
366N acres on Palmyra road near
Garrettsburg, Ky.
236 acres good red clay land, well
improved, plenty ofgood timber an-d
well watered, 2 milcs west of Pem-
br1o4okeac, Ky.s
6 miles north on L. & /s1`.
R. R.
246 acres good improvements, 7
miles west of Hopkinsville, Price
$1500.
115 acres 13 miles out on Johns6ns
Mill read. , Price $750.
43 acreal mile from Holakinsville
on pike.
102 acres 2 miles from town.
107 acres '*i miles S. W. of Crof-
ton, Ky.. on Trade Water, good im-
provements,
325 acres 3 miles
kinsville on pike.
253 acres 6 miles north of town.
south of Hop-
530 acr.es 2 miles from Fairview,
Ky. one of the-finest tracts of land
in Kentucky.
211 acres 6 miles south of Hopkins-
ville.
428 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., well improved.
100 acres 1 mile from Gracey, Ky.
180 acres fine land, well improved,
4 miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
46-acres 6 or 6 miles from town on
Kirkmansville road, good improve-
ments. Price $700.
385 acres 5 miles from city on the
Clarksrille pike. Price $50 per acre.
About 239 acres on Clarksville
pike 4 milrs from., Hopkinsville,
well improved, fine land, $65 per
acre.
276 acres fine land orfiClarksvilie
pike, 135 acres in fine timber.
8734 acres 3 miles Mutt) of Hop-
kinsville, about 3 acres in timber:
145 acres 13 miles south of Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
12 acres on Princeton road, 12
miles from Hepkinsville, Ky., 25
acres in timber, well improved and
battom land, $30 per acre. 43 acres
about 1 .mile from above tract, 10
acres cleaied balance in Umber.
Price $15 per acre.
Good 3 room house on Oneal Ave.,
in good repair, with all necessary
out houses, stable ond cistern. Price
$700. This is a bargain.
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LID IS TAKEN OFF
.ON THE VENDING OF MEATS IN
HOPKINSVILLE.
Council Repeals Ordinances Requiring
License—Special Meeting of Board
Held Saturday Night
At a special meeting of the city
council which was held Saturday
night the ordinance requiring
hucksters and peddlers of meat to
pay a city license of $10 and $26 re-
spectively per year, was repealed.
Two causes were behind this action
upon the part of the council.
s 
 Pri-
manly the reason behind the move
• was the [objection which has been•
-.ewe raised tei the licenses ever since they
were put in force. As it was under
thes-t ordinances a farmer could
only sell the produce which he,
himself, had raised, unless he took
, out a license. This prevented neigh-
borhoods from combining' and send-
ing their produce to  market and
worked a hardship generally in this
way. The repeal of the ordinances
had been under consideration for
some time just on these grounds.
Other cities, notably Owensboro,
which haye the same license ordin-
ance are also discussing the matter
and Hopkinsville is one of 'the first
to throw down the bars and open
her markets to any and all without
the payment of any license what-
ever.
The repeal of the meat peddlers
ordinance was due more directly to
increase in the price of frest meats
which has been made within the
past few weeks'. Prides of fresh
meat have steadily risen during the
past few weeks uutil now choice cuts
, are selling at 20c per pound, this
price being reached Saturday morn-
ing. Peddlers of fresh meats have
been selling meats cheaper than this
and it as decided to remove the
license against them.
The repeal of these license ordi-
nances are sxpected to result in a
largely increased business of ped-
dlers of meat and vendors of farm
and garden produce of eyery kind.
04,"0-4411••• 
Piles are easily and quickly check-
ed with Dr. Shoop's Magic Oint-
ment. To prove it I will mail a small.
• trial box, as a convincing test. Sim
ply address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
I surely would not send it free un%
less I was certain that Dr. Shoop's
• : Magic Ointment would stand the
• teat. Remember it is made express-
ly and alone for swollen, painful,
blieecling (it itching piles, either ex-
ternal or internal. Large jar 50c.
Sold by Anderson-Fowler Diug Co.•
• snuorporated.
BAID IS PREVENTED




FJARLINGTON, Ky., May 11!--A.
mid by Night Riders in Hopkins
county was prevented last night by,
soldiers under the command of Ma-
jor George W. Albrecht.
A body of masked men were seen
by a number of citizens in the neigh-
borhood of St. Charles.
The assembling of the outlaws was
tipped off to the military authorities,
and the local .military company,
with Maj. Albrecht in charge, has-
I *tined to the locality.
-The Night Riders in some manner
learned that thelir presence had been
detected. and got out of the way
before the troops arrived.
The fl oat Common Cause of
Suffering.
Rheumatism causes more pain and
; suffering than any other disease, for
the reason that it is the most corn-
; mon of all ills, and it is certainly
' gratifying to sufferers to know that
hamb rlain's Pain Balm will af-
t ford relief, and make rest and sleer.
possible. In many cases the relie:
from pain, which is at first tempo
rary, has become permanent, whil•
, in pld people subject to chronic
.! rhgumatism, often brought on b3
i dampness or change In the weather
I a permanent cure, cannot be expect
ed; the relief from pain which this
'liniment affords is alone worth
many timed its cost. 25 and 60 cent
j s4ft for sale by Andersen & Fowler
Mug Co., incorporated.
Do You Love
I Your baby? You wonder why he
1 cries. Bay a bottle of White's Cream
Vermifege and he will never cry.
1 Most babies have worms,and ,the
cariothers don't know it, White's
1 Cream Verinifuge rids the child of
• worms and cleans out its system in a
pleasant way. Every mother should
keep a bottle of this medicine in the
house. With it fear need never
enter her mind. Price 26c.—Sold by
L. A. Johnsons.
1 News and Notes of Much Interest to All Who Are Connected With the
Growing and Sale of Tobacco.
AND OFFICERS ARE PREPARING
Business on the local tobacco
market moved with a rush last week.
More than twice as many hogsheads
of tobacco were sold during the
week than have been sold during
any other previous week, the sales
amounting to 314 hogsheads. Anoth-
er most encouraging indication that
business has opened up in earnest
was the presence upon the floor of
nearly every buyer and dealer on
this morket and some from neighbor-
ing markets, nearly all of whom
made purchases. Among the buyers
were—Rudolph Hach •fic Co., W. M.
Hancock for the American Snuff
Co., T. B. Fairleigh 'for thie Italian
Regie, E. M. Flack, broker, R. E.
Cooper & Co., pn.d Fallenstein Bros.
The largest purchase was made by
the Italian Regie. When. the busi-
ness for the week was closed there
still were several deals pending
which had not been consummated
and it is probable that even heavier
sales will be made this weelf.
Of the amount sold during the
week, 289 hogsheads were disposed
of by the local salesman for the
Planters' Protective association.
The salesroom was crowded with
buyers all the week and almost as
fast as types could be selected sales
were made. Prices ranged from $7.00
to $10.00 for lugs and $10.60 to $13.00
for leaf, the demand being confined
to lugs and low to medium leaf.
Receipts by the association for the
week were 397 hogeheads, making a
total to date of 6361. Negro Member of the Association The
Victim.—Happened in The
Day Time.
TO MAKE AN ARREST
At the Society of 'Equity ware-
house 25 hogsheads were sold at
prices which were very Latisfactory,
lugs bringing from $7.60 to 11.60 mad
leek-leaf from $10.00 to $12.50. The
demand here also was stronger and
Indications point to increased sales
this week. Receipts of loose tobacco
here are about over, though scatter-
ing crops continue to come in.
Reports from the association show
that upwards of 10,000,000 pounds of
tobacco have been prized by that
organization in this county this
season. The crop has all about been
delivered now and the prizing houses
are rapidly winding up, some of
them having already closed down.
Reports from the country show
that already a considerable part of
the crop to be raised this year has
already ben set out with more to
follow at once. This is unusually
early and for the first time in many
years such a thing as tobacco being
set out before corn is planted is be-
ing seen.
1•11  ar. 
1
Another May Festival Singer.
THOMAS C. TIARft, Lyric T•-•nor.
Mr. Barr i a Scotch-Canadian triumphs nleng side Mine. Gadski,
and is the best tenil)r outside of New the faLLIiou M-.iropnlItan opera, star,
York and Chictiew. He pielsesseF( a places him in irent ra .k with the
high lyric tenor voice of surpa.ssing best of Aperient' tenors. He comes




NA/ ORDS ABOUT THE WEEP). II PLANT BED SCRAPED
•
While Albert McReynolds, a col-
ored farmer who lives about five
miles from town on the Princeton
road, was in town Saturday morn-
ing, some one 'Went to his tobacco
plant beds and ruined them by dig-
ging them up and scraping them
with hoee. Before coming to town
McReynolds had gone out and look-
ed over the beds, and both were in
perfect condition at that time. When
he returned at noon the damage had
been done and judging from the
tracks left about the beds, two par-
ties were implicated. One of these
was barefooted.
McReynolds came here and tried
to secure bloodhounds with which
to track down the miscreants but on
account of there not being any of
these dogs here•now, he failed. He
reported the matter toJudge Prowse
and the officials took the matter up
at once with the result thatsufficient
evidence has been selured upon
which to base a warrant of arrest,
but the name of the party charged
with the crime is being withheld by
the officers until the arrest can be
mad* McReynolds is a member of
the Planters Protective association
and is a highly respectdd negro.
The World's Best Climate.
is not entirely free from disease,
on the high elevations fevers prevail,
while on the lower levels malaria is
encountered to a greater or less ex-
tent, according to altitude. T3 over-
come climate affections, lassitude,
malaria, jaundice, bilousness, fever
and ague, and-general debility, the
most effective remedy is Electric
Bitters, the great alterative and
blood purifier; the antidote for every
form of bodily weakness, nervous-
ness, and insomnia. Sold under
guarantee at Cook & Higgins and
Cooks Pharmacy drug stores. Price
60c.
Colds that hang On.
Colds that hang on in th'e spring
deplete the system, exhaust the
nerves, and open the way for serious
illness.' Take Foley's Honey and
• Tar. It quickly stops the cough and
expels the cold. It is safe and cer-
tain in results. L. A. Johnson & Co.
G‘EAl. WILLIAMS ORDERS.
• CADIZ, Ky., May 11.—Gen. Roger
Williams was here Saturday after-
noon and issued orders to the soldiers
to make no more arrests unless they
were requested to serve warrants
by the county officers.
Gen. Williams had a batch of war-
rants for the arrest of Lyon and
Crittenden county citizens for night
riding. He also had one for a Trigg
county man.
Cheerfully Recommehded For Rheu-
_ ___. matism._ 
. 
The many friemis of Miss Victoria 0. G. Higbee Danville, Ill.,writes:The Good Samaritans held their •
'
I Collinsa . . u y "About two years ago I was laid upannual thanksgiving services Sun- i doubtless be surerised to learn of for months with rheumatism. I triedday at the Virginia St. Celored Bar- their happy marriage which occur:- BanarJ' ties Snow Liniment, one bot-tist church. Four lodges joined 
int d
red in Miami, Fla., Wednesday i   l cuarnecheer.fully recommend it tothe celebrAtion, and the animal ser- ! evening. May 6th, at the hqme of all suffering from like affliction.—mon was delivered by gtev. James I Mr. J. C. Hooks, a friend of the 26c, 50c,and $100 Sold by L.A.JohnsonL. Allenswortle the colored coroner. family. After the ceremony a dain- & Co.
ty luncheon was served by Mrs. se
There is more CatATh in this sec • Rodgers and Miss Hooks. The brid-
tion of the country than all other
diseases put together, end until the
last few years was supposed to he
Incurable. For a great many years many friends and a shower of rice.
doctors pronoueed it a local disease' The tinneyinoon will be spent in the
an4 prescribed local remedies, and mountains of G.,orgia after which
by constantly failing to cure with Mr. and Mrs. Embry will begin
local treatment, pronounced it in- housekeeping in Dade City, Florida,curable. Science has proven catarrh where Mr. Embry is engaged in bus-
to be a constitutional disease and I Mess. 
.
therefore requires constitutional , _ ........ _.
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, A Californian's Luck.manufactured by F. ..I. Cheney &- "The luckiest day of my life was.Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only con-
stitutional cure on the market. It is
taken internally in doses from ten
drops to a teaspoonful. It aets di-
rectly on the blood and Mucous sur-
faces of the system. They offer one
hundred dollars for any case it fails
to cure. Send for circulars and tes-
timonials.
Address: stores.F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo;Ohio.
Sold by druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Teachers' Examination.
Supt. Barksdale Hanilet an-
nounces that an examination of ap-
plicants for certificates to'teachers
in Hopkinsville public school will
be held May 29th and 30th at the
Clay Street school.
Serious Results Feared.
You may well fear serious results
from a cough or cold, as pneumonia
and consumption start with a cold.
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
most obstinate coughs or colds and
prevents serious results. R.3fuse'
substitutes. L. A. Johnson dr Co.
CoIiins-rribry.
al party was then driven te the sta-
tion where they were greeted by
when I bought a box of Bucklen's
Arnica Salve:" writes Charles F.
Budahn, of Tracy, Californie. "Two
26c. boxes cured me of an trhnoying
case of itching piles, which had
troubled me for years and that
yielded to no other treatment "
Sold under guarantee at Cook &
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy drug Tired nerves, with that "no am-
bition" feeling that is commonly
felt in spring or early summer, can
be easily and quickly altered by tak-
iNg what is known to druggists ev-
erywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restora-
To all whom it may concern: tive. One will absolutely , note a
changed feeling within 48 hours aft-
er beginning to take the Restorative.entered a notice in the Christian The bowels get sluggish in the win-
county court which is left open un- ter-time, the circulation often slows
'til the first day of the July term of up, the Kidikeys are inactive, and
even the eart in many Mises grows'said court to be discharged as as- e 
h 
decidedly' weaker. Dr: Shoop's- Res-signee of Jr H. West, upon the torative is recognized everywhere
grounds stated in motion. as a genuine tonic to these vital or-
gans. It builds up and strengthens
the wornout weakened nerves; it
sharpens the failing appetite, and
It Is a pity to see a person neglect universally aids digestion. It always
indications of kidney or bladder quickly brings renewed strength,
life vigor and ambition. Try it andtrouble that may result in Bright's
disease when Foley's Kidney Rem- be convinced. Sold by Anderson-
edy will correct irregularities and Fowler Drug Co. Incorporated
strengthen these organs. Take Fo-
ley's Kidney Remedy at
sign of danger. L. A. Johnson & Co.
the first E
BILIOUSNESSELECTRIC THE BEST FOR
Mayor Charles M. Meacham has
appointed the following board of
equalization to supervise the tax as-
sessment of city property for 1908:
H. C. Moore, chairman.
J. Miller Clark J. 0. Cook
The board will meet on May 14 and
continue in session several' days.
GOOD BOARD



















Because it will not overheat your kitchen.
Because it is better than the coal or wood stove.
Because it is the perfected oil stove.
For other reasons see stove at your dealer's,
or write our nearest agency.
Made in three sizes and -fully warranted.
TheR.,)/oLamp
cannot be equaled
for its bright and
steady light, simple construction
and absolute safety. Equipped
with latest improved burner. Made of brass throughout
and beautifully nickeled. An ornament to any room,
whether library, dining-room, parlor or bedroom. Every












We are firm believes in the theory
that we benefit ourselves most when
we serve you best mod to that end we
spare no effort or expense in making
our store the most homelike, con-
venient, up-to-date and obliging to
be found anywhere. We assure you
that no purchase is too small for us
to attend to promptly and politely
as our constant aim and hope is to
make our service as nearly perfect















We buy all drades, we buy all quantities. So don't
fai,1 to see us and det our prices before you sell
We will furnish you wool sacks at,any time.
See. Phone or Write us for prices. Cumb. Phone 26-3.
Home Phone 1332.
The Haydon Produce Company







Forty Hams Forty Shoulders
Hams 15c Shoulders 11c
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If you spend $15.00 your fare both ways will be refunded up to 25 miles; if you spend
$25.00 your fare will be paid both ways up to 30 miles. Get a receipt for your
ticket, come to Hopkinsville and apply t& any of the followind members
of the Merchants' Association and they will do the rest.
FORBES MANUFACTURING CO. PLANTERS HARDWARE CO. F. A. YOST CO.
(Incorporated) (Incorporated) (Incorporated)
ANDERSON & FOWLER DRUG CO. J. T. WALL & CO. THE WITT COMPANY
(Incorporated) (Incorporated)
COOK & HIGGINS L. L. ELGIN g W. A. P'POOL. & SON R. C. HARDWICK
FRANKELS' BUSY STORE J. H. ANDERSON & CO BASSiTT & CO.
The Athenaeum Banquet
From Friday's Daily)
The fifth annual banquet of the
Athenaeum took place last night at
Hotel Latham. These annual fune-
tkons of the flourishing club are al-
ways looked forward to by the mem-
bers and their friends with keen and
delightful anticipations. All have
been enjoyable, and last night the
beauty of the scene and the brillian-
cy of the gathering, as well as the
tine literary quality of the program,
the happy spirit of congeniality
among the guests, and the rapt ap-
preciation with which the addresses
were heard, fully preserved the high
standard fixed by the former open
sessions. And it should be added
and emphasized that the excellent
dinner served by Mr. and Mr's.
Brewer was a most agreeable fea-
ture. The Athenaeum has never had
more delicious dishes to discuss
prior to the oratory on such occa-
sions.
The menu follows:
How shall we take things, boiled or
stewed,
Alive or after life has fled;
With garnishing or strictly nude.
Or shall we flee them all with
dread? ,
One meal or many/ -Closeted,
In beaneries or on the streets?
Our lives are hanging by a thread-
Oh, tell us, tell us, what to eat!
-Stoddard




French Peas in Cases
Potatoes Parisian
Small Biscuit




The addresses were charming, and
President H. Clay Smith was an aci,
mirable toastmaster. As appropri-
ate to a purely social occasion, the
remarks of the speakers were main-
ly in a lighter vein, yet without be-
ing either trivial or flippant.
The program of toasts is here ap-
pended:
President H. Clay Smith
.Toastmaster
"Under a spreading 'chestnut'
tree, * * •
The Smith, a mighty man is he"
-Longfellow
Publicity Selden Y. Trimble
"Wisdom crieth out: she utter-
eth her voice in the streets."
• -Proverbs.
Hoptown an the Hike. 
C. H. H. Branch•
•
"With its best foot first,
An' the road a-sliding past."
If Youth But Knew ... John Stites
"My salad days when I was
green in judgment."
Copyrights, Labels and Trade-
marks John C. Duffy
Labels-"When you put a label
on a man he ceases to grow."
-Hubbard
Trademark - "A mark by
which one's wares are
known in trade."
-John Doe vs. Richard Roe.
Finally Mayor C. M. Meacham
The first two responses were from
new members,and each proved him-
self to be a valuable acquisition to
the oratorical talent of the club. Mr.
Trimble is a finished, graceful speak-
er and he presented, attractively
mingled with gentle satire, some
genuine food for thought concerning
the right and wrong sorts of publici-
ty. Rev. Mr. Branch, in his/ brisk
and, buoyant style, talked delight-
fully of wjiat Hopkinsville had and
ft'
needed. Mr. Branch wants the
streets prOperly numbered,,the bill
boards reformed, the old cemetery
looked after and the whole town
beautified. With' pungent yet kind-
ly wit he aroused his hearers to a
sense of duty in these matters, and
the applause that followed his
speech was prolonged.
Mr. Stites' address on "If Youth
But Knew," was a gem of eloquence
and rare humor. HQ indicted, prow-
ecuted and convicted the t;embling
folks around him of the crime of
growing old and he compelled them
to look at themselves through the
eyts of the youths they used to be.
Specially was he convincing. in his
advice on how to be nappf though
married and the proper manner of
raising children. The joyous whim-
sicality of his argument was neatly
enhanced by the severely serious
manner in which he presented it.
Mr. Duffy had a triple-jointed
subject and he handled it in a capti-
vating way. Felitity of diction,
freshness and originality character-
ized his remarks and his talk was
one of the most interestifig the chit)
has had the pleasure of liqening to.
The toastmaster read a -despatch
from Judge W. T. Fowler, who was
to have spoken on the puzzling sub.=
ject "If-," stating that he had been
detained in Louisville by the Repub-
lican state convention and would be
unable to attend the bahquet. At
the last moment, Mayor Charles M.
Meacham was substituted on the
toast list and his happy talk was a
fitting climax to the very pleasant
occasion. His droll witticisms and
persiflage kept the diners in a con-
stant uproar of merriment.
During the reception in the par-
lors and while the courses of the
ainner were being served, an ex-
qµisite program of music was ren-
dered by Lebkuecher's orchestra.
Those present were: Pres. H. Clay
Smith, Mr. T. J. McReynoldi, sec-
retary; Mrs. McReynolds and Mrs.
Poynter, of Mississippi ;1 Mr. John
Stites And Miss Sallie George Bla-
key, Mr. and, Mrs. J., T. Hanbery,
Rev, and Mrs. C. H. H. Branch, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Downer, Dr. Ed-
mund Harrison ,and Miss Harri-
son, Dr. T. W. Blakey and Miss
Lou Blakey, Dr. and Mrs. F. M.
Stites, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Wood,
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Underwood, Mr.
John Byars and Miss Willie Rust,
Mr. Chas. J. McPherson, Mr. S. Y.
Trimble, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Trice,
Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Barker, Miss
Caroth6rs and Mr. Jas 0. Cook Mr.
Dennis Shaw and Misw Olive john-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Ira L. Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. L.H. Davis, Mr. Patterson
and Miss Victor, of Madisonville;
Mr. Barksdale Hamlett, Senator
Frank Rives and Mrs. Sallie McD.
Richards, Mr. and Mrs. James West,
Mayor and Mrs. C. M. Meacham,
Dr. Geo. Robertson and Mistr•Mary
Moore, Col. Jouett Henry, Rev. G.
C. Abbitt, Mr. W. A. Wilgus,. Rev.
Millard A. Jenkens, Mr. A. H. Eck-
lee and Miss Pat Flack, Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Tandy, Mr. G. E. Gary
and Mrs. A. B. Anderson, Mr. and
Mrs. John C. Duffy, Mr. John H
Bell and Miss Mag Ellis, Mr. M. H.
Nelson, jr., and Miss Mary tiro-
naugh, Mr.: Frank Brewer and Miss
Rncker, of 4vansville; Mr. Robert




Land sale for State and County Taxes for the
year 1907.
Monday, July 6,1908,between the hours of 10 a. m. and 4
p. m., at the court house:door in Hopkinsville, Ky., Iwill
sell for cash for state and county taxes due the following
lands and town lots, or as much thereof as will pay the
taxes due and cost. This land has been sold year' after
year for tax, and has been ordered to.be resold by Coun-
ty Attorney John C. Duffy.
NO 1-WHITE.
McGraw, 0 W, 1 acre land, tax $ 4.00
NO. 2-WHITE
Morris, W F, for children, two town lots, tax  23.99
NO. 3-WHITE
Armstrong,John, 12 acres of land, tax  6.84
Wilkins, J W, 175 acres of land, tax  20.90
WAnsett, C W, 1 aere of land, tax  •  4.66
Young, W M, 110 acres of land, ta  8.13
NO. 4-WHITE
Allen, J L, 1 town lot, tax  5.81
Callis, E 0, for Frank Campbell, 1 town lot, tax  6.19
Simmons, J C, for sister, 1 town lot, tax 8.56
NO. 5-WHITE I
Powell, Mrs John, 4 acres of land, ttix    2.03
Parrish, T S, 103 acres of land, tax  5.81
NO. 1-COLORED
Fleming, Aggie, 42 acres of land, tax  4.93•
NO. 2-COLORED
Hamilton, Joe, acres of land, tax    6.52
Malone,Kit, acres of land, tax   5.19
Taylor, Beale, 1 town lot, tax  2.32
• No. 3-COLORED
Henry, Stanford, 1 town lot, tax    4.08
Holland. Willie, X acre of land, tax  3.77
LatToon, G C, 24 acres of land, tax  6.49
Mumford, Gus, acres of land, tax  5.19
Moodie. Cresey, 4, acre of land, tax , „   2.68
Stites, Jerry, 3 acres of land, tax  2.91
NO. 4-COLORED
Allensworth, Malinda, 1 town lot, tax  2.6
Boyd, John, 1 town lot, tax   6.6
Battle, Lena, 1 town lot, tax  2.91
Dillard, Charles, 1 town lot, tax.,  4.68
Dickerson, Oscar, 1 town lot,. tax  4.66
NO. 4-COLORED
Fort, Aaron, 1 town lot,tex  2.91
Glass, William; 1 town lot, tax  4.66
Gibbons, Eliza, 1 town lot, tax  4.66
Harton, Alec, 1 town lot, tax  4.68
Johnson, Mahalie, 1 town lot, tax  2.44
Phelphs, Mary, 1 town lot, tax  2.44
Whitlock, Ed, 1 town lot, tax  4.66
Western,Williams, 1 town lot, tax  4.66
6.09Wooldripge, Lewis, 1 town lot, tax.
NO. 5-COLORED




Hunter Wood & Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkineville, - Kentucky
S. Y.• TRIM1310: DOUGLAS BELL
Trimble & Bell
Attorneys-at-Law




Colic, Cholera arid Diarrhea Remedy
•
Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.
This remedy is recommended by
dealers who have sold it for many
years und know its value.
It has received thousands of testi;
monials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physi-
cians with the most satisfactory results.
It has often saved life before med-
icine t ould have been sent for or a
physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?
BUY IT NOW









Howard Brame, Hopkinsville, Ky. t
4. 
i-i- tat -p-s-wetweas- Itttl-***********
NO. 2971 at*




Will Make:the Season ,at 1
Sill° dith* Brame's Stable, flopkinsville, at sit
64 40.
* $15 to Insure Living Coif at# at
4F ilre
* Pedigree Sire by Glilbert No. 1405,-by Wittchbacher No.tiK, 1525, by Rubico No, 922, by Norpann No. 710, *
* etc. Dam Cana No. 8165, by Goldemar No. 1100,by Condor No ‘001,
* ' 987, by Agamemmon No. 560, etc. 2nd Dam Cagnas No. 7M, *
* by Titus Nu. 429, by Jarder No. 182, by Young Sportsnien No. 4,
152, etc. Cebo No. 2971 is a bay horse 7 years old, 16 hands
44̀  and 1 inch high and weighs 1400 lbs. Cebo is unexoelled in
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• ••• .CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS. •
• •












in the Acine Mills & Elevator corn-
as
of wedlock at 5:10 in the afternoon.
pany, nd has been elected one f
,The ceremony took place at Vaux-
a o
their -directors, and given the official 
hall place in the apartments of Mr.'
position of superintendent of their 
and Mrs. W. J.,. Morrison—.Mrs.
two mills, "A" and "B," and has
Morrison was formerly Miss Bessie
entered upon his duties.
Mr. Stiellabarger,comes of an old
milling, family, who are now, and
haile been for quite a number UP
years, in the milling business in
. Decatur, Ill., and also in Kansas,
•













if you spend $10
•
For three weeks we have been divind absolutely free a reserved seat ticket to the May Music Festival
with every purchase of ten dollars or more. Hundreds of P6ople have taken advan tade of this great oppor-
tunity. Every day from now until the close of business the last day oft the Fritival we will flive ABSO-
LUTELY FREE a reserve seat ticket to any performance you, may select durind the entire Music Fqstival
Mfor 19 to 21. For Saturday we offer some very attractive bargains—the ,modest prices and hidh quality






if you spend $10
Fine Gingham,
Worth 15c yd., at 10c yd
.. -
75 pieees finest dress Ginghams, beautiful 1




Worth 10c, at 7 1-2c
• pieces beautifnl quality Lawns, new 1
eolorings, worth 10c
At  72c
10 pieces finest clear grOund •black.and
white stripes and figures, sheer dress 121cfabrics, Worth 15c, at  ,  2
pieres silk finish sheer quality Wash
Fabrics, rich new patterns, priced es- 7c
pecially for Saturday at  -4,••
Imported Girighams , -
Worth 25c at 19c
lOpieces beautiful quality Imported
Scotch Gingliams,' I 9cPriced for Saturday at 
White Waisting
Worth 15c at1 .1-2c.
6 pieces beautiful quality satin strip white
Waisting, worth 15c
•
' Linen Stripe Swiss
'worth 15, at 10c
5 pieces 'fine sheer quality Linen Stripe
Swiss, worth 15c 
  I 0 cFor Saturday 
S.
4.1ack Taffeta •
worth $1, at 69 c n
Fine pure dye Black Taffeta, 30 inches





- worth $1.35, at $1 .
Mirage, the newest and best of all Silk
fabrics, sold everywhere at $1.35 c
'or Saturday  I
Laclies Lisle Hose
19c
30 dozen Ladies'fine,gauie Lisle▪ Hose.
black and tan
' Priced for 'Saturday 
•
' Elite Skirts
at 1-3 to .1=2 off
35 finest Dress Skirts, voile, plain and shadow
stripes Panama, made in the newest spring styles.
Worth 116 to $20, at one-third to a half off. •
, Linen Suits
- $5.00
Four styles 'hen Crepe Suits, absolutely fast cols




Beautiful line ladies Wash Dressing Sacques, rib-
bon trimmed, priced specially for 50c and 76d
Everybody .isGoing to 'the May Festival. Not one reserve seat will be lold for less than one 'dollar: buy
ten dollars worth of goods from us and we Will give you the ticket FREE
FREE TICKETS Too FESTIVAL
We will giVe free tickets to the May Music
Festival if your purchase amounts to $10 or
• more in cask. These tickets are worth $1.00
each.
•
J. H. Anderson& Co.
— •••••••••,
COMES TO THIS CITY
SHELLABARGER.BOYS INTER-
ST IN ACME MILLS
Prominent and Wpalthy Decatur, III.,
Citizen.—Will be the Supkintend-
ent of "A” and "B."
-
• RAILROAD FARES FREE
Get receipt for your railroad ticket, bring it
to us, spend $15 and we'll pay your railroad
fare up to 26 miles. Spend $25 and we'll pay
your fare up to 60 miles both ways. -
RICHARDS-RIVES BIRTHDAY OF DAVIS COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
Hopkinsville society hid a pleas-
ant surprise Monday night when
the announcement was wired here TO BE CELEBRXTED HERE WITH
from Nashville,1.`enn, of the mar- . f
riage of Mrs. Sallie MeDaniel Rich-
SPECIAL EXERCISES
ards and Senator Frank Rives. Rosy
rumors of an approaching union of
the popular couple had been rife,
Basket Dinner Is Planned.—Invitation"
bat even the most intimate friends To Be Extended To Pembroke
had no ku_owledge of the date Sf the And Trenton Chapters.
happy event. Senator Rives and
Mrs. Richards left Hopkinsville on
of the Dixie Flyer Monday morning
Mr. Lucian' C. Shellabarger, 
takenn interest and 
were joined ia the holy bonds 
By the ordenof Mrs. Stone, nation_ court day) upon' a credit of six
•
ti Diediin LaFayette,at the LaFay-
Christian Circuit Court, Ky., ette hotel, Mrs. Bettye Fuqua Mon-
A. A. Martin &c.
Virginia Holt &c.
Against Equity
• yews of age and had been confined
day eveniqg. She was forty-nitre
Mrs Fuqua's Death,
Walker, of this city—and was irn- n 
   a a  o
pressiN ely performed by the Rev. local chapter, measures wee taken 
Fork orirrade-water; beginning at
stake, corner to Mrs. - Mullin's land,Dr. Charles W. Byrd, pastor of • the 1 to commetnorate the day .with fit
West End Methodist church off tin g ceremonies, thence, wiih her line 74 'poles to .
Nashvill-, in the esence 44 a few!
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian qireuit court,
rendered at tbe Feb. term, there-
of, 1908, in the above cause, II .shall•
proceed to offer for sale, at the court-
house door in- Hopkinhville, Ky., to
the highest and best beidder, at pub-
lic auction, on Monday, the hit day
of June, 1908, between the -hours
of 11 a..m.,and 1 p. rn.,(being coupty
to her room and bed for seven years
with consumption. Her friends
have been cxpecting her death for.
several weeks. Mrs. Betty Fkiqua's
many friends in Christian, county
willlenember she was Miss Betty
Cooper, the second daughter of Capt.
Hugh C. Copper and Mrs. Betty
Copper, and married Esq. A. J.
Fuqua of LaFayette, nearly twenty-
seven years ago.
Mf s. Fuqua leaves three sons now
grown young men. To those of us
who knew Betty Fuqua well, I heed
not speak of her fine Christian,char-
acter; a bright, happy and- lovely
person in ell the walks of Ffe, de- scent.
voted to her friends and her church.
To her many friends and the sisters,
brothers and her boys that she loved
ski well we can say thatiowhile we
mourn her loss to us here, we mourn
not as those that have no hope, for
we know that. she has lor passq.d
over to that other side and has net
so many friends of her childhood
years, and where we all hope to
meet bye and bye.. The funeral will
take place ati 2 o'clock 'this after-
noon.
- J. M. Mc.
NIGH'T RIDERS.
ElICKSON, Tenn., May 13.—
Night Riders have burned the barn
of George Wall, a farmer residing
two miles from Cumberland Fuaz
nace. Loss $600. This 'is the firs
time light Riders have inVade
Dickson county: state prison blood,
hounds have been placed on th.
months the following describedal president of the Daughters of the
property, to-wit:Confoderacy, June the 3rd confed-
erate Memorial day, must be espe- A tract of land, in the northwest-
daily observed as the 100th anuiver- fiqn part of Christian county, Ken-
tucky, about ten miles from Hop-
O
of the birth of Mr. Davis.
meetingf the kinsviLle on the waters of' Brushy0 Saturday
' which the chapters of Pembroke
"Tne•bride was 'No:Ty handsoine in a ,
operating flouring mills and a line of i and Trenton will tie invited to join.
white and-black tailored gown. She
k elevators. He has a thorough and At the cemetery addresses and mu-is a'verr attractive young woman
practical knowledge of milling in all sic will make a program to be given
beautifyl and graceful ih 'manner._
of its branches, and brings with him Mr. Rives is a priminent lawyer of, later 
on.
• not only this knowledge buralso in-
Kentucky."
fluence. in circles, and his
The Nashville Tenne:ssean says:
aonnection with the Acme Mills &
KENNEDY ITEM1
T -ratos company will pltce them 
"Senator Rives was one of the lead-els
elose touch with their western 
ers-of the prohibition fikh) in ken- Miss FannieSoberts,of New Prov-
tucky and -was responsible for intro- •
Wevators. He expects In thfEt fall to
duction of 
idence, Tenn., is the guest of Mrs.
county unit bill. Hef
move 'his family to Hopkinsville,
which consists of his Wife and two
children; they are at present in New
York, nd will spend the sumpler
- there.
Mr. Shellabarger visited Hopkins-
vine last winter, and after going
through the plants of the A:4ne
Mills & Elevator company, and
waking a thorough examination of
• them, and being well pleased, de-
cided lp take an interest in the 'com-
pany. Since then he has made one
or two trips to Hopkinsville witb
this In view._ Mr. Shellabarger will
be quite an acquialtion to Hopkins-
both in business and social
circies, and We extend to him and
his family a hearty welcoine. -
His father, Mr. D. S. Shellabarger,
is president of the Decatur National
bank, of Decatut, Ill., one of the
laigest banking institutions of Dot.-
atur. and is a man of considerable
/. means and influence.
The connection of Mr. Shellebar-
ger with the Acme Mills & Elevator
cempan? does not in any way make
any change it the present officials





is an exceedingly brilliant man.
Mrs. Rives is a charming wornan
and has manAfriends and admirers
in this city as well as in her home
city' who will be interested • in the
announcement of he marriage.''`
Senator and Mrs. Rives will be at
the Maxwell house several days and
will return to Hopkinsville to reside
the latter part of the week, and will
be received here with showers of
good wishes and congratulations by
their wide circle of friends and apl-
mirere 9
Ms. Rives is a lovely and actiom-
hailed young woman whose gracious-
ness and charming manner have
made her a favorite. Senator Rives
is one of the foremost young lawyers'
and Democratic politicians of tile
state, and on of the most influential
members of the Kentucky senate.
The marriage is the consummation
of an extended and happy courtship.
• 
Signed "N. R."to Vice.
Several business men of Pembroke
are reported to have received by
mail, notices kigned "N. It." noti-
fying them not to buy goods
In Clarksville or ropkinsville. The
notice were typewritten on carbon
copies. It is generally believed that
they wereisent by certain interested
parties whose identitly may shortly
be disclosed. •
NashvilleAmerican says: 
the veterans sand their friends, in Holt's line 26poles to a post oak,said
Ilblt's corner; thence with another
of his lines, 34 poles to stump, anoth-
er of his corners; thence again with
Holt, 63 poles to a hickory, his cor-
ner; thence again with Holt, 22
poles to branch !thence with anoth-
er of hist lines, down the branch
with its meandeivto T. W. Holt's
•••••• corner, where the old Crofton road
cr9sses the branch, then6e with T.
W. Holt's line, and said road, 70
poles to a stake at the present Crof-
ton road; thence with said road and
T. W. Holb's line, 36 poles, near
said Holt's stable; thence with his
line, 88 poles to a hickory, John
Mr. John Ferguson niade -a fine
Walker's line; thence with Walker
talk on missipnary and church ex-.
tension at Bethel church Semday. 160
 poles to an elm, corner to• Josiah
At the close of the Fort-Elot
M. C. Harris and daughter.
Miss Annie Allen and Miss Ruth
Johnson were the guest of Miss Bet
Allen Sunday.
I A basket dinner will be given to corner of W. C. Holt; then
ce with
friends. •
.'Haley; thence with his line to a
branch; thence up the branch to line
school there will be a picnic given to of said Haley's 66 acre trace: thence
the school, children. with said line to two -red oaks;
Mr. E. W. Royster and wife are in thencbe with another line of said
Clarksville today. tra,c90 polesL thence wkth line of
There was preaching at Evregesia the heirs of D. Hamby, and
tchureh Sunday. Mrs. Mullin, to the beginning; sup-
posed to contain 245 acres.
For the purchase price the. pur-
chase must execute bond with ap-
provedjsurety or sureties, bearing
legal interest freipthe day of sake
anti! paid and having the force and
effect of a Replevin Bond. Bidders






, Wheat Thresher coal,
9c per Bushel. .
Buckner & West.
111. GAITHER BACK
The return of Mr. Gaither and his
family to Hopkinsyille is a source of
great p1el4ure o 43eir innumerhble
friends. The Forbes Manufacturing
company is to be congratulated on
again securing Mr. Gaither's effi-
cient service. He .is held in the
highest esteemt by the people of
Christian copnty and is a business
man cf excellent ability. Mr. Gai-
ther has a glad hand awl a warm
welcome fore all his friends and ac-
quantances and invites them to call
on him V ;3n in the city.
Mrs. Jno. C. Latham and daughter
of ,New York arrived in the city
last night.
•
The Sind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in. 'use for over 30 years, hips borne the signature of
and has been inade under his per- 1,
sonal supervision since its infimcy. '
Allow no one to deceive 'you in this. 1
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.)
What is CASTORIA
6
CaStaria 1 a harmless subsiitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind.
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
- and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bows is, giving- healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Pak ,acea—The Mother's Friend.
.CFNitlINE •cksT ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought•
In Use For Over 30 Years. -










WEEKLY hACINTTUCKY NEW Rtb,
COURT'S JUNE TERM NIGHT RIDERS !DEATH E SAMNA
IN THE SADDLE  
STRONG CHARGE,' DELIVERED BY
JUDGE COOK
'Pays Special Attention to Trusts and





With more than usual interest
manifested, the June term of circuit
couit began a four weeks' session
this moining with Judge Thomas P.
Cook on the bench. The court was
fnrmallY opened with a f•ervent
prayer by,ludge W. P. Winfreq,
The first thing to comp, and the
one which was largely lesponsible
/$ the interest exhibited, was the
sheriff question. As soon as the
court was formally Zalled to order,
Douglas Bell, attorney for J. M.
Renshaw, made a motion that Mr.
Renshaw be recognized as the sheriff
for this term of court and sworn in
as such. Judge Cook promptly
overruled the motion and called for
Sheriff David Smith and his
:deputies, J. W. Smith and Lucian
• M. Cravens, and swore them in as
the officers in that capacity for tpe
court.
Much speculation had been in-
dulged in as to what action would
be taken as to who was the lawful
sheriff, but it was all over in less
7 time than it takes to tell it. *hen  
the grand jurors were called 'around
:and had taken their Iplaces, Sheriff 
Good sales with firm prices marked
Smith formally summoned them to 
the local tobacco market the past
act as members of the jury. This 
week. The demand was heavier
was due to the fact that they had 
than the previous week, resulting
been summoned by Mr. Renshaw 
in increased sales, though not so
and by the refusal of the coat to 
much as have been gold at other
recognize him. it was necessary that 
times during the season. Consid-
. before taking the oath of office that 
erably over 200 hogsheads were dis-
- they should -be summoned by 
the posed of.
authorized sheriff. F.
The grand jury was impaneled aa The Planters' Protective associa-
.
• Hein sold 192 hogs at prices in full ac-
cord with the schedifie adopted by
the organization. As the season ad-
vances the buyers spend more time
at the salesroom and keep in close
touch with what is on hand in antic-
ipation of any ordeis which they
may receive. Receipts amounted to
194 hogsheads for the week, or 6,003
for the season. The bulk of the to-
bacco has been delivered and re-
ceipts from now on will grow lighter
rapidly The sales last week make
the total for the-season about 2,000,
or one-third of the receipts.
•
The property which was destroyed
belonged to John Scott, a prominent
tobacco buyer for the Italian regie
trade.
Discharged Firearms.
The advent of the Night Riders
was signalized by the firing of guns
and pistols. Nobody offered any
resistance and the few who pieped
out of windows say they coin not
tell how many were in the gang er
whether they were masked.
The riders applied the torch to the
Scott building and it was burned to
the ground. The loss is about $6,000,
with $2,000 insurance.
Two years ago Scott was waited
on in the day time by organization
farmers, who requested him not to
buy. tobacco.
Two months later Night Riders
called him from his home, and it is
reported told him either to quit buy-
ing tobacco, leave the country or
suffer death at their hands.
Sold His Home.
Scott sold his home and moved to
Russellville. He placed his factory
on the market, but was not able to
sell it.
He rented the building to James
Browder, an association prizer.
Browder had about finished his work
for the season and shipped out all
•
the tobacco.
There was nothing in the building
when it burned except tyge samples
and two carloads of fertilizer.
Mr. Scott has been one of the
largest purchasers of association to
bacco at Russellville.
NN ORDS ABOUT THE WEED.
PRIesks and Notes of Much Interest to All Who Are Connected
• 




statements when his o'wn interests
or those of a relative or friend Were
at,atake. Especially did he plead for
indictment if possible of persons
- who belong to the better classes of
• society.
Regarding the trusts Judge Cook
reiterated his belief that the lawssot
Kentucky were not liufficient to to
reach and purnish corporations
operating uyier the laws of other
states, but stated that the judges of
the tourtpf appeals had sail that
the laws were ample and lie wanted
, the jury to return indictments if
they found sufficient evident* so
• that the cases might be heard and
s440. en up for they consideratio n
He declared that the law was suffi-
cient to reach local agents of the
trusts and that these should be
brought before the court if it could
1. be shown that they were violating
1. the law. He condemned the gigantic
coporations in the strongest terms
nd he said that if they were allowed
continue to oppress the people as
itly had done in the past it. would,
_educe them to practical slavery by
-nrst making paupers of them. He
told the jury that the prosecution
under the law was the only means of
reaching the trusts and it was up to
the grand juries to put the cases into
court.
Taking up night riding, Judge
Cook read and analyzed the sections
of (he, statutes known as the ,Ku
Klux law. He took up each pr-
vision separately and showed in de-
tail what these provisions meant
and how seriously the lawmakers
had regirded the offense when they
framed th 3 statute. He then called
attention to the various forms which
night riding had taken and to the in-
controvertible fact that hundreds of
men were undoubtedly guilty of this
crime throughout this part of the
state. He declared that there was
no excuse fdany such crimes and
that every person who was guilty
should be punished to the full ex-
tent of the law. He denied the
follows:
R. H. Kelly, Foreman.
Wm. Dudley, John Southall,
Bdd Sharher, Harry Edwards
K. L. Moore, R. W. HarAs,
. Tommy King, A. R. King, "
Alex Shaw, G. W. Orange,
• B. P. Alexander.
Judge Cook's charge tc the grand
vt' jury was perhaps the strongest
which he has ever delivered here
• In his opening remarks he briefly,
but forcibly, called the 'attention of
the jury to their responsibility under •
- the oath which they had taken. He With the Society of Equity busi-
. then paid special attention to the nes15. was good at prices 'ranging
offenses of perjury, raffling, viola- from $7 to $10 for lugs and $10.60 to
tions of the game laws, the trusts, 
the sending of threateizing letters
• conditions DE C ,Issitated any such re-
• and night riding.
course to violence. He bespoke the
- In reference to perjury, Judge
..Coo said that this was the most 
highest admiration for the associas
k 
serious thing with which the present tion and declared it was the only
day court had to c)ntend; that a successful weapcM which had been
y would not stoop found with which to combat the
of violations of law trust and therefore it should,, be
would make false maintained in its original aims and
purposes and that it should go on
further elevating and bettering the DIXON, Ky., June 1.—The
riot which occurred ivlarch 14, atfarmers than it had already done.
Providence, a village near here, had
a sequel early Sunday morning in
the'lynching of Jake McDowell, a
negro who had confessed to being I
one of a party of negroes who killed
one traveling man and wounded an- I
other.
The lynchers appeared at the Dix-
on jail when McDowell was ,con•
fined awaiting trial, about 2 o'clock.
There were but ten min in the party.
Torch is Applied to John Scott's Large Tobacco
Factory at Olmstead, in Logan County...
Owner is Agent of Italian Reale.
OLMSTEAD4 Ky., June 1\f-A
band of Night Riders celebrated the
early hours of the Sabbath by burn-




$14 for leaf, the actual number of
hoksheads sold not 'being reported.




Home Was In Ballard County And Was
Here On a Visit To
Relatives.
William M. Bradshaw, of La Cen-
ter, Ballard county,died at the home
of Rawlins Bros., at Salubria,' Mon-
day night, after a brief illness of ail-
ments due to advanced age. Mr.
Bradshaw was hete with his wife,
who before her marriage was Miss
Rawlins, on a visit to her brothers
and sisters. He was seventy nine
yearg of age, and was a native
Christian countian, and a member
of one of the best families in the
county. He was a brother of the late
Benjamin D. and Edgar Bradshaw.
He left this county many years ago
and ideated in Ballard county,where
he had since lived,engaging success-
fully in agricultural pursuits. Mr.
Bradshaw was a member of the
Christian church, and a splendid
citizen, enjoying the esteem of all
who knew him. He is survived by
his wife, one daughter and two sons.
Funeral services were conducted
Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock, and




will see that her baby is properly
cared for—to do this a good purga-
tive is necessary. Many babies suf-
fer from worms and their mothers
don't know it—if your baby is fever-
ish and doesn't sleep at nights, it isReports from the Planters' Protec-, troubled with worms.White'sCream
tive association show that tobacco' Vermifuge will clean out these
all over the district is rnovidg stead- worms in a mild pleasant way. Once
ily, with frequent big sales. Prices tried always used. Give it a trial.Price 26c. Sold by L. A. Johnson dtare uniform in accordance with the Co.:
schedule and are satisfactory to
every member. Were Married.
The outlook for the growing crop
is more discovaging now than it
has been at any time. Bags and
other insects have destroyed some
plants, the beds were not burned
properly in other sections, the seed
were evidently bad' in some cases,
the result being that shortage of
plants is reported frequently. It is
no unusual thing for a farmer to be
approached with an offer for his
plant beds. The crop ,/which has
been transplanted to the field is also
said to be suffering from cut worms
and grasshoppers and to be dying on
the hili. About lighty-five pet cent
is estimates to be set out.
MASKED MEN IN MOB
TAKE NEGRO FROM JAIL AND
END HIS LIFE
By reason, though, of the fact that
Night itiders invariably worked un-
der the cloak of this organization he
said that they were thereoy the most
dangerous foe which now confront-
ed it. Every expression which
he had seen in print from, the asso-
ciation officials had invariably con-
demned the outrages and he believed
they were sincere in making triese
statements .and refused to believe
All of them, save the leader, werethat the rank and file of the associa-
masked. A few shots brought tlie
jailer to the door when he was over-
powered and compelled to open Mc-
rare
tion were either in sympathy with
or encouraged the evil-doers. ,He
expressed an abiding faith that or-
ganized good is always stronger than Dowell's celi. Mounting the negroorganized evil and that the time _
must speedily come when the su- on an extra h )rse, the party pro-
premacy of the law will prevail. ceeded out t:f town, two shots being,
to wit the closest interest by every-
one in the courtroom and many ex-
pressions of satisfaction were heard
concerning It.
Ju'ie Cook' n s charge was listened heard when they reached ope coun-
try. The negro was shortly after-
Wards found dead by the roadside; I
having been stabbed and shot twice.
The race riot at Providence began .
,with the shooting of Marshal Smith ;
Childers by a negro. The negro was
captured and the officers and prison-'
ers pitrsued by a mob of whites. A
number of negroes also armed them-
selves and were lying in wait for the
mob of whites when they fired into
a party of traveling men by mistake.
J. B. Barry, of Louisville, received
wounds from which he died, and J.
B. Parks, of Chattanooga, was so
seriously wounded his life was de-
spaired of.
To stop any pain, anywhere in 20
minutes, simply take just one of Dr.
Shoop's Pain Tablets. Pain means
congestion—blood pressure—that is
all. Dr. Shoop's Heahache—or Pink
Pain Tablets—will quickly .coax
blood pressure away from pain cell
ters. After that, pain is gone, Head-
ache, Neuralgia, painful periods
with women etc. get iostant ihelp.
20Tablets 26c. Sold by Anderson-
FowlerDrug Co., Inhorporated.
• 'marriage a Failure.
Suit for divorce has been filed by
Mary [Russell Foster against her
husband Jas. D. Foster. Abandon-
ment is alleged.
Ancient Rome
is now merely a memory of the past.
Ballard's Snfflw Liniment is the fam-
ily linithent of the twentieth cen-
tury. A positiye cure for rheuma-
tism, burns, cuts, sprains, neural-
gia, etc. Mr. C. H. Runyon, Stan-
berry, Mo.. writes: '•I have used
Snow. Liniment for rheumatism and
all pain. I can't say enough in its
praise." Sold by L. A. Johnson dt
Co.
, Piles are easily and quickly check-
ed with Dr. Shoop's Magic Oint-
no-nt. To prove it I will mail a small
trial box as a convincing test. Sim
ply address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
I surely would not send it free un-
less I was certain that Dr. Shoop's
Magic Ointment would stand the
test. Remember it is made express-
and alone for swollen, painful,
bleeding or itching piles, either ex- '
ternal or internal. Large jar 60c.




George Venable Witty and Mrs.
Alice Fain were married Thursday
by Itev. H. D. Smith in the study at
the Christian church.
Weak women should try Dr.
Shoop's Night Cure.These soothing,
healing, antiseptic suppositories go
direct to the seat of these weak-
nesses. My "Book No. ¢. For Wo-
men" contains many valuable hints
to women, and it is free. Ask Dr.
Shoop's, Racine, Wis., to mail it.
Ask the Doctor in strictest confl-
denee, any questions you wish
answered. Dr. Shoop's Night cure is
sold by.Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.,
Incorporated.
Alks X








Since 1893, this business
has existed under the same
ownership and the same
management it is upder to-
day.
On the principle of the
survival of the fittest our
record certainly has its
meaning.
This' record you should
bear in mind when you
have any thought of mak-
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The Average
Man
doesn't treat his clothes with the
consideration he oughtto in order
to get the most good out of them.
A suit, if continually worn, w:Il
need freshening up now and then
Take it to the tailor's to be press-
ed and it will come home looking
as good as new.
We are showing suits from $17
up, trusers from $3.50 up. Call
and see samples
Ed. .1. Duncan
;W 7th St Phone 103-2
Men's Fine Tailoring, •
rtrvr.wr-ivirr-senrr-arwr-arin
;
SUgMER RATES TO CERU-
LEAN AND DAWSON.
Beginning Saturday May 16th,
1908, pand on every Saturday and
Sunday thereafter up to and includ-
ing Sunday, Octobef • 18, 1908, the
Illinois Central will sell tickets to
Cerulean and Dawson Springs, Ky.,
and return, for all trains Saturday
and Sunday morning at rate sof one
fare round trip.
G. R. NEWMAN, Agt.
ELECTRIC THE BEST FOR











Horses Bought and Sold.
East Ninth Street




Cleanses sod hewn :flea Lis Lac
Prom..tes a luxuriant growth.
Never Palls to Restore Ova"
llair to ita Youthful Color.
Cures scalp theca:tee A: hit?tains&
$1.00.t _Drazekki
CI AL. in f.:) TX X 41..
The And You Have Always 811.1gears the
BILIOUSNESS I Signature
BITTERS AND KIDNEYS. of
I Pr
Itew
THE TIME TO BUILD IS
RIGHT NOW.
Why?
Because nearly everything that enters into the construc-
tion of a house, except labor, is cheaper than it has been for
three years. This is owing to the panic and the demoralized
trade conditions resulting therefrom. Prices may go back,
however, when business over the country generally resuires.
Second---
There is less building being done here now than is usual
at this season of the year. We have always pursued the pol-
icy of giving employment to all our men when we could do
so without actual loss, in order to bridge over dull seasons.
We believe this is best for us, best for the community and
certainly is a help to the men.
If you contemplate building this year you will















If you wish a high-class hair
dressing, we. are sure Ayer's
Hair Vigor, new improved for-
mula, will greatly please. you.
It keeps the hair soft and
smooth, makes it look rich and
luxuriant, prevents splitting at
the ends. And it keeps the
scalp free from dandruff.
Does not ckinge the v)lor of the hair.
A ers
Fortnt.la with each bottle
Show it to your
Ask hiui about It
d_, :tor
then do as he pays
"IMMINIIIMMINMEM6
At the same time the new Ayer's Hair
Vigor is a strong hair tonic, promoting
the growth of the hair, kee; ing all the
tissues of thz hair and scalp in a healthy
cordition. The hair stops falling, dan-
druff disappears. A splendid dressing.
Aisde by the .7. C. Ayer Co., Lc well. Maser"'
PERSONALS.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Mrs. M. G. Rust and grandson,
Thomas Underwood, Jr., went to
Todd county today to visit the fami-
ly of Mrs. M. G. Hatcher.
Mrs. John C. Latham left this
morning for Memphis to visit friends
until Monday.
William B. Neely and Richard De
Treville are spending the day in
Nash vilre.
Mesdames Flem Clardy and R. C
Cason left Wednesday for Louisville
to spend about a week.
Mrs. M. F. Crenshaw has gone to
Harriman, Tenn., to visit her daugh-
ter, Miss Elizabeth. 'Both will re-
turn to Hopkinsville early in June.
Mrs. R. L. Boulware, of Hopkins-
-grille, is visiting her sons, Messrs.
Phil and Logan Boulware, at the
latter's home, 1016 West Clay street.
—Paducah Register.
Miss Susie Boyd went to Hopkins-
trifle Monday and returned yester-
day....Miss Lida Wilkinson went
to Hopkinsville Tuesday afternoon
to visit Miss Myrtle Lindsay....
Mrs. 0, P. Thomas has returned to
Cadiz after spending some time
with her parents near Hopkinsville.
—Cadiz Record.
Miss Loise Blackwell is visiting
Mrs.. W. W. Johnson in Hopkins-
ville ...Mrs. Ida Jernigan and son,
Sterling, have feturned to liopkins-
ville after a visit to friends here.—
Pealtroke Journal.
Messes. Yettie and Louise Hord
left today today to visit friends at
Clarksville.
Dr. S. H. Williams and Dr.
Wright, of Crofton, were here today.
Will Forbes and Ben McReynolds
are at home from-the Kentucky Mil-
itary institute to spend the summer.
Alvan Clark will return tonight
from Danville where he is studying
law at Central university.
Columbus Gregory, R. T. Stowe,
Doc Wad lington and B. A. Caudle
have returned from Texas.
Jamison McPherson, of Louisville,
visiting his pareins. Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. McPherson.
Dancey Fort, of Clarksville, spent
yesterday in the city.
Poli Cansler, of Enid, Okla., is
here on a visit.
J. R. Park, of Lavergne, Tenn , is
visiting his sister, Mrs. W. F.
Randle.
Martin Davis, of Oklohoma, i
• here.
Drs. H. L. J. Hille and Durward
Roach. of Roaring Springs, are here
today:
(From Monday's Daily.)
Mr. H. C. Ballard, of California, is
visiting here.
Walter Shaw, of Murray, spent
Sunday with his family here.
Mrs. Joe Claxton and Miss Ida
Baer spent Sunday at Cerulean.
Jesse Mason, of Madisonville, was
here yesterday.
Mesdames W. F. Cox, F. 0.Wilson
and Walter Cox, and Master Frank
Cox, Jr., and Miss Lela Wilson, of
Gracey, were in the city several
hours last night enroute from Guth-
rie, where they visited relatives.
Miss Mary Lee Moss is visiting
Mrs. M. E. Giles at Howell, Ky.
J. F. Giles, of Montgomery is in
the city.
Tom Fuqua spent Sunday in the
city.
W. H. Timmons, of Cadiz, is in
the city today.
Capt. William Blakey, of vans-
ville, is visiting the family of Dr.
T. W. Blakey.
MUM
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hicks Eckles
returned Sunday from their bridal
trip to Cuba.
e0ereon, of Knoxville,
TO THE PEOPLE OF
CHRISTIAN COUNTY.
The Law and Order league of HopkinsvIle and Chri
stian county in-
vites every good citizen into its membership and
 urges upon him, as a
sacred duty, that he give his hearty aid and full co-
operation to this or-
ganized movement, through the strict enforcement of
 law, for the better-
ment of moral conditions in our town and county. 
This is the one
purpose of the leagne; the single end it seeks to reach
. '
Without a motive of selfishness or malice, having no 
animosities or
bitterness, influenced in no way by any political, commer
cial or ecclestias-
tical allegiance, the league, with the welfare of the whol
e county and its
people at heart,' proposes vigorously to combat, and only 
by legitimate
mears, crime and evil and whatever is a menace to good gov
ernment and
Christian civilization.
The league is neither an armed body nor is it connected
 with any
armed or military body. Our objects are definite and none 
of them con-
and no one need mistake or misjudge them. The onl
y secrecy
connected with the organization lies in the identity of the
 ,membership,
and that only for their protection from the ill-disposed. An
y person may
reveal his own membership. Hundreds of the good, patriot
ic and public
spirited citizens of the town and county are enrolled—farm
ers, business
and professional men, ministers of the gospel, mechanics,
 laborers and
people in every walk of life.
All that the league stands for is embraced in its name—Law 
and
Order. Here are its objects as stated in the constitution:
Its purpose shall be to secure and preserve order by the
enforcement of laws already in existence; by the formation and
enforcement of such laws as may seem necessary, from time to
time, through the ordinary methods of securing legislation; by
the encour aging of such officials as are zealous in the enforce-
ment of laws; by the removal of such officials as are dishonest
or inefficient, through the proper methods of such proceedure;
and by endeavoring to secure the election of proper officials,
regardless of party affiliation.
This league, in common with all reasonable persons, fully realizes that
the welfare of the citizens of Christian county, whether they ,live in the
town or in the country, is inseparable; their relations inter-dependent,
their interest mutual. They are bound together by the closest ties of
family and kinship and social and business intercourse. The prosperity
of the one invariably affects the other. The farmers own a large per-
centage of the bank, mill and manufactory stock and have a voice in the
management of the busineis of firms and corporations, while a large pro-
ortion of the citizenship Qf the town comes from the countryi At the
same time, the title of many an acre of land is owned by the resident of
the city, while his relatives and friends are citizens of country districts.
Ownership, kinship and interest are interwoven, and the city belongs not
only to its residents, but to the people of the country as well. Town and
county combined are but a great community, and its people know that
permanent peace and prosperity depend upon the maintenance of the law,
to disregard or despise which tears asunder the whole social fabric and
procinces a condition nothing less than anarchy. It is unnecessary to re-
call the harrowing and disgraceful incidents, which in the pest months
have brought reproach to our region, or to foretell the inevitable conse-
quences of a spirit of lawlessness unchecked; a spirit which makes crim-
inals of men whatever their motives might be, and leaves a legacy of
shame for their children. Indeed,, not less deplorable is the terror or
shock among women and children these deeds have caused, than the seed
of recklessness and rebellion to constituted authority sown in the minds
of impressionable youth—these who are our future hope and dependence.
The Law and Order league contends, and every good citiz
en will agree,
that men musbnot take the law into their own 
hands, legislate, sit in
judgment and execute. The regulation by mask, torch,
 whip and deadly
weayon of the whiskey traffic, the morals of the neighborho
od or the
price of farm products is equally intolerable, and wh
en the lash is laid on
the backs of men and women, barns are burned a
nd towns raided, it is a
time that every citizen, who is true to himself
, his family and his fellow-
men, should take a firm, unmistakable stand on th
e side of .right and
justice and determine that lawlessness shall be stopped 
and ,evildoers
punished. The law must be vindicated or this` county and this
 state will
cease to be a habitation for lawabiding, enlightened 
men and women.
The Law and Order league of Hopkinsville and Christian coun
ty begs
all citizens, whether of the town or the country, t
o join hands in enforcing
the laws of the land. If the laws are bad, let us 
have them repealed. If
new laws are keeded, let us demand their enactme
nt. A,nd let public
opinion so strengthen the law that,without soldiers to pa
trol, every citizen
may be protected in his home, his rights and liberty,
 and evildoers may
know that they must suffer the penalty of crime. 
To encourage an d sup-
port the men and measures whose advancement wil
l best conserve the
peace ei society,and to lend its best effort to secu
re the enforcement of the
• laws of our city, county and state, these are the objects of th
e LAW and
Order league, and to all who are in syriwatby with th
ese worthy purposes
a most cordial invitation tojoin the organization 
in extended.
F. M. STITES, PRESIDENT,
DOUGLAS BELL, VICE-PREST,
C. H. H. BRANCH, SECRETARY,
J. F. GARNETT, TREASURER, Executive Committee
T. C. UNDERWOOD,
JOHN STITES,
E. B. BASSETT. J
BY OFFICIAL ORDER
MAJ. BASSET r IS IN COMMANU
OF TROOPS.
Col Henry is Relieved, at His Own
Request, of Active Service In
Western KentuCky.
A change was made today in the
head of the military force ''on duty'
to prevent Night Rider lawlessness
in this part of the state.
Official orders were issued by Ad-
jutant General P. P. Johnston re-
lieVng Col. Jouett Henry of active
service and appointing Major E. B.
Bassett in command of the troops in
western Kentucky.
Col. Henry was relieved at his own
request. He has been on duty since
Brig. Gen. Roger Williarne was
transferred to the eastern part of
Kentucky.
Maj. Bassett, who has been in the
&Lel for some time, arrived in the
city yesterday. He stated that he
bad no information concerning mil-
itary plans to be made public..
GEN. BULLER DEAD
LONDON, Eng., June 2.—General
— • ---- Roller. of Boer
FIRE AT MIDNIGHT
mom.immom
Supposed to Have Been of Night
Hider Origin.
The Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle
says: "The tobacco factory of
Palmer ti& Hazelle, Calloway county,
Ky., was burned last midnight. The
origin of the blaze is unknown, but
is supposed to have been the work
of Night Riders. Irvin Palmer, a
member of the firm, came to Clarks-
ville last night for the purpose of
disposing of his purchases here. to-
day. He received a telegram short-
ly before noon stating that his fac-
tory had been destroyed, but giving
no particulars. Mr. Palmer stated
that his factory was valued at $2,500,
and contained about 70,000 pounds
of tobacco, the loss being estimated
at $10,000, with an insurance of
In Jail.
Ed Barnett, colored, is in the city
Jail on a charge of housebreaking.
His trial is set for this afternoon.
 A•111.44. 
Residence with 5 rooms, hall and
bath room, hot and cold water,
heating plant &lid all modern con-
veniences. SiTuated on 23rd street,
near South' Virginia. This is one of
the most, complete and. modern




TION WILL BE HELD.
The Delegates To The State Conven-
tion ArLexington Are to
be Selected.
In accordance with the call issued
by Hon. Lewis McQuown, chairman
of the Democratic state executive
ctimmittee, I hereby, as chairman of
the Christian county Democratic
committee, tall a mass convention
of the Democrats of Christian coun-
ty for next Saturday, June 6th, 1908,
at 1 o'clock, at the court house in
Hopkinsville, Ky., for the purpose
of selecting delegates to represent
this county at the state convention
which meets in Lexington, Ky., on
'next Thursday, June 11th, to select
delegates from this state to the
national Democratil convention,
which meets in Denver, Colo., July
7th.
JAMES WEST,
. Chairman Christian County Dem-
ocratic Executive Committee.
By order of the Democratic state
executive committee of Kentucky, a
Democratic state convention is here-
by called to meet in the city of Lex-
ington, Ky., on Thursday, tlie 11th
day of June, 1908, for the purpose of
appointing delegates to the National
Democratic convention, which will
assemble in thg city of Denver,
Colo., on July 7th, 1808, to nominate
candidates for president and vice-
president of the United States.
The Democrats of each county
(and where a county embraces more
than one legislative district of each
legislative district), will assemble in
mass convention, in their respective
county seats, and districts, as afore-
said, on June 6, 1908. at the hour of
2 o'clock p. m., on said day, and ap-
point delegates to repfesent the said
counties and districts respective:y,
in the state convention. The bags
of representation in the state con-
vention shall • be one delegate
for each two hundred votes and
fraction over two hundred votes,
cast in the respective counties and
districts, for the Democratic electors
in the presidental .election of 1904.
Witness my hand as chairman of
the Democratic state executive com-
mittee, this May 19, 1908.
LEWIS McQUOWN,
Chairman Democratic state execu-
tive committee.
Baseball Players and Foot Racers.
Louis J. Kruger, ex-champion
long distance foot racer of Germany
and Holland, writes: "During my
training of eight weeks' foot races
at Salt Lake City, in April last; I
used Ballard's Snow Liniment to
my greatest satisfaction. Therefore
I highly recommend Snow Liniment
to all who are troubled with sprains,
bruises or rheumatism." 25c, 50c
and $1. Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
R. H. BROWN DEAD
Former Citizen Passes Away At His
Home In Nashville.
(From ,Tuesday's Daily)
Relatives in the city were apprised
today by wire of the death of Robert
H. Brown at Nashville, Tenn. The
deceased was a former resident of
Hopkinsville and the announcement
of his death will cause much sorrow
among his wide circle of friends. He
was in .the monument business here
for many years. Mr. Brown re-
moved with his family to Nashville
one year ago. He was about thirty-
seven years of age and was a mem
ber of a pioneer Kentucky family.
He leaves a family consisting of his
wife, two children and his mother.
Mr. Brown was an honorable and
upright gentleman and enjoyed the
esteem of all who knew him. The
remains will be brought to Hopkins-
vine tomorrow morning for burial in
Riversi de cemetery.
Mrs. S. Joyce, Claremont, N. H.,'
writes: "About a year ago I bought
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Rem-
edy. It cured me of a severe case
of kidney trouble of several years
standing. It certainly is a grand,
good medicine, and I heartily roc:-





Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat. Test made free of
charge for glasses. Phoe-






The Largest and Best Assorted Stock
of Ladies, Misses and Gents Hose
and Half Hose in the City.
Big Assortment of Ladies Muslin Un-
derwear and Ladies Net
Underwear
.4* Gents Underwear. Gents White and
4. Colored Shirts. Prices
Are Right
4. T M. Jones.
Main Street Hopkinsville, Ky.
(f**4111.1.1.
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• This bank ranks among the first' in the
whole state of Kentucky in proportion of
surplus to capital.
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..e. surplus, $35,000.00 t A
4. 
. ,
With the largest combined Capital and Swiping of any at
4, bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar at
at proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OVFER OUR DE- .f.
ut 
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
°Or
t 3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates 4"
l'e of Deposit 46 '
HENRY C. GANT, President. . 'P
















Has a regular Savings Bank department.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 opens an account
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier




As the Gold Standard cigars give
forth indicates clearly the high char
acter of the tobacco from which they
are made. You can smoke in any
room in the house without objection






Special attention given to Repairing of all kinds.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.





•, There is no way ot making lasagna
friends Hie "Making Good;';-and Doctor
Pierce's medicines wel) exemplify this.
and their friends. afte; more than two
!decades of popu!arity, are numbered by
the hundre,1S of thousands. They have
, "made good" and they have not made
drunkards.
: A good, honest, square-deal medicine of
, known composition is Dr. Pierce's Golden
• Medical Discbvery. It still enjoys an im-
mense saie. while most of the prepara-
tions that have come into prominence in
4 the earlier period of its popularity have
! "gone by the board" and are never more
i heard of. There must be some reason for
: this long-time popularity and that is to
I be found in its superior merits. When
: once given a fair trial for weak stomach,
,! or for liver and blood affections, its supe-
rior curative qualities are soon manifest;
I hence it has survived and grown in, pop-
, alai' favor, while scores of less mqritorious1
: articles have suddenly flashed into favor
for a brief period and then been as soon
i forgotten.
i For a torpid liver with its attendant
' Indigestion, dyspepsia, headache, per-
haps dizziness, foul breath, nasty coated
tongue, with bitter taste, loss of appetite,
I with distress after eating, nervousness
' and debility, nothing is so good as Dr.
, Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. It's
: an honest, square-deal medicine with all
1 its ingredients printed on bottle-wrapper
1 — no se
cret, no hocus-pocus humbug,
therefore don't arrept a substttute that
the dealer may possibly make a little big-
ger profit. ins.W on your right to have
what you call for.
1 Don't buy Dr. Pierce's-F
avorite Prescrip-
tion expecting it to prove a "cure-all." It
, is only advised for woman's especial ail-
ments. It makes weak women strong and
sick women well. Less advertised than
, some preparations sold for like purposes,
. its sterling curative virtues still maintain
its position in the front ranks, where it
' stood over two decades ago. As an tn-
vigorating tonic and strengthening nerv-
, ine it is unequaled. It won't satisfy those
who want "booze," for there is not a drop
of alcohol in it.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets, the origi-
nal Little Liver Pills, although the first
pill of their kind in the market, still lead,
, and when once tried are ever afterwards
In favor. Easy to take as candy—one to




Draughon gives contracts, backed by chain
of 30 colleges, $300,000.00 capital, and 19
years' success, to secure positions undet
reasonable conditions or refund tuition.BOOKKEEPING Draughon's com-petitors, by notaccepting hi
proposition, concede that he teaches more
Bookkeeping in THREE months than they
do in SIX. Draughon can convince YOU.
S HO RTHAN D 7.75n per cent theCourt Reporters
write the system of Shorthand Dritnghon
teaches, because they know it is THE BEST.
FOR FREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Why
learn Telegraphy?" which explain all, cail












telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.






Offers You the Best Investments
for Your Savings.
Because it invests its fundssolely in first mort
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple in this city, anti thus avoids
all of the risks attendant upon
commercial banking.
Because all of its loans arepayable in small
monthly payehents, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and time reducing the loan and
increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.
H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J. E. McPherson,;Sec.













Eye, Ealr, Nose and
Throat. Test made free of
charge for glasses. Phoe-
nix Bldg., Main:St , Hop-




Woman whose uUmeroUs murders on
her Indiana farm have horrified the
whole world.
RAY LAMPHERE.
Farm hand who is held for alleged
complicity in the Laporte (Id.) mur-
der horrors.
DIRECT UPON STOMACH
Possibility of Administering Local
Treatment to That Organ.
After a series of experiments
covering a period ofimany years, a
well-known specialist in stomach
disorders, discovered that to ad-
minister local treatment to the
stomach was a possibility.
As a result of his study of the dis-
eases of digestion and nutrition, he
prepared a prescription called Xi-
o-na stomach tablets that acts di-
rectly upon the stomach and bowels,
increasing their strength and power
to digest whatever food is eaten and




flatulence, bad taste in the mouth,
irritability, drowsiness, coated
tongue and fall feeling after eating,
ate but a few of the many distress-
ing results of indigestion. Mi-o-na
never fails to dispel all these
troubles, and all disorders of the
stomach soon disappear when the
remedy is used.
If you ever have the slightest
symptom of indigestion or weak
stemach, check its progress at once
with Mi-o-na. The remedy is scien-
tific, yet simple, and is fully guar-
anteed to be harmless under serial
No. 1418 of the United States Pure
Food and Drugs Law.
L. L. Elgin believes so strongly in
the curitive powers of Mi-o-na lit
all diseases of the digestive organs
he gives a guarantee with every 50-
cent box to refund the money if the
remedy does not do all that is claim-
ed for it. He takes all the risk and
you lose nothing but your indiges-
tion when you buy Mi-o-na, and it
is a good loss.
WORK HOUSE FOR CARRIE
.PITTSBURG, May 29. —Mrs. Car-
rie Nation, who was arrested hene
yesterday charged with scolding and
embarrassing four men in public,
was fined $25 and cost or thirty days
in the workhouse. She refused to
pay her fine and will be sent to the
workhoust this afternoon. As she
was being led back to the cell she
cried out: "I had .rather go to jail
than go to hell."
IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW
What a Heap of Happiness It Would
Bring to HopkInsville Homes.
Hard to do housework with an
aching back.
Bring your hours of misery at lei-
sure or at work.
If women only knew the cause—
that backache pains come from sick
kidneys,`twould save much needless
woe, Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick
kidneys. Hopkinsvill people en-
dorse this:
Miss L. A. Hester, 826 North Main
street, Hopkinsville, Ky., says: "I
honestly believe that there is little
need of any one suffering the torture
'of backache when such an effective
remedy as Doan's Kidney Pills can
be purchased at L. A. Johnsoa's
drug store. The prompt and thor-
ough relief which followed their use
in my case has given me abiding
faith in their merits.' • In the sum-
mer of 1903, I was suffering greatly
from soreness and, lameness across
the small of my back and other dif-
ficulties arising from a weakness of
the kidneys. Two boxes or Doan's
Kidney Pills was all I required to
free me from the distressing pain in
my back and restore my kidneys to
a good, healthy condition. I recom-
mended Doan's Kidney Pills at that
time and during the four years that
have elapsed I still hold the same
good opinion of the remedy."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the
United States. Rember the name--
othrar.
ABSOLUTELY SURE
HARRY THAW IS' INSANE, SAYS
MR. LITTLETON
.mm0.
"There is Little Love Lost Between
Harry and His Wife.—
Jerome Criticized.
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn., May 30
"Harry Thaw is undoubtedly in-
sane," said Martin W. Littleton
Tuesday. "Most of the time he is a
genial companionable, lovable fel-
low. In such moods it is a pleasure
to be with him and he is perfectly
rational. On the other hand you
strike him at certain times and on
certain subjects and he is a raving
maniac. Some days he is as stingy
as the devil and .on other occasions
he is as generous as a king, To get
along with him a lawyer must treat
him like an animal and be a perfect
brute.
"There is little love lost between
Harry and his wife. The one good
sand best impulse of the lives of both
of them came when they decided to
make the famous stand in the trial
of the husband. She does not really
love him, and you cannot convince
her that she is morally wrong to en-
tertain other mein while married to
Thaw. In other words, she cannot
be convinced *that she 'is morally
wrong along some lines. All the
world might try to argue with her
along this line and couldn't influ-
ence her.
"William Travers Jerome is not a
good lawyer, the opinion of' the
world to the contrary. You can'set
a trap' for him and he not only falls
inio it, but in his impulsiveness
rushes into it. In lawsuits he gets
mixed up and is easily tangled. He
is learned and brilliant, but his
learning is not strictly that of a
great lawyer. In spite of all this
one cannot help but love the man.
His personality is irresistible."
BETTER THAN MEDICINE.
Breathe Hyomei's Tonic Healing and
Be Cured of Catarrh.
Nature has a remedy for catarrh,
a treatment that is far better than
dos'ngl the stomach with medicine.
It is the healing oils and balsams
of Hyornei which medicates the air
you breathe, reaching the most re-
mote air cells in the nose, throat and
lungs, killing all catarrhal germs,




In using Hyomei you are treating ++++++++++++++++++++++++4+
your catarrhal troubles with the
only natural remedy, for it gives a
curative air bath to the air passages
that has as powerful healing and
antiseptic effect as that found in the
mountains where the pine forests
give off their fragant and healing
balsams.
Breathe the invigorating and heal-
ing Hyomei, and see how quickly
you will get relief from your catarrh-
al troubles. L. L. Elgin has seen so
many cures, even of the worst cases
of catarrh, with offensive breath,
raising of mucous, frequent sneez-
ing, droppings in the throat and
spasmodic coughing, that he feels
warranted in selling Hyomei under
an absolute guarantee to refund the
money if it does not do all that is
claimed for it. He takes all the risk.
If the treatment does not help you,
there will not be a penny's expense,
while if it cures, the cost is nomi-
nal, as a complete Hyomei outfit
"PEACE" RESTORED
AND BOYCOTT IS TO BE CALLED
What
OFF.
Business Men Agree To Do
With Hope Of Getting
Trade Back.
1 a • -
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.,May 30.—
Peace has been restored between
Clarksville and the surrounding'
country. Several weeks ago a boy-
cott was instituted by unknown
parties against the merchants of this
city and mercantile interests suffered
seriously. It seems that a misunder-
stiinding has existed here between
the citizens of Clarksville in regard
to the guards which are employed
here and the sheriff's posse ordered
by Gov. Patterson on account of the l
different Night Riding depredations.
Prominent citizens in both town and
country, realizing the conditions,
held a conference reached an, agree-
ment which has been signed by
nearly every merchant and very
many prominent farmers, and it is
believed will effectually put a stop to
the so-called boycott.
Among other things the mer-
chants' and citizens' agreement is
that no armed men shall appear on
the streets of 'Clarksville, except
regular policemen and such extra
policemen as may be appointed by
the city authorities, these latter to
wear badges to show they are per-
forming I police duty; that private
watchmen employed at the ware-
houses shall not be permitted to go
armed except while on the premises
they are employed to guard; that no
armed band of men shall be permit-
ed to leave the town of Clarksville
and ko out into the country,by night
or day, unless under command of
the Sheriff or some other officer ap-
pointed by him; that members of
the civil posse recently appointed
shall not wear uniform or carry arms
except when on duty at the armory
or when called, out to suppress
disturbances in' the town, at
all other times they shall act as
citizens and appear only in citizens'
clothing; all persons going armed il-
legally or otherwise violating the
lawishall be promptly arrested and
punished by the proper authorities;
that a joint committee shall be ap-
pointed of the farmers and the mer-
chants of the town, to whom all
grievances can" be subtnitted and
who shall see that the recommenda-
tions are faithfully carried into ex-
ecution,
The farmers' agreement says:
"We, the undersigned farmers,
have carefully read the proposition
submitted by the merchants and
business men of Clarksville, and be
ing very desirous lo settle the pres-
ent unfortunate differences, we ac-
cept same as satisfactory agreement,
and with the understanding that
these recommendations will be car-
ried out in good faith we will do all
in our power to restore the good feel-
ing and will exert ourselves to have
cordial business relations restored
between the town and country, such
as once existed. We believe the In-
terest of the town and country ate
mutual, and both must suffer or
prosper together; and therefore rec-
ommend that when grievances are
redressed as above proposed, all
then skall renew cordial business re-
lations with the town and that the
past be forgotten."
Mayor Northington is out in a
card indorsing the agreement and
assuring the people that he will Bee
that all provisions are carried out in
Clarksville.
Col. Childers has issued a state-
ment assuring the committee of his
co-operation and setting forth or-
ders issued to and governing mem-
bers of his pcsse in conformity to
the agreement entered into.








No woman can be happy
without children; it is her
nature to love them as much
so as it is the beautiful and
pure. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass is so fraught with dread that the very thought fills her with
apprehension. There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be
either very painful or dangerous. The use of' Mother's Friend pre-
pares the system for the coming event, and it is passed without any
danger. This remedy is applied externally, and.has carried thousands
of women through the crisis
with but little suffering.
Write for book containing information







Do They Honestly Wear as You Would
Like to Have Them?
One manufacturer has hit the nail on the head—
the toe nail at that. He has discovered a way of
overcoming the puncture of the toe by the new
TOEANPHEEL-.•. QIG.U.S,PAT OFT.
The hosiery made in thiti new way_
has a beautiful silky lisle finish and
is free from "those terrible seams"
the dealer hears so much alout. Another *good
point is the price, 25c. When you buy Inter-woven
you get a regular top grade 25c half-hose, together
with the additional marvelous wearing qualities of
toe and heel, which make one pair of these out-
wear three or four pairs of any other kind.




What have you done with yes-
terday's dollar?
Is it lying idle or is it at work?
If it's in the Savings Depart-
ment of a good
Bank it's working night and day




Open Saturday evening for benefit
of wage earners. •
_
Closing Out sale of
Pianos AND Organs.
Will sell on easy terms. We have decided to
drop Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines from
our line Will close out what we have on hand at
factory prices.
R.. o i 
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Advertising Rates.
, Transient advertisingvimust be paid
*or in advance.
I
Charges for yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will be charged
for until ordered out./
Announcements far Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preaching published gratis.
/ Obituary Notices, Resolutions oRespect, and other similar notices
/ five cents per line.
Court Directory.
CIRCUIT CouRT—First Monday in
June and fourth Monday. in ,Febru-
ary and September.
QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mon-
days in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL COURT—First Tuesday in
April and October.
CoUNTY COURT—First Monday in
every month.
A MAN WHO MADE GOOD.
Judge A. J. G. Wells measured up
/ to all that was expected of him, and
a whole lot niore. He is a man with
a cause and the courage to present
It. He has brains and backbone, and
the highest type of patriotism. Peo-
ple went to see the man who had
put the Night Riders out of business
In Calloway county. They stayed
because of his earnest, sensible and
Inspiring message. He is a man of
whim all Kentucky may justly be
proud.
f ,
LAW AND ORDER LEAGUE
The statement of tne' Law and.
Order Leave of Hopkinsville. and
Christian coupty is a fair and frank
reiteration of the honorable purposes
And aims of the organization and
ought to serve to dispel a good deal
of popular misinformation, much of
which is honest, while no little has
"`"teen spread broadcast by designing
*Ind 'Malicious persons with a view
to damaging, for obvious reason!,
the league's influence. The state-
ment hewaito the line and ignores
the lies 'and elander. 'The league
stands for law and order. Iknd that is
all. It is not for the trust, and very
certainly if is not against the farmer.
It simply has nothing to do with the
tobacco question. Its activities aee
solely along moral lines. Tiiir-ePoirs
industriously circulated that it is an
armed "home knard," that it had
Dave Smith ousted from his office,
that it has "boycotted" aitchoity.
and similar stuff, are either merely
incorrect or viciously false, -depend




A warrant of arrest has been
Issued far Todd HOrcl, charging, him
with shooting and wounpling 'Ames
A. King. The. ,arrest haA not yet
been made. The young men live
near Barnes in the northern part of
the county.
The shooting occurred Sunday and
*said to have been outcqme of a
quarrel which took place several




A number cf Clarksville citiiens







MEMORY OF JEFFERSON DAVIS
IS HONORED
BOTH HERE AND AT FAIRVIEW
•
Beautiful Tributes Are Paid to The
First and Last President of
The Confederacy.
Both at Fairview, where the first
and only president of the Southern
Confederacy as born, and int, this
city, where he was personallyknown
andgreatly loved, there were ap-
propriate observances of the birth of
Jefferson Davie: The exercises here
were under the auspices of the
Christian county chapter of the
daughters of the Confederacy.
The Daughters were in chttrge of
all excellent basket dinner, which
was served at Odd Fellows' hall and
which the veterans and many of
their friends greatly enjoyed. This
afternoon an interesting program is
being given at the Ninth Street
Presbyterian church, the inclement
weather preventing the holding of
the meeting at the cemetery. The
invocation Y4 as offered by Dr. W. L.
Nourse, and Southern airs were
sung by the school children. The
annual address was delivered by
Rev. C. H. H. Branch, and Rev. G.
C. Abbitt closed the exercises with
prayer.
At Fairview the exercises were
held in the memorial church on. the
site of the Davis home. After an
Invocation by the Rev. W. H.
Vaughan, there was an address of
welcome by Dr. E. S. Stewart, of
Fairview. Dr: Millard A. Jenkens,
of this city, then lelivered an
oration. This completed
the forenoon program and a bounti-
ful dinner was then served by the
hospitable people of the community.
One of the features of-the celebra-
tion was the address of theltev. Dr.
Millard A. Jenkens, pastor of the
FirstBaptist church of Hopkinsville,,
Lila subject being "The Men Who
Wore the Gray.” The historian is
yet to be born, said Dr. Jenkens,
who will justly tell the world the
whole story of the bravery find hero-
ism of the iron-nerved men who
wore the gray in the sixties, but. the
day is coming when he who tells of
America's greatness will pointto the
Confederate soldier a a hero
and patriot, whose gallant
deeds a n d ii oble virtues have
enric:led the history of a 'great
and prosperous nation. Dr. Jenkens
characterized the Confederate soldier
as reiresentative of all that noblest
in southern citizenship. Never has
.the world seen such an army. It was
,raet an army of hirelings, but purest
blood of the .south—and none purer
coursed through the veins of the
ilttion—waelloffered on the altar 'if
aak eights and liberties. In the rank
Ind file, as well as its leadership, war;
eldlibited a sturdy pluck firiel indom
tab- le courage unsurpassed in all the
annals of the world. These men in
gray knew 4_97 to die with their
faces to the foe', but they knew no
fear of the enemy. Death they per- Monday was the regular
ferred to dishonor and the word de the meeting of the Christian county
spair was hot written in their lanf executive committee of the Planters
.guage. igederal generals were dis Profectiv4 association, but at the
cussing once the report that Stone- May meeting of the committee it
wall Jackson spent much time tin vas decided to accept an invitation
prayer before going into battle. One extended by Pembroke 'to meet there
remarked, "Well, I don't know any- in June. The meeting will be held
next Saturday ,as it was decided
that Saturday,would be a better day
to meet at Pembroke than Monday.
The people of Pembroke will enter-
tain the committee, and the meeting
there will be ne of interest.
Iof those principles and ideals which!need ever to be incorporated
into the/thought and aspiration of
young manhood as the safeguard for
the future. He spoke .at length of ,
the Confederate soldier as an unsel-
fish patriot, a model citizen, and a
man of chivalry...Said the speaker:
''Sons and daughters of the Confed-
eracy, your sires were patriots and
fought for principleanci may the day
never come when yeru wiil fail to
brand as prince of liars and calum-
nators the dirtY dog who dares to
call them traitors." In conclusion he
spoke of the man In grayi as one who
feared, and feared only, the God of
Battles. The spirt of Christ pervad- A fair association on a big scale is
ed the ranks of Confederacy, he one of the probabiiities for this city.
spoke of the south's remarkable There have been vague rumors
material prosperity and her rapid floating about. for some time that
accumulation of wealth until no one such a proposition was on foot but
could estimate her wonderful future. nothing definite could be learned
''The South," he said,"hae thrown regarding it. Even as yet the full
off her robe of ashes. clambered out details are not knoWn but enough
from beneath the debris of her has been learned to justify the an-
wreckage, and once more, her hair nouncement that all indications
decked t with orange bloseorns, her point to the fruition of the plans.
lap filled with sheaves of golden As yet we are not at libelrty to
harvests, she ascends ihe throne, give the names of the parties behind
the proud queen of a happy and the movement but they have gone
hopeful people." Her prosperi- so far that the work of organizing
ty,, he said, is something over the association is to be begun right
which to rejoice, but the greatest away. It is believed that tihey will
glory, the most priceless wealth and have no trouble in securing the
choicest treasure are the men who neeestary backing and that the final
in the smoke of battle, amid starve- details will soon be arranged.
The fair grounds will probably betion, desolation. wounds, disease
and death, laid all at the feetof their located south of town and between
country." the Palmyra and Cox Mill roads.
•  An option has .been secured on ae
beautiful grove of about forty acres
at this point and sufficient cleared
ground adjoining this to eCCOMMO-
date the track, grandstand, etc.
Arrangements have already been
wade for entrances from both roads
and as the buildings would be in
plain view from either thoroughfare
it makes it an ideal location.
It is proposed to hold annual old-
time country' fairs. Displays of
country produce and handiwork of
all kinds will be the drawing card
for the mernings, the showing of
stock and exhibition races will mke
place in the afternoon and at night,
the groutuis will be brilliantly
illuminated and horse shows will be floor, with blood flowing from mouth
given. The grove will furnish ample and nose, with his left knee broken
space for visitors to come and eat and his entire body crushed. Robert
dinner, picnic style if they so desire, H. Brown an employe of the Liberty
and spend the entire day. Nothing Mills, was found dead on tne fourth'
will-be left undone which' promisei floor of Milk A Tuesday morning
to inake the fair the biggest thing of about 8:30 o'clock. When discover-
the kind in the state. ed he had evidently been dead only
The importance of such a thing to a short while, but the manner in
Hopkinsville cannot be overestimat_ which the tragedy occurred has not
ed. Such a fair would be a drawing been definitely explained as no one
card which would bring to town
thousands of people each year at this
time. I,,'would be a season of merry
making and good eheer and' the re-
newing of friendships such as- could
not be brpught about in any other
way.It velbuld greatly increase the in




FOR CHRISTIAN COUNTY LOOMS
UP AS PROBABILITY.
Movement Is Pus on Foot by Men Who
Accumplish What They Un-
dertake.
Chat Abput People andfhings
Dr. Preston Thomas, Dr. \ J. B.
Jackson and Dr. Manning Brown
left last night for Chicago to attend
the annual convention of the Arnerr
ican Medical association, which will
be attended by about 6,000 physi-
cians and specialists from all parts
of the United States. 'Pie 'petting
will continue five days.
Hon. 011ie M.'3amee, of the First
district, will preseht the name of ais
colleague, Hon. A. 0. Stanley for
the temporary chairmatiehip of the
'Democratic state convention, which
will meet iv Lexington on June 11.
---
Lyne .Starling, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. M.' Starling, of this city,
has accepted a chair in the faculty,
of a large academy for boys in New
Jersey. He will teach modern lan-
guage. Mr. Starling, who has been
an instructor at Center college. _Dan-
ville, will slii in a few daya for
Europe aed will spend the Bumper
on the continent.
Next w e e k, t h e Kentucky
New Era will begin the publicatiOu
If its new serial, "The Merry
Widow," of world wide fame as an
opera and cleverly rnade into a nov4
••••••••••••
Tonsilitis
is swelling and inflammation of
the glands at the side of the throat.
Sloaws
Liivimervto
used as a gargle and applied to
the outside of the throat reduce
the swelling and gives instant relief.
ror Croup, Quincy Sore Throat,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pain in Chest or
Lungs this liniment is unsurpassed
5loaris Liniment is indispensable
when travelling because it is
penetrating, warming. soothing.
healing and antiseptic.
Price 25 et, 50 t 1100
Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston. Mass.U.S.A I
CRUSHED TO DEATH
ROBT. H. BROWN VICTIM OF
TERRIBLE ACCIDENT.
The Remains Brought to Hopkinsville
and Laid to Rest In Riverside
Cemetery.
• I and would create a spirit of friendly
; rivalry between the farmers in rais-
ing finest specimens of each crop
and enteringit for the prizes offered.
by the author of "The Man of the
Hour." The story has all the lilt and
lightness of the musicial comedy,and
it is profusely illustrated e By the
way, the New Era, by special ar-
raegemen't, will present to its read-
ers the full piano arrangement of
"The Merry Widow' Waltz."
The Rev. A. J. Smith has re turn
ed from Dawlion. His health is
much improvedi
thing about General Jackson's reg-
ion, but I know this, if he takes a
,notion to go to Headen,all Hell can't
keep him out." Dr. Jenkens told of
the wonderful generalship produced
by the Confederacy,and of the spirit
Old endurance of the, men with the
guns and the "rebel yell." He told
of the hardship they were compelled
t.o undergo, such as were unknown
bi the northern, soldiers, and now
half starved and'half clad, they fol.
lowed the stars and bars until their
resources were exhausted and, over-
come by superior force, they w4 re
forced to lay down their arms. No
sublimer record of courage was ever
In the world manifested than that
of the south's soldiers at the front
and by their mothers, wives and
Beyond Medical Aid.. '• diktialitests 442 othe, a" courage 1$,
etipage4 witen, able to ci4rry no
G. DcWeathers, Avon, Kaiei#aya: the ob kbetioNt.Of bayoliet the I
"My hogs were so badly Tseaseit 'red bo es of the dying repubt c,
with ctialera I did not think. medi- they,ty:necl footstepi hotneward and
cal aid itould possibly gar§ 'them. T keethe%ligeit'thihe faiskof rebuild-
v•-•rivsan Hoe Cholera ina their wasted land.
-neri •hPt the eel-
The Rev. C. -11. H. Branch will
deliver the anntial address of the
graduating class of the Morganfleld
High school Thursday night.
day foi
The seventjefirst annual meeting
of the Kentucky Baptist General as-
sociation will be held in the Twenty-
second and Walnut-street -Baptist
church, at'Loolsville,beginnipg June
8. The session will be 9pened with
the ministers' annual meeting on




Mr*. Ella L. Leachman; Fillmore,
Ind..";says: "Please sand me a bottle
of yenr Bourbon Pouttry Cure m
soorras possible. This remedy hag
been.recommetuled to me as the bekt
poultry cure known." L. L. igin
,




The remains of Robert H. Brown
were brought to- Hopkinsville this
morning fromNashville and interred
in Riverside cemetery. The Nash-
ville American gives the following
account of the shocking maneer of
his death:
"Lying face downward on the
'MP' •
111,110111114..••1111104.••• "WIMP •••1=1•14. • -4M104=41144 •=1.10401.1.1.
And at the time of his death held the
position of oiler and general care-
taken of the machinery. His body
was found by one of the foremen,
and was lying directly under one of
the large wheels. While a statement
of how death came is only specula-
tive, it is supposed that lirown was
caught by, the flying wheel and
wrenched to death with lightning
speed. _
"Brown came here from Hopkins-
wills, Ky., last September, with his
wife, aged mother, and two small
daughters. The 'residence is at 416
Eighth avenue, south. The family
of the deceased is said t3 be of e con-
\siderable prominence in Hopkins-
ville, his fathsr having been wealthy
man of - that place. The deceased
was 39 years old. He is said to have
been one of the most efficient and
trusted men in the employ of the
Liberty Mille, and the officials be
served-express deep regret over the
tragedy.
body is being cared for by
the Combs undertaking establish-
ment, anwill be shipped to Hop-





Notice is hereby given that the
Cresent Coirmany was on be
2nd day of June, 1908, by the written
Consent of the owners of a majority
was seen near nim.at the time. An of its shares of stock and by the
examinatiou of the body by a phy. action of its board of directors, dis-
.
mien revealed the fact that besides solved and its charter and articles of
havirlg had his knee dislocated, incorporation canceled and surrend-
ered, except for the purpose of dis-
posing of its property, real andlper-
sonal, settling its obligations and
Brown's skull was fractured, his
collar bone was broken, his first,
second and third ribs were torn
from the sternum, lend the 4ritt riot' 'winding up its affairs.-
portions of nearly all the lower ribs Persons holding demands against
were crushed until they had 4 ntered said company are requested ta pre
the lungs and heart. - sent same for adjustment.
. "Mr. Brow.1 ha., been an employe C. L DANIEL e:ecy. and Treas.
of the Liberty Mill.: since last fall, , d.tawlm.
•
he Best Offer Yet
0
The Kentucky New Era Offers Some
Unheard of Low Prices in Club Rates
tr,By reason of this being Pcesidential year, unusual interest attachesto the political situation and everybody should keep posted with the
developments. As a special inducement to people living in the country we
make the following exceedingly Low Campaign Offers: ,
THE DAILY NEW ERA Both until ,
THE DAILY COURIER-JOURNAL December 1st
THE DAILY, NEW ERA
THE DAILY TIMES (Louisville)
It"
THE DAILY NEW ERA





THE WEEKLY NEW ERA for One year and




ist . For $1.25
tHis Offer Lasts Only Through June, July and August
And is Unparal.led In Its Liberality.
The Sooner You Take Advantage of It the More You Get
For Your Money. "DIt Today. Send all ()Men to
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Copyright 1908 by Hart Schaffner & Marx
— —
-IkTOU'LL be well dressed for any place, any corn-
riany any occasion, if you are dressed in
BUSY STORE•
clothes. We make a special feature of summer clothes and separate trousers; if you're go-
ing away fr9m home, taking a ,vacation at the lake, at the seaside, or anywhere else, better
get the good clothes matter settled beforehand. These dothes n wi settle it for you in the
„
right away. Suits $10 to $30. This store is the home of Hart Schaffer 8z Marx clothes,
Stetson's and Liberty Special hats, Florsheim's and Douglass' shoes, men's shirts, hosiery
and underwear; Panama hats, all shapes, at $3, 3.75, 5.00 and 6.50.
1-2 Off HALF PRICE 1-2 Off
2 DAYS ONLY---FRIDAY and SATUR DAY
50 men's and young men's 'suits, single and double breasted, some of this season's styles
and some medium weights of last fall; only one or twg suits of a kind in the lot; your size
will be in it. Don't fail to come Friday or Saturday. Your choice of any suit in the lot at
only one-half‘the original price. Just received a lot of boys' wash pants, 25c, 50c and 75c.
JEFFERSON DAVIS AND THE
SOLDIERS OF THE SOUTH
Following the Jefferson Davis
memorial exercise3 at the Ninth
Street Presbyterian church, 'Wed-
day afternoon, the Daughters of the
Confederacy, under whose auspices
the program was given, and the vet-
erans drove out to Riverside ceme-
tery where, with loving and tender
hands, the graves of old soldiers
were strewn with flowess.
Following is the address delivered
at the church by the Rev. C. H. H.
Branch:
It is especially fitting that we
should unite today in celebrating
the centennial of the birth of Jeffer-
- son Davis, for within the IlpuLds of
of what was then Christian county
he was born on June 8, 1808. You
would hariily expect me to go into
the details of his life in this address
or to attempt any estimate of his
character, about which so much has
been said and about wiiich such di-
ern states, we have vainly endeavor-
ed to secure tranquility and obtain
respect for the rights to which we
entitlrd. As a necessity, not a
choice, we have resorted to the
remedy' of separation,and henceforth
our efforts must be directed to the
conduct of our own affairs, and the
we have formed. If a just perception
of mutual interest shall permit us
peaceably to. pursue our separate
political careers,my most earnest de
sire will have been fulfilled. But if
this is denied to us. and the integ-
rity of our territory and jurisdiction
be assailed,it gill but remain for us,
with firm resolve to appeal to arm14
and invoke the blessing of provi-
dence on a just cause."
On Feb. 22d. 1862 he was elected
After the secession of South Caro- which he had ever shrOnk, 4 per-
lina, a conference was held kpetween sued it faithfully to the enid. The
the governor of Mississippi and the criticism of cowardice made against
history. Moving to Mississippi dur- representatives in congress to die- him for hidflight after the surrend-
ing his infancy, it was to Kentucky cuss the advisability of following the er of the Confederate armies hei
that he.returned for his education, lead of her sister's state. From a ever seemed to me unjustified in
graduating at Transylvania univer- member Of that conference comes view of the exalted position to-which
•
sity. in 1824. I t the same year he this statement, "Mr. Davis opposed he had been chosen and also in view
entered West Point, graduating immediate and separate state action, of the especial animoitity against
declaring himself opposed to secess- hith aroused by the assassination, of
ion as long as the hope of a peace- President Lincoln. It is well known
able remedy remains. He did not that Mr. Lincoln himself had no
believe we ought to precipitate the desire for his arrest and considered
issue, as he felt certain that, once it the most expedient thing that he
there was a clash of arms, the con- bs allowed to escape in order that
test would be one of the most san- the administration might be freed
guiqary the world had ever witness- from the odium that would attach to
ed." After the majority had voted in any prosecution of one •ivhc, from,
favor of urging secession he deelar- their p -lint of view, was considered
ed "he would stand by whatever a traitor. But the providence of
action the convention representing God removed him from the seat of
the sovereignty of the state of Missis his authority at a time when the
sippi might think proper to take."
Mississippi seceded on Jan.9th.,1861,
and on the 21st. of the month Mr.
Davis rose in the senate to notify it
of the action of his state and to bid
his colleagues farewell. The dignity
of his bearing and the force of his
logic on this occasion are worthy of
note as hs sums up his idea of states
rights and bids farewell to the union
he had loved so well and served, so
faithfully.
It is a well known fact that Mr.
Davis perferred to serve the Confed-
eracy in the capacity of a general in
,the field and had no desire t9,arir4d
as its executive Officer,i'tbe 7ft., wall
not so to be, and by unanimous vote
on,the 9th. of Feb. 1861 he was elect-
ed president of the Provisional Con-
federacy. In his inaugural addresse
4k1emarked, "Wc hav entlt_eil Ai)
OR' 6:kee'career oi Ind den4.0 it
it must be inflexibly pursued.
V) roug h,maass-yeartis of si treversy
wftt Oar fatfiteclitsis- Mithe 0 Orin_
most vigor that any union could be
maintained by coercion, taking as
his major premise that such union
must be founded on the consent of
the members of that union„ Earn-
estly he plead with the opposition
ifotto use force and with all his
vigor he strove to dispel the clouds
of war that were gathering so thick- .perpetuity of the Confederacy which
ly. On Dec. 10. 1860, ten days43efore
the secession of South Carolina, he
said on the floor of the senate, "This
union is as dear to me as a union of
fraternal states. It would lose its
value if. I had to regard it as a union
held- together by physical force. If
satisfactory evidence could be given
to the people of the south that such
a fraternal feeling existed in the
hearts of the people of the north,
you might burn your statute books
aud we would cling to the union again president of the Confederacy
still. If you can submit to them for a term of six years. Of his con-
that evidence, I feel confident that, duct of that office I shall not pause
verse opinions are held. It may not with the assurance that aggression to speak for I could not hope to
be improper, however, to call your is henceforth to beass, will termi- throw light on the question of his
attention to some of the leading in- nate all the measures for defense. fitness or unfitness, or to decide be-
cidents in this life which is so' in- Upon you of the majority it depends tween the estimates of those who op-
separably linked with the history of to restore peace and perpetuate thes posed or who favordd his actions.Suf
'the south ancrthus with the history ; union of equal states; upon us of the flee it to say that his sincerity was
of our country. His ancestry were minority rests the duty to maintain never questioned and once having
gentle folk of mixed descEnt, Welsh, onr eqiialitw and community rights." given himself to the task, from
Scotch and Irish, all the nationikl,
characteristics of winch are mani-
fest in his character during his later
rather lo* in hiaclass in 1828 with'
the rank 01 secpnd lieutenant For
seven years he served in the army
on the northwestern frontier,
achieving some didtinction in his
ability t;., handle men, and reac,hing
the rank of first lieutenant. On ac-
count of illness he resigned from the
army at the end of this period and
spent two years in Washington, dur-
ing which time he enjoyed the close
friendship of Pierce. The following
eight year* he spent almost in se-
clusion in Mississippi, where as ear-
ly as 1838,, during the nullificatiop
controversy, he advocated what was
later to become so fluniliar a slogan
as "states rightssa' Elected to con-
gress in 1846 he rrigned the follow-
ing year to accept the commission
of colonel of the Mississippi volun-
teers in thit Mexican war, in which
he rendered' distinguished service
in the battles of Monterey and Buena
Vista, his advice on the latter occa-
sion being largely responsible for
the victory. In 1847 he was appoint-
ed to a vaOsney in the senate and
re-elected successively in '48.and '60.
Though defeated by the Unionist'
candidate for governor in the year
'61. he was appointed secretary of
war in the cabinet of President
Pierce, where he received the train-
ing that was to prove so valuable in.
later years. In '67 we find him again
in the senate advocating the holding
together of th,sflision by fraternal
relation but denyinio irith
country, the South no less than the
North, needed his cool head and
generous heArt to control her des-
tinies. It was only natural, how-
ever, that the North, maddened by
the assassination of her president,
should endeavor to attach the blame
upon the highest official of the to grket disaster and ruin
South, and to connect Mr. Davis in hand7
person with the conspiracy. Noth- It is well, I think, that we com-
ing else would satisfy theft demands memorate the valor of those who
than that he should be punished and died in the cause, it is well that we
steps were immediately taken to se- hand down to our children and our
cure his arrest. It maybe questioned children's children the traditions of
wIlether he might not have escaped our fathers, and:ftiAtIltintd-them all
his enejnies even with the small that was noblest and best in the 'old
-bodygiisitd surrclunding hlusi, had he' south, not with any desire tearouse
not, in the tenderness of his heart sectional hatred ot awaken resent-
tarried to ',minister to t.: e „comfort ment on the part done section of
of his wife in her illness. Of the tnir united land against the other;
igominy of his treatment on the waziput as an Inspiration to them
-to hislsonitqf.Ntim ierttOty its !battles that are still to be taught and
confinestent,4 vau9S to the problems that still remain un-
speak. Suffice it to say that such solved. For the south has her
ws th43, opposition aroused intthte peculiar ri•^'' —14 today and a "AO%
hearts of the 101
a popular demand arose for a fair,
impartial and prompt trial. After
two years such stalwart defenders of
the vnion as Horace Greely and
Cornelius Vanderbilt came to his
aici-snd secured the amount neces-
sary for his bail. And later the in-
dictments for treason were quashed.
It is well at times in our feelings of
hot resentment, to reniember the
an ful crises through which the en-
tire country was passing, and to re-
call that it was the influence of the
better element of the north that
finalry seeured his release.
But I would be untrue to the honor
conferred upon me did I not today
speak a Word regarding the men who
fought for the right as God gave
them to see the right, who, with a
patriotism that has never been ex-
celled, poured out' the wealth of
their love on the altar of their de-
votion, and sealed their opinions
with their blood; of that great mul-
tituN, who, hearing thb call of the
land they loved so well, went forth
at her behest to win, if. 6-3.1 willed
it, to die if it were heaven's decree.;
but, whatever be the outcome, to lay
down their lives for their cause. But
peace bath her victories no less than
war. The labors of the men. the fi-
delity of the women of the south af-
ter the war are a brighter page in her
history than even the battles they
fought. To me the struggle of the
reconstruction period evidenced
greater valor than was shown on any
battlefield. It is ono thing to face
an enemy in the excitenient of bat-
tle; it is anpther thing to return to a
devastated land and face the issues
of sustaining life under such coma-
tions as a conquered people never
had faced in the history of the
world. Wearied by ceaseless com-
bat for four long years,.with shat-
tered health and broken hearts, tile
men of the south returned to
beat their swords into plow shares
in crder to earn, what in some cases
was insuf1i'3ient, bread by the sweat
of their brows. Men, unaccustomed
to labor from their birth, bent their
backs nobly to their toil and with an
unequalled heroism brought order
out of chaos and plenty out of want.
Women, who had given their dear-
est possessions to the cause they
loved, with an unfaltering devotion
to their blood-stained sotitland bore
their hardships willingly and un-
complainingly. Never has an ad-
equate picture been painted of this
period, and never shall one be, for
who can portray the scenes that met
the eyes of the conquered forces as






same nobility of character that wen l mention of our fathers' hame or
forth in '61, and the same loyalty apologize for our southern birth,
that served in the hour of her,, need. when we are ready to deny our land
The Negro, inseparably linked with the best that she calls for, when we
our history and indispensable to our are ready to let violence and vice
industrial development, must, be stalk unchecked, then let us call our
reckoned with. The problem of cause a lost oduse. But so long as
child laborwith its sister problem the spirit of our fathers rests upoa
of education, is with us. The greed us. so long as their example speaks
of men and and 'the insatiable appe- to us, so long as their memo-
tit:, of the factory is calling the ries call to us, just so long does
children of the south by thousands their cause live. When it dies, then
each year into lives of stunted stat- let righteousness depart, let virtue
ure and undeveloped minds anti, at 
bow her head in shame, let liberty
mourn for her children who are
last, into untimely graves at the 
time when they should be taking the
places of those who have gone be-
fore. . The temperance movement,
now sweeping with its benediction
of prosperity and peace through the Dividend No. 45.
length and breaatla of our land, is At the regular annual meeting of
calling us to a moral warfare no less the board of tolirectors of the Cres-
exacting than the battles our fathers cent Mill Co.,a dividend oi five dol-
fought. Shall we, their children, lars and twenty two cents per share
falter? Shall we fail vrhere they wa4 declared out of net earnings
never failed? Shall we prove un- for six months ending May 30th. and
worthy of our high inheritance? Are payable on and after July let 1908 at
we of thinner blood, or of less noble the offickof the company.
character than they? C. L. DANIEL,
,We speak of a "Lost Cause"—but Secy. and Treas. d3tw2t.
is a use ever lost? Is not a princi-
ple an eternal verity? Is not a cause
possessed of an immortality? Are
bravery and loyalty Only for the
field of carnage? Are true manhood
and true womanhood called forth
not, let this day be unmentioned
among the days of the year, and let
the glorious traditions of the south
be blotted out and the darkness of
an unhallowed night fall upon us.
Drink Limol.
It will quench your thirst; relieve
that tired feeling; . stimulate the
brain and body open your eyes when
they are heavy, in fact it just fits
only at the voice of the trumpet the over-worked business man.
summoning to physical combat?' Made4tt Hopkinsvilk. L. A. John-




To state that we have them is all that isinec-
essary. as Hopkinsville citizen's' inow w- hat
they are and that they have NO EQUAL.
Place your standing order with us and your
Berry troubles will be ended.
Spring Vedetables
WF are in daily receipt of them direct from
the growers, Can supply everything wanted.
Phone Cumb. 116 or Home;1116
W. T. COOPER & CO.,







IN MEMORY OF LEEll'The Sunday
School LessonKENTUCKY DIVISON, U. C. V.,
ISSUES OFFICIAL ORDER.
All the Camps In the State are Urged
to Pass Appropriate
Resolutions.
The following official order in
memory of Gen. Stephen D. Lee
was issued from Kentucky head-
quarters, U. C. V:
Headquarters Kentucky Division,
U. C. V., Louisville, Ky,, May 28,
1908—The commanding- general of
the Kentucky division of the United
Confederate veterans announces
with great sorrow that Gen. Stephen
Dill Lee, commander of the associa-
tion, died at Vicksburg, Miss.
For four years past Gen. Lee has
served as commander of the Confed-
erate veterans, and in his adminis-
tration of the affairs of the associa-
tion he proved himself worthy to be
the successor of the lamented Gor-
d,n.
it is claimed he was the youngest
man ever commissioned a lieutenant
general- in the Confederate army.
Every impulse of his heart beat in
unison with the purposes. plans land
aims of the association. No man
nver more sincerely loved the Con-
federate cause, or evidenced pro-
founder pride in the achievement of
the Confederate army, and none was
ever truer to the immories of the
glorious past.
Brave, chivalrous, modest, un-
assuming, unselfish, he was all that
a southern gentleman and a Confed-
erate soldier could be. Distingushed
in war, patient and successful in
peace, 'useful and effective in the
educational works of the south, wise
and sagacious in the ;political ser-
vice of his state, he discharged with
loyalty, wisdom and courage every
duty that devolvedlupon him in the
period covered by his life.
Only twenty-eight; years of age
when the war began, he at once took
a distinguished position in the :Con-
federate army, and in many of the
bloodiest battles of the Iwolhld ex-
hibited signal bravery and great
skill.
His comrades can point with pride
to his achievements and virtu€.3 and
his country to his patriotism and his
devotion to the cause of liberty.
The commanding general respect-
fully urges upon all the camps
throughout the state to hold meet-
ings and pass appropriste resolutions
and in every way do fitting honor to
• the memory of him, who was our
beloved commander. By order of
BENNETT H. YOUNG,
lIfejor General Commanding Ken-
tucky Division, U. C. V.
W. A. MILTON, Adjutant General.
DOCTOR USES D. DAD IN HIS
PRACTICE.
Eminent Physician Says This Great
Liquid Prescription is Certain
Cure for Eczema.
Still another Eczema srecialist
comes forward in enthusiastiz praise
of D. D. D. 'Prescription, the won-
derful external remedy which cures
Eczema and other similar diseases
like magic. He is Dr. C. B. Holmes
of Silver City, Miss., in summing up
his impressions of the startling cures
D. D. D. bat; effected, he days:
"I have been using your D. D. D.
for four years with gratifying re-
sults, 'Tis as near a specific for
Herpes, Eczema, Psoriasis, etc., as
Is quinine for malaria." •
Dr. Holmes is cne of hundreds of
Physicians who use D. D. D. in their
Oily practice. The D. D. D. corn-
Tony allows physicians to use this
remedy with t h a understanding
Ithat tfiey tell their patients what it
:was that cured them when the ter-
rible itch has been wiped out, the
akin healed and the raw wound
covered over with soft white skin.
D.D. D. is not a nasty paste to
smear the skin and clothing, but it
• is clear liquid. It is advisable to
. use D. D. D. soap in connection with
D. D. D. Prescription.
lp any further proof of the curative
powers of D. D. D. Prescription
necessary? That remedy Is sold by
L. L. Elgin, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Come in and let us show you con-
vincing proof that D. D. D. will
eure your skin disease. Even if you
have not decided to use D. D. D.
remedy, come in and explain your
case anyway. w3t
Kentucky Eelucational Association
For the above occasion, to be held
at Frankfort, Ky., June 18th to 18th
Inclusive, the Illinois Central will
,make a rate of one fare plus Mc for
nn sale Jure 16th
-"I'PAPPIP"





Is impossible, hi It not? Yes, ' truly:
Lesson X.—Second Quarter, For But see .what He did "Ile breathed on.
ne
them and salth unto them. Receive ye
Ju 7, 1908. the 114,1y Ghost." Here. is the power.
and the'only power, by which Ills life
can be lived. As 111 said just before
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES. He ascended, "Ye shall receive the
power of the Holy Ghost coming upon
you, and ye shall be witnesses unto
Text of the Lesson, John xx, 19-31. Me" (Acts 1, 8). We have the option
Memory Verses, 19, 20—Golden Text, of a Whitsuntide lesson from Acts ii
John xx, 28—Commentary Prepared for today, but here is a summary of it,
by Rev. D. M. Stearns. ' so we chose the regular lesson.
[Copyright, 1908, by American Press Association.] 
When Spirit filled, as all believers
may and should be, it may not be( to
urrection appearances, one to the disci- s
This lesson includes two of His res-
peak in a strange language, but it will
surely be +o declare the wonderful
pies on the first resurrection evening, works of God and the remission of sins
Thomas being absent, and one a week in the name of Jesus Christ (Acts li,
later, Thomas being then present. On 11, 3S), -that sinners may ape saved.' So
each occasion His greeting was, "Peace in our lesson He added, "Whosesoever
be unto you" (19, 21, 26), and this al- 1 sins ye remit they are remitted unto
though all had forsaken Him and Peter I them, and whosesoever sins ye retain
had with oaths and curses denied that they are retained" (verse 23). Some
he knew Him. If we knew Him bet-1 are perplexed over this, but any en-
ter we would not grieve Him so, lightened commercial traveler might
and notwithstanding all our sin His , easily explain and illustrate it. Such
thoughts to us are only thoughts of a one might say I represent a certain
peace. He gives to us His own peace l house in New York, I am the firm on
and Joy (chapter xiv, 27; iv, 11; xvi .1 the road, ard all I do in their name is
131-Ps. xxix, 11; Jer. xxix, 11; Rom. xv.f as if they bad done it at the store or
13), which is independent of circum- office in New York. They stand by
Stances and found wholly in Himself and indersi all I do in their name.
(xvi, 33). Now, with all reverence, is not that
His strength and peace and joy be- just about what our Lord said? God
come ours not by sense or sight, but the Father, Son and Spirit are'asking
wholly by believing, for that is faith for representativ.es (Isa. vi, 8). If wq
vision. The world's motto is "Seeing have been redeemed, as these disciples
is believing," but the Christian's is were, then by the same Spirit who
"Believing is seeing," remembering , dwelt id' Himself He empowers those
John xi, AO, "Said I not unto thee that who are willing to be wholly set apart
If thou wouldest believe thou shouldest l for Him (and any one may) to take
see?" Our lesson says, "Then were His word awl show therefrom the way
the disciples glad when they saw the of the forgiveness of sins and send the
Lord." Thomas said, "Except I shall believing penitent on his way rejoicing
see I will not believe" (verses 20, 25). as Philip did the eunuch or Paul the
In the old story of the deliverance from jailer at Philippi. If being shown the
Egypt we read that Israel saw and be- way the person refuses to accept, then
lieved and then sang (Ex. xiv, 31; the last half of John ill, 18, 36, will be
xv,11). Any one could do that, but to the message for them. What a igiori-
believe the bare word of God when ous gospel it is that we are intrusted
everything seems against its fulfill- with! And. what a high and holy call-
went, as Abraham did, not considering ing and what a responsibility if we
himself, and as Paul did, not consider- are not faithful.. (I Thess. II, 4, 12
;
ing the storm or the fact that all hope Acts xiii, 38. 39; Rom. 1, 14-10.)
had been given up (Rcrn. iv. 19-21; Acts In last lesson we saw that the glori-
xxvil, 20-25). that is God's way of peace fled body had power to vanish; now we
for us and our only way of obtaining vee that walls .and locked doors are no
It. To Thomas He said, "Because thou abstruction to it. In these days', when
hat seen me thou bast believed; bless- men can se 4 through solid bodies, it
ed are they that have not seen, yet have does not seem quite so great a
 ays-
believed" (verse ,29). See also Luke tery that we should be empower
ed to
1, 45. • go through the same, but faith 
simply
On that first evening after Jesus believes what God has said
, however
said the second time, "Peace be unto unlikely the thing may seem.
 In Luke
you," He added, "As my Father bath xxiv, 39-43. hear Him invite
 the dis-
sent me, even so trend I you," repeat- ciples to handle Him and see 
Him take
ing to them just what He had said to fish and honeycomb and eat it 
before
His Father about them (xvii, 18). It them. That it was the identical bod
y
would help us greatly to live the resur- in which He had been crucified
, hear
rection life if , we were continually Him invite Thomas to fe
el the nail
held by this truth that we are sent prints and to thrust his hand int
o that
into the world by and for Him, as He apen spear wound in His s
ide. Let us
was sent by the Father. Being dead gaze upon Him as we hear
 Him say to
with Him and risen with Him, we are Mary, "I ascend to my Fath
er and your
In no sense here for ourselves i but as Father and to my God and yo
ur God."
wholt...- for. 1I .a for .
P
irnousags Hare Kidney 
ELICIOUS BANANA CREAM
This recipe is highly recommend-
Trouble and Never Suspect it ed by one of our correspondents; try
Prevalency of Kidney Disease..
Most people do not realize the aiarm-












with doctoring the effects, while the ()rid-
ix4.4/ disease unde7rnines tho system.
What To Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer
's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney re
medy,
fulfills every wish in curing rheumatism,
pain in the back, kidneys, liver, bladd
er
and every part of the urinary 
passage.
It co?rects inability to hold
 water
and scalding pain in passing it, o
r bad
effects following use ,pf liquor, wine 
or
beer, and overcomes chat unpleasant 
ne-
cessity of being compelled to go 
often
:hiring the day, and to get up 
many
times during the night. The mild
 and
the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Ro
ot
is soon realized. It stands the 
highest
for its wonderful cures of the most
 dis-
trossing cases. If you need a med
icine
von should have the best. Sold by 
drug-
gists in fifty-cent and one-dollar siz
es.
You may have a sample bottle and 
a
book that tells all ,„,..
About it, both sent free 
L.,
by mail. Address Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Bing- 
••
hamton, N. Y. When Emma Swamp
-Root.
writing mention this paper aild don't
make any mistake, but remember the
lame, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and
khe address, Binghamton. N. Y.
Real Estate. •
List your property for sale with
Wood & Wood real estate agents.
Office Hopper block. Telephones 74
and 14-9. ft.d-w
 • 
Those desiring life insurance will
find it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record of the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance company of
Newark, Ns J. No Stockholaers.
All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for eccno-
mioal management, liberality of it
policy contract, fair dealings 'with
Its members and large annual divi
dends to reduce cost of your insur
mice.
ly H. D. WALLACE, Agt
restaimmeessia Cur4a
it for dessert tomorrow.
Peel five large bananas, rub
smooth with five teaspoonful of
sugar. Add one teacup sweet cream
beaten to a stiff froth, then add one
10c package of JELL-O dissolved in
13i teacups boiling water. Pour into
mold and when cold garnish with
candied Cherried. Serve with whip-
ped cream, or any good pudding
sauce. JELL-O is soldtby all Gro-





BY TYPHOON AND FLAMES IN
CHINA
Frightful Loss of Life is the Report
at Hankow and at Kwang-Si.—
News By Liner.
VICTORIA, B. C., May 30.—Dis-
asters involving the loss of 2,000
lives, 1,000 in a typhoon and flood
In Hankow and an equal number in
a coal mine fire in Kwang-Si, were
reported from China. in messages
brought by the Japanese liner Shin-
ono, just in from the Orient. •
The typhoon swept the Kan river
valley, reducing hundreds of boats
to kindling wood. A flood followed.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Beare the
eigaature of
=LECTRIC THE BEST FORBILIOUSNESS
BITTERSI AND KIDNEYS.
DR. E. M. CRUTCHFIELD,
DENTIST.
(Successor tb Dr. R. R. Bourne.)

















ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT
AVege table Preparation forAs.
imila ing the FoodandRegula-
he the Stomachs andBowels of
iovizbila;11111a4:4
Promotes Digestion.Cheetful-
ness and Rest.Contains neither
0 pitmt .Marphine nor Mineral.
NOT NARC OTIC.








Aperfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion ,Sour Stomach. Diarrhoea
Worms,Convulsions.Feverish-
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Effective April 26th, '1908
NORTH BOUND.
No 382 Paducah-Cairo Accom., leaVe  6:42 a. in.
206 Evansville and Louisville Express  11.20 a. m.
" 26 Chicago-Nashville Limited,....... ............. 8:16 p.
 m.
SOUTH BOUND.
25, Nashville-Chicago, Limited  6:42 a. in
" 206, Evansville Paducah-Louisville Express, arrives 6:26 p.
 m.
" 321 Evansville-Nashville Mail, 3-50 p. m.
Nashville-Chicago Limited carriesqfree reclining civil!' ears 
and buffet
sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 26 and 28 make" local stops be
tween
Nashville and Princeton. G. R. NEWMAN,
 Agt.
Louisville 86 Nashville Railroad
Time Card. . Corrected Jan. 13, 1968
NORTH. SOUTEL,
No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:18 a m No. Si tit. Louis Express.....5:19 p m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast 10:06 p in No 63 St. Louis Fast Mail. .5:37 a m
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 609 am Orleans Limited..
 . ..11 :50 p
No.756 Hopkineville Accom.8:66 p m No. 65 Hopkinsvil
le Accom.7:064 m
No. 94 6:43 p m No. 96 
937 am
• Nos. 62 ancr64 connect at St. Louis for all points we
st.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points 
as :far; south a
Erin an-c: foriLouisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for
 LouisvilL, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos. 63 anp 66 also connecs
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to St Louis and will not carry passeng
ers to points •
south of Evansville
No. 93 through sleepers to 'Atlanta and Macon, Also Pu
llman sleepers
to New Orleans. Connect, at Guthrie for points east and west
J. C. HOOE. Agt.
EVERY DAY IN THE • WEEK!
Shoppers Will Have Their
Railroad Fares Refunded
At Hopkinsville, Ky.
If you spend $13.00 your fare both ways will be refunded up
 to 25 miles; if you spend
$23.00 your fare will be paid both ways up to 30 mil
es. Get a receipt for your
ticket, come to Hopkinsville and apply to any of the fo
llowing members
of the Merchants' Association and they will do the re
st.
FORBES MANUFACTURING CO. PLANTERS HARDWARE CO. F. A. YOST CO.
(Incorporated) 
(Incorporated) (Incorporated)
ANDERSON & FOWLER DRUG CO. J. T. WLL & CO. THE WITT COMPANY
(Incorporated) 
(Incorporated)
COOK & HIGGINS L. L. ELGIN W. A. FP001. & SON R. C. HARDWICK
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Real Estate.
Here's a big bargain in a farm of
about 230 acres situated on the
southern boundary of Christian
county w)th about SO acres of fine
timber, got d residence, store house,
blacksmith Shop. about 5000 feet of
timber, good log wagon, farm wa-
gon, dump cart, binder, mower
wheat drill, hay rake, disk and
smooth harrow, wheat fan, corn
sheller, cider mill and all small
• tools, needed on a farm, also full set
of blacksmith tools, all go with the
land at $15 per acre if sold at once.
The season of the year when peo-
• ple want to buy real estate is at hand
now and we invite those who want
to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for
conducting the business and will ad-
,vertise the property put into our
hands free of charge, and will fur-
nish prospective customers convey
ance to look at property without
cost to them, Come to see us if you
want to sell, it costs you nothing if
you fail.
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
miles from Hopkinsville on a turn-
pike road.
Farm has two sets iniprovementa
two good totacco barns, fine stable
50 acres of timber, good stock water.
Will be sold for $5,000.
A fine farm of 200 acres of laud
within three miles of Hopkinsville
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot-
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres
if desired. Very desirable- property
in good neighborhood.
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop-
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road.
This land is good red clay subsoil,
and lies welt and is in good condi-
tion, fronts about % mile on good
pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for
any purpose.
Fine far,m of 439 acres at Herndon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared. 115 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land wiih
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts.
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por-
ches, fine new stable, cost *700, new
barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma-
chine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
good frame house and good tobacco
barn.
400 acres desirable farming land
in Montgomery county, Tenn.,
heavly timbered, 10 miles from
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
Farm of 24834acres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
road, well improved with house 1%
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
Is well matured and land is in good
part and under good wire fence.
900 acres of land in Christian coun-
ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 360
acres in cultivation, 660 acres in
timber, red oak. white oak, hickory
ash and poplar. The tlace is well
watered and productive. Has two
good residence, 2 stock barns. 3 to-
bacco barns and 5 tenant houses,
and a fine storehouse and a splendid
location for country store. This
farm is underlaid with good coal. A
mine has been operated on it for
year. W411 be sold as a whole or
divided.
• Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
town on good pike.
Farm of 263 acres well improved
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
137 acres near Gracey, Ky.
Mi acres 12 miles from Hopkins-
vile on Masons Mill road.
386% acres on•Palmyra road net&
Garrettsburg, Ky.
' 238 acres good red clay land, well
improved, plenty of good timber and
well watered, 2 miles west of Pem-
broke, Ky.
140 acres 6 miles north on L. & N.
A. R.
246 acres good improvements, 7
miles west of Hopkinsville, Price
$1500.
• 116 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons
Mill road. Price $750.
43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville
on pike.
102 acres 2 miles from town.
107 acres 2% miles S. W. of Crof-
ton, Ky., on Trade Water, good im-
provements,
326 acres 3 miles south of Hop-
kinsville on pike.
263 acres 6 miles north of town.
630 acres 2 miles from Fairview,
one of the finest tracts of land
in Kentucky.
211 acres 6 miles south of Hopkins-
ville.
428 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop-
Ky., well improved.
100 acres 1 mile from Ceracey, Ky.
180 acres fine land, well improved,
4 Miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
46 acres 5 or 6 miles from town on• tHirkmansville road, good improve-
ments. Price $700.
385 acres 5 miles from city on the
Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
About 239 acres on Clarksville
pike 4 miles from Hopkinsville.
well improved, fine land, $65 per
acre.
276 icres fine land on Clarksville
pike, 135 acres in fine timber.
87% acres 3 miles south of Hop-
kinsville, about 3 acres in timber.
145 acres 1% miles south of Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
126 acres .on Princeton road, 12
miles from Hopkinsville, Ky., 25
acres in timber, well improved and
bottom land, $30 per acre. • 43 acres
about 1 :mile from above tract, 10
acres cleared balance in timber.
Price $15 per acre.
Good 3 room house on Oneal Ave.,
in good repair, with all necessary
out houses, stable ond cistern. Price
$700. This is a bar•-
WI' "TeIF/T
tilt. BE ONE BOVE rc H A T ABOUT PEOPLE)AND THINGS LIFE OF HON. JAS. K. JONES..
 END COMES SUDDENLY TO
CHRIS1 IAN MISSIONARY ASSO-
CIATION TO JOIN FORCES
4MB
Action Will Be Ratified at Great Meet-
ing To Be Held in
Hopkinsvil:e.
One of the most important actions
of the South Kentucky Missionary
and Sunday school association,
which met in annual session at
Princeton the first three days of this
week, was a Jecision to join forces
with a similar organization in the
central and eastern portion of the
state, thus making the association a
state affair. This decision was
reached almost unanimously and is
the result of &steadily growing sen-
timent in this direction. It is be-
lieved that under one management
the united associations can carry on
their work with better results than
they could if they remained sepa-
rate.
Before union can become legally
established the action of the South
Kentucky association will have to
be ratified by the central and east-
ern branch. As the terms oi the
joining of forces have all been agreed
to already, no trouble or ̀delay is
anticipated in a speedy concurrence
when a joint meleting of the two as-
sociations is held here on September
21-24th. The consideration of the
union is expected to be the first
piece of important business taken
up at the meeting here and when
agreed to the two bodies will then
lie in reality in their first conventiOn
as a state organization.
When the union is finally effected
It will change the offices of the as-
sociation somewhat. Rev. J. W.
Hudspeth, who has been filling the
dual office of evangelist and corres-
ponding secretary for the South
Kentucky association, will be re-
lieved of the duties of secretary and
will give his entire time to holding
revival meetings over the state. It
Is probable that the office of secre-
tary will tie located in Louisville
and that the prpsent secretary of the
eastern branch will remain in con-
trol of this work. Mr. Hudspeth
will continue to make his headquar-
ters in Hopkinsville.
These associations are one of the
strongest aims of the Christian de-
nomination in Kentucky and the
annual conventions always attract
large numbers of delegates. On ac-
count cf the special interest attach-
ing to the convention to be held here
next September, an unusually large
attendance is expected, not less than
a thousand delegates being arranged
for. It is said that a special train
out of Louisville will bring not less
than five hundred and even this far
in advance every railroad in the
state has granted a rate of one fare
for the round trip from all points in
Kentucky.
There Are Few
people who know how to take care
of themselves—the majority do not.
The liver is a most important organ
in the body. Herbine will keep it in
condition. V. C. Simpkins, Alba,
Texas, writes: "I have used Her-
bine for chills and fever and find it
the best medicine I ever used, I
woul dnot do without it. It is as
good for children as it is for grown-
up people, and I recoMmend it. It










Will leave Madisonville Monday,
June 8th, passing Hopkinsville at
;37 a. m., arriving at Birmingham
about 6 p. m.:Special equipment will
be placed on this train for the vete-
rans, friends and visitors from Hop-
kinsville and adjacent territory.
Tickets on sale June 6-7-8, limited
to return June 20, 1908. Good to stop
over at Nashville. Further infor-
mation phone depot ticket office or
write. C. H. SMITH, Ticket Agt
J. C. HOOE, Agt. Hopkinsville
MARY'S POSSESSIONS.
Mary had a little waist
Where waists were meant to grow,
And everywhere the fashions went
Her waist was sure to go.
—New York Sun.
Mary had a merry wid.
With trimmings white and blue;
And everywhere that Mary went
She shut off all the view.
—Nashville Tennessean.
1
Mary wears the drop-stitched hose,
Her waists are peek-a-boo;
And everywhere that Mary goes
She lets in all the view.
—Greenville Democrat.
Mary had a little foot—
To be exact, had two—
But limped because she squeezed
it in
A whole lot smaller shoe.
—Huston Post.
Mary had a pocketbook—
So stylish and so cute—
And in it was her chewing gum,




She shrieks at mention of a rat,
But wears one hiller hair!
Mrs. Richard Leavell was the hos-
tess of a delightful reception in hon-
or of Mrs. Grimes and Miss Ware
which was given Friday afternoon
at her hospitable country home nine
miles from the city on the Clarks-
ville pike. There was a large num-
ber of guests, many of them being
from Hopkinsville. The residence
was beautifully decorated and at-
tractively lighted with candles. The
guests were met in the hall by Miss
Katie Graham and Miss Radford,
and punch was served by Miss Lutie
Mason. In the parlor was the re-
ceiving line in which were Mrs.
Leavell, Mrs. Grimes and Miss
Ware, Miss Sue Rives, Miss Eliza-
beth Garnett and Mrs. Lacey. Mrs.
Henry I. Minty invited the guests
into the diningroom, where Mrs.
Mason and Miss Garnett were in
charge, and individual ices, cakes
and mints were served. Sweet mu-
sic was furnished by Lebkuecher's
orchestra.
• •
At a meeting last night of the
board of trustees of South Kentucky
college and leading members of the
Christian church, it was deoided to
call the Rev. J. B. Briney, of Louis-
ville, to the Bible chair in' the col-
lege, contingent 'upon the raising of
sufficient funds to guarantee the
maintenance of the chair for five
years. Dr. Briney is one of the most
distinguished leader § in the Chris-
tian denomination. He is associate
editor of the Christian Standard and
a man of learning and zeal. A com-
mittee was appointed to solicit sub-
scriptions and will begin work Mon-
day.
• It•
"Virginia Park, an Old Kentucky
Home" is the title of a framed se-
ries of photographs of the beautiful
home of. Mr. John C. Latham in
this city. The artist is W. R. Bowles,
and the skill and excellence of the
pictures have elicited the admira-
tion of all who have had the pleasure
of seeing them at his studio. There
is no lovelier place in all Kentucky
than Virginia Park and Mr. Bowles
with his camera has deftly caught
Its surpassing attractiveness. In ad-
dition to fine views of the spacious
grounds and its handsome landscape
effects, the residence and its princi-
pal apartments are presented in the
collection of photographs. Mr.
Latham has with rare taste and af-
fectionate care supervised the beau-
tifying of his old home and it would
be an ornament to any city in Amer-
ica.
s ••
Gus Moore was this morning ap-
pointed deputy county surveyor
upon a motion made • by Surveyor
H. P. Rives.
The detail of soldiers from Co. D.,
composed of Sergeants Renshaw
and Waller, and Privates Cravens,
Boyd, West and Caudle, who have
been on duty for some time at
Wheatcroft, in Webster county, re-
turned home Sunday morning,
reaching here on the Dixie Flyer.
Lieut. Benj. S. Winfree, who was in
command of the detail, returned last
week.
Mr. J. K. Twyrnan is nursing a
couple of broken, or at least bade
damaged ribs, as a result of a play-
ful encounter with City Engineer
McClaid. The two were sitting in
the police office and Mr. Twyman, to
emphasize a joke, struck Mr. Mc-
Claid in the chest. Mr. McClaid re-
sponded with a humorous abort arm
swing, which caught Mr. Twyman
in the ribs. The injury was
suit a physician, who at once pro-
ceeded to bandage him up.
In its portrait gallery of notables
the Washington Star publishes a
striking likeness of Congressman
Owsley Stanley, in a characteristic
I
pose, and this doggerel is under-
neath:
Cries Stanley, so youthful and
frisky:
`•I deplore the use of bad whis-
key; •
After just tasting it
' A rabbit will spit
In the face of a dog—and that's
i isky."
Great crowds attended the services
at the Christian church Sunday to
welcome in the mornink Missionary
Gordon, of India, and at night to
hear Rev. Millard A. Jenkens' bac-
calaureate sermon to the graduating
ckass of South•Kentucky college.
George Yost, who has been quite
ill for some time at Polleyton, in the
mountains of Kentucky, where he
was engaged in civil engineering
work for the L. & N. railroad, ar-
rived at home yesterday. His con-
ditions is much improved now.
Dr. R, F. McDaniel has opened
offices in the Summers building for
the practice of his profession as
akecialist in the treatment of dis-
eases of the eye, ear nose and
throat. He has recently returned
from taking a course in this line
and is fully equipped for the work.
For years Dr. McDaniel practic( d as
a general physician but, deciding
that Le preferred to work as a
specialisl, he has been studying and
preparing himself with that purpose
In ,*iew for a long time.
Edward 0. Leigh, formerly pri-
vate secretary to Gov. Beckham,
has accepted editorial management
of the Bowling Green Messenger, a
new semi-weekly paper started by
Judge Henry Hines and Cnarlie
Coombs. Mr. Leigh will have en-
tire control of the editorial and news
department of the paper and will
hold stock in it.
J. T. Harahan, president of the
Illinois Central left Chicago Mon-
he will sail for Europe. The head LEGAL POINTday for New York from which portof the big system goes abroad for
rest, but while in the old country he
will take up with different boards of In Christian County Case Decided By
trade the question of increased ton-
Court of Appeals.
oage for the port of New Orleans.
Mr. Harahan has made several trips
to Europe in the interest of the The Frankfort Journal says:
southern ports and this time it is A new point of law was decided by
expected he will present the added the court of appeals yesterday in lo-
attractions of New Orleans and Sa- cal option laws in affirming the judg-
vannah. He is probably the best ment ofChristian circuit court in the
known American railroad officef case of the commonwealth against
that has visited Europe, his trip J. A. Ledford. Chief Justice O'Rear
several years ago being the pioneer wrote the opinion. County court of
one to boom American ports on the Christian county granted Ledford a
continent and British Isles. retailer's license to, sell liquor corn-
- pelling him to give boud for $600 to
The America Flag Staff association 
faithfully observe the law and keep
which was formed in 1897, for the 
an orderly house.Suit was brought on
this bond by the comonwealth c harg-
purpose of fostering public senti-
ment in favor of honoring "Old
ing that Ledford had failed to corn-
Glory," through its officers is calling 
ply with the provisions of the bond,
The court here holds that the county
attention to the fact that "flag day"
court has no authority to exact such
this year will be observed every-
where. June 14 is flag day, but as it 
a bond.
falls on Sunday, the executive corn-
mittee of the association has desig- NO 
HtjAzt
nated Monday, June 15, as flag day. No humbug claims have been made
On that day in many of the cities for Foley's Honey and Tar, the well
and towns, especially in the east and known remedy for coughs,colds an
d
north, special exercises will be held. 
lung troubles. The fact that more
bottles of Foley's Honey and Tar
The association has done &great deal are used than of any other cough
of work in trying to secure the prop- remedy is the best testimonial of its
er respect and reverence for the flag great merit. Why then risk taking
of the United States. 
some unknown preparation when
Foley's Honey and Tar costs you no
more and is safe and sure, L. A.
Johnson & Co.
Served as Private In Confederate Army—Thrice Congressman and United
States Senator From Arkansas—Former Chairman of
Democratic National Committee.
SENATOR JAMES K. JONES.
WASHINGTON, June 2.—Former
United States Senator James K.
Jones, of Arkansas, died at his resi-
dence here at 5:30 yesterday after-
noon, after an illness of only a few
hours, aged 69 years.
The immediate cause of Senator
Jones" death was heart failure.
A native of Missippi, where he
was born in 1839, James Kimbrough
Jones received a classical education
and fought as a private soldier in
the Confederate ranks throughout
the Civil War. 'After becoming a
resident-of Dallas county, Ark., he
lived on his plantation there until
1873, when he took up the practice of
law. He was elected to the state
senate the same year and be-
came president of that body in
1877. Afterwards he was electe
to the forty-seventh and the tn
succeeding congresses, and in IF
succeeded to the seat of James
Walker in the United States senaL,
where he served three terms, retir-
ing in 1903. Senator Jones was a
delegate to the national Democratic
convention in 1896, which gave Mr.
Bryan his first nomination, and as
chairman of the committee on reso-
lutions, he reported the 16 to 1 plat-
form. He was made chairman of
the national Democratic committee
after the .convention, and as such
•conducted both of the Bryan cam-
paigns for the presidency.
In the senate MT. Jones came for-
ward rapidly as one of the leaders of
his partly and was for several years
chairman of the Democratic caucus.
Dr. Edmund Harrison, of
Female college, authorizes a denial
of the rumor that he will retire as
president of the institution. That
Dr. Harrison will continue at the
head of this excellent and flourish-
ing college should be a source of
gratification to the people of this re-
gion. He is an eminent instructor
of young women and a gentleman of
the finest culture and citizenship,
Badly Sprained Ankle Cured.
"Three years ago our daughter
sprained her ankle and had been
suffering terribly for two days and
nights—had not slept a minute. Mr.
Stallings, of Butler, Tenn., told us
of Chamberlain's Pain Balm. We
went to the store that night and got
a bottle of it and bathed her ankle
two or three times and she went to
sleep and had a wood night's rest.
The next morning she was much
better and in a short time could walk
around and had no more trouble
with her ankle."—E. M. Brumitt,
Hampton, Tenn. 25 and 50 cent
sizes for sale by Anderson-Fowler
Drug Co., incorporated.
Nqsumptives Made Comfortable.
Foi v's Honey and Tar has cured
man 'es of incipient consumption
and •1 the advanced stages af-
ford st at and relief. Refuse any
Dine Foley's Honey and
• lhoson k fIn
GRAVES DECORATED
This is national Decoration day
and the graves of Union. soldiers in
Riverside cemetery were strewn
with flowers by surviving comrades.
There was no fixed program, but
a number of the old soldiers and cit-
izens met in front of the courthouse
this morning and proceeded to the
cemetery where they decorated alike
the graves of the Federal and Con-
federate dead.
The banks and postoffice are
closed.,
Confederate memorial exercises
will be held June 3.
A Grand Family Medicine
"It gives me pleasure to speak a
good word for Electric Bitters,"
writes Mrs. Frank Conlan, of No.
436 Houston St., New York. "It's a
grand family medicine for dyspep-
sia and liver complications, while
for lame back and weak kidneys it
cannot be too highly recommend-
ed." Electric Bitters regulate the
digestive functions, purify, the
blood and impart renewed vigor and
vitality to the weak and debilitated
of bail sexes. Sold tinOer guarantee
at Cook Higrine an(1-
If one feels dull and spiritless, in
the spring or early summor, they
call it "Spring Fever." But there
is no fever—usually. It is the after
effect of our winter habits. The
nerves are mostly at fault. Tired;
worn-out nerves leave us languid,
lifeless, and without spirit or ambi-
tion. A few doses of Dr. Shoop's
Restorative will absolutely and
quickly change all of these depress-
ing symptoms. The Restorative of •
course won't bring you back to full
health in a day or two, but it will do
enough in 48 hours to satisfy you
that the remedy is reaching that
"tired spot." Druggists everywhere
are advising its use as a splendid .
and prompt general tonic. It gives
more vim and more spirit to the
spoonful than any other known'
nerve or constitutional tonic. It
sharpens a failing appetite, aids di-
gestion, frees sluggish livers and
kidneys, and brings new life,
strength and ambition. Test it a fe
days and be convinced. Sold b
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., (Incor
porated.) •
OR.KING'S 11Int' DISCOVERI
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SPEAKS TO PUPILS RA E 4 YOU 1rSUREThat the ice cream you buy is strictly . CONGE 
Made a 
SS CLOSES I A giant firecracker in tan olsi tin
NOise.
PURE! bucket was exploded at the Cooper
*Do you know that the makers' hands 
biltbdilig yesterday 'afternoon andwere clean flies excluded from the factory,
and freezers and other utensils kept in caused a little temporary excite-
s, • 
Sanitary Condition! 
anyWhy take chance where your health
Ii concenied l Why notJUDGE WELLS PAYS VISIT TO 
CURRENCY BILL, DESPITE FiLl_ ment. As an investigation by the
MAKE AND FREEZE YOUR OWN ICE CREAM 
authorities showed that the explo-
HIGH SCHOOL In 10 MINUTES 
BUSTEkING, PASSED. sive was harmless, it is generally
, FOR 1c. A PLATE with believed that some practical joker•
was getting in his foolish work.
Impresses Upon the Young Hearers
To Seek After Truth as Ob-
ject in Life.
Before leaving the city for his
horae at Murray, Judge A. J. G.
Wells addressed the students of the
High school at chapel exercises Fri-
day morning.
The Arneetness and power with
'which he impressed the pupils in an
7---1napeermyttt speecrb --of-twenty-mins
: ates were characteristic of tfa man.
Judge Wells was a teaclan of young
men and women himself for seven-
teen years and, in a most cern- pil-
1
 
mentary way, noted with an expres-
sion of gratification that he had
never in his life anywher13 had the
. pleasure of standing betas a stilt:lent
2 body of finer personnel th(sn that of
our High school boys and 'girls. 1
The pupils were fully sensible of
the privilege accorded in - hearing
Judge Wells in their own hail of
learning. His address to the pupils
was in the main an admonition to
appropriate their energies, oppor-
tunitiea, anti education to seeking
after truth, to live the truth, and to
embody the highest ideals of life.
['he greatest demands of the ages
re upon our high schools and insti-
'dons of learning. For from these,
irssoe thinks, must come the Men and
women who are to dispel and blot
out the ignorance and error that are
mainly responsible for the evil con-
ditions of the times. He thinks that
higher ideals of citizenship must
come to our people through, the en-
lightenment gotten in such institu-
tions of learning as our Public High
schools. Incidentally he paid a
glowing tribute to the work of the
public schools and the High schools
as factors itikthe development of the
virtups of good.citizenship.
He discussed the evils of ignor-
ance as the cause of error, and made
it plain to the pupils that their work
In the High school was to diecover
truth as a principle and to seek to
incorporate it 84 the leading princi-
ple in their conduct and character.
The young men and women of today
must find in the influences of the
school such elements and integrity
of -ebaracter as will make the citi-
zenship of the future immune from
the contamination of error, fanatic-
ism and crime. Lessons in Latin,
science . and mathematics impart
greater valnes than the mere know-
ledge of classic literature, nattcral
phenomena, and of algebra and
geometry. The solutions and veri-
fications of involved problems in
algebra, and the development of me-
chanical relations and proofs of
' propositions in geometry have for
their ultimate ends the search for
truth and the disestablishment of
error. These things learned in the
High school are to: be apprOpriated
L to the establishment of truth in the
' world, to th41 making of higher ideals
of citizenship, and for impressing
4 upon the character in process of de-
velopment that the greatest obliga-
tion of life is to live for trnth and to
spurn and frown upon error.
He app,•aled to young men and
Women as such that the might ad-
dress themeelves early iti life to the
task of aiding in the great fight
against error and dishonesty on be-
half of the integrity of citizenship.• ......
•
Born in Iowa.
Our family were all born and rais-
ed in Iowa, anii have used Cham-
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar-
rhoea Remedy (made at Des Moines)"
for years. We know how good it is
from long experience in the use of it.
In fact, when in El Paso, Texas, the
writer's life was saved by the prompt
use of this remedy. We are now en-
gaged in the mercantile business at
Norcosse, Fla., and have introduced
the remedy here. It has proven
very successful and is constantly in
,favor.—Ennis Bros. This remedy is
for sale by Anderson-FOwler Drug
Co., incorporated.
Three Beds Scraped.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., May 30.
—Three plant beds on Irvin Beard's
farm were destroyed last night by
unknown parties.
.11M1•11,
Mrs. S. L. Bowen. cif Waynes, W.
Va., writes: "I was a sufferer from
kidney disease, so that at times I
s could, not get out of bed, and when I
did I could not stand straight. I
took Foley's Kidney Remedy. One
dollar bottle and part of the second
cured me entirely." Foley's Kid-
ney Remedy works wonders where
others are a total failure. L. A.
Johnson & Co.
..4111111..41•••••
by drop the offensive dis-
charge, caused by Nasal Catarrh
/falls from the back of the nose into
the throat, setting up an inflamma-
tion that is likely to mean Chronic
Bronchitis. The most satisfactory
, remedy for Catarrh is Ely's Cream
Balm, and the result that follows
even the first application cannot iNs
told in words. Don't suffer a day
- longer from discomfort of Nasal Ca-
tarrh. Cream Balm is sold by all
'•,,,.s,stroWste for 60 cents, of mailed by
" n street. New
Je11-0 ICE CllEfill Powder
It is so easy. Simply stir contents of What Was Done and Not Done at the $100 Reward, $100.
one 13c. package into a quart of milk and
freeze, without cooking, heating or the ad- Sixtieth Session—Public The readers of this paper will be
dition of anything else. This makes two . e pleased to learn that there is at least
quarts of ice eream, dean, pure and whole- Buildings Bill.---, one dreaded disease that ecience hassome. A good ice cream freezer can be
been able to cure in all its stages,bought for a dollar or two which will last
for years, and will soon save its cost. and that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
2 packages JELL-O ICE CREAM Pow-
der for 25c. 
cure is the only positive cure now
i known to the medical fraternity.Flavors: Chocolate, Vanilla, Straw-
WASHINGTON, June 1.—The Cat aril being a constitutional dis-/very, Lentog and Ur:flavored.
ease, requires a constitutional treat-Sold by all good grocers. first session of the sixtieth congress
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is takenGenesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, N. Y. came toa spectacular end ten min- Internally, acting directly upon the
utes before midnight Saturday night, blood and mucous surfaces of the
After adopting the currency con- system, thereby destroying the
Painfully Hurt. ference report the senate went ahead foundation of the disease, and giv-\ 1 ing the patient strength by building
and passed the bill providing corn- up the constitution and assisting na-
---4V41%144-T-arrxia,--an employe of the Penals.tion for the injuries _to c'iYiL4 tare in doing its.work- The proprie-
_Pratt-Worthington mill at Crofton, employes of the governmeptengaged tors have so much faith in its cura-
was the victim of a peculiar and very in hazardous work. Several amends 
tive powers that they offer One Hun-
dred1  Dollars for any case that it fails
painful accident late Friday after- ments adopted by nee senate were , to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
noon. / accepted by the house unanmously, I Address F.3. CHENEY & CO..
He was engaged in , sawing some and thus the Roosevelt percentage' Toledo,' 0.
brackets. A bad place in a Piece of in the contest with congress over the . Sold by Drug,gists, 76c.
timber struck the saw, causing some progressive policies of tbe admini-
Take Hall's Family Pills for Con-
damage to the machinery, and 'one stration went up several points. 
stipation.
piece flew up_and struck Mr. Perrin One of the latest measures to get I
Struck By Lightning.
across the lip just under/ the nose. through was the public building I ,
----am •The lip was cut entirely through and bill, which was held back to the last': 
the gash extended out on to his moment for the purpose of "keeping 
A tobacco barn on the farm of
,
aheek, necessitating twelve stiches members here until the 'currency 
Mrs. Willie Oliver, on West Fork
to close it again. • bill became an act. A message from 
creek, severals miles south of this
city, was struck by lightening dur-President. Roosevelt, read to the '
trouble. C. H. EVANS.
lug the electrical storm Monday af- thesiD100d. This causes a breakingOpen Publicity the Best Guaranty of house at 10:20, told of the signing of
Stockholm, Neb.
, , i ' Merit. . buildings bills, and a wild tUmult of
both of the curiency and 
publice. t rnoon and was bullied, says the out which remains for a time andPembroke Journal. The barn con- then disappears, biAt returns at ------------ When the maker of a medicine, applause followed. Th6 filibuster tamed a binder and other farm ma- :engin seasons cf eacli year.sold through druggists for. family failed. , chinery. There was an unusually, The cause of ab:1 skin troubles can be traced to some kind cf humor
confidence by frankly and fearlessly
use, takes his patients fully into his The end was spectacular. ' \kith 
heavy downpour of rain in that sec-
'n the blood. Smooth. healthy skins are only possible where the circu-tion, accompanied by wind", but nothat freedom from dignit • that al- .ti3ii is pure; and therefore the cure of any skin affection can orilypublishing broadcast as well as on ways charact other buildings are reported des-•Jrzes the breaking up :oine through a thorough cleansing of this vital fluid. Salves, washes,its bottle wrappets, a full list of all troyed.
time in the house of repreatntatives lot:.c,ns, ctc., are valuable only f•.)r their 'ability to keel; the skin clean,ingredients in plain English, this
the recesses between the rec lying of Bucklen's Arnica Salve Wins 1:!ay the itching, and tend to reduce inflammation; they cannot correctaction on his part is the best possi- messages from the senate and' the ;le trouble because they CI-) not reach the blood. %ble evidence that he is not afraid to Tom Moore, of Rural Route No. 1,president wa4 given over to wild Cochran, Ga., writes: "I had a bad S. S. S. cures skin c:iscases of every character and kind, because ithave the searchlight of investigation : \ hilarity. ' I sore come on the instep of my foot rtirifies the blood. It goes c:oi,vr, into the circulation and removes theturned full on hia,formula and that
it will bear the most thorough inves- What Congress Has Done. 
(and could find nothing that would hun-.ors that are causing the troubl..:, builds up: the weak, acrid blood,
Enacted an emergency currency nice Salve. Less than a half of a 26c 
; heal it until I applied Bucklen's Ar-
and completely curestigation. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
i box won the day for me 1),‘ effecting r Eczema, AcneTetter,scription for the cure of weaknesses,. law. ,
Prohibited ctild labor in District a perfect cure."Sold under guar- _...4{; 4‘, ,--_. Salt Rheum, Poisonperiodical pains and .functional de- ' antee at Cook & Higgins and Cook's. '  in •rft•..
raugements of the organs distinctly of Columbia. ! Pharmacy. Oak, Poison Ivy, and
feminine, is a medicine put up for Prohibited race track gambling in 
,
.. 41 t .e.' 11p all eruptions and dis-.•sale through druggists for woman's the District of Columbia.
1 As For Allen's Foot Ease.
..... 
eases of the skin.special use, the mfiker of which Increased widows' existing pen- . 
When S. S. S. hastakes his patients into hi$ full con- sions irons $8 to $12 a month. - 1 A powder for swollen, tired, hot, driven the humor-fromfldence by open and honest publici- Granted pensions/to $12 a month smarting feet. Sample sent free. 
P U R E L Y V E G E I A B L E the blood, and cooledty. - to practically all widows of Mexican I Also free sample of the Fo,,,t-ease  and cleansed the acid-A glance at•the published ingredi- and civil war soilders. Sanitary Corn-pad, a new invention. heated circulation,ents on each bottle wrapper, will Authorized wenditures of Addeess, Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy 
.
show that it /is made wholly from $30,000,000 for public buildings. I N every symptom passes away, the skin is again nourished with rich,. y: 
healthful blood, and comfort is given to diseast-tortured skins.native. American, medicinal roots, I Authorized general appropria- 1
that it contains' no poisonous or hab- : tions amounting to nearly a billion ' The Best Pills Ever Sold Special book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free.
it-forming drugs, no nalcotics and !dollars. / "After doctoring 25, years for ! 
3. /S. S. is for sale at all drug stores.
,no alcohol—pure, triple-Tefink gly- I Ordered a currency commission to chronic indigestion, and spending I THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA OIL
cerine, of proper strength being report on revision of financial and over two hundred
as much good as Dr. 
 dollars, nothing
,used instead of the commonly ern. i banking laws of-the country. has doneA 
King's New Life Pills. I considerployed alconol, both for extracting ' Reclassified the consular service. thedi the best pills ever sold,"writes
and preserying the active medicinal! Passed employes' liability law to B. F. Ayscue, of Ingleside, N. C.
paoperties found in the roots of the take place of the one declared un- Sold . under guarantee at Cook &
American forest plants employed, constitutional by the supreme court Biggins and Cook's Pharmacy, 25c.
. -If interested, send name and ad- of the United States. 
_
dress to Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, l- Permitted free operation of foreign 
Hera is Relief For Women.' 
•El!'s Cream Balm
,
N. y., for his little bOok bf extracts ‘7essels in trade with Philippines. 1
Mother Gray, a nurse in New is quickly absorbed.from the works of eminent medical Passed administration / bill au tl- -
Writers and teachers, endorsing the orizing the employes to sue 
tileYork,gov-  discovered an aromatic, plant Gives Relief at Once.
' heals and protects
I It. cleanses, soothes,several ingredients and telling just ernment for personal injuries sus-
_herb cure for Women's ills, called
; I tee dm' eased - mem.what Dr. Pierce'r medicines are tamed while in the line of duty. 
Australian-Leaf. It is the only cer-
made of. It's free for the asking. Established a range for breeding-
sin regulator. Cures female weak- bristle...resulting from Catarrh and drives
i 
I
ness and backache, kidney, bladder, sway aCold in the Head quickly. Bestores; buffalo. - , and urinary troubles. At all drug- the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full sizeYOUNG WIFE A SUICIDE. i Started the machinery for tariff gists or by mail 60c. Sample free. 50 ets. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
!revision by the appointment of an Address. The Maier Gray Co., Le Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cis.
. i-STANFORD, Ky., May 20.—Mrs. investigation commission. 
Toy, N. Y El Brothers. 56 'Warren Street. New York
I
Lou Mentosh committed suicide by I Authorized the construction of! 
_ 
shooting at the home of tier father- two battle ships with the promise of ;
in-law, near Kinkeville. She was two next session. 
,
twenty-flve years'old and had been Raised the pax of all officers and! 
4.** **die.4.4.4. 44.4.4.4. 4.4-4* *44- 4.4.4.4.4-4.0-4-#4.**-1- *44.
A Reliable Remedy
FOR KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNC8
-WITH Dr. Kings
New Discovery
AD ALL THROAT AMU LUNG TROUBLES.
FOR COUCH!, loc01 oa Trial Babe Free
GUARANTEED SATISFACTOR
OR MONET REFUNDED.
in bad health. Ntrs.McIntosh's home men of the army and navy, marine •I'
was in Memphis, and was visiting corps and revenue cutter service.
her husband's parents. She left noth- Possed a militia law making every
act. - years liable to service.
able-bodiect man between 18 and 46 4ing to determine the cause of her
I , Adopted arbitration treaties'with
Mrs. McIntosh fprmerly lived in 
nearly evvry country in Europe, and 1
with Japan. .
-..„....
Christian county, where her bus- Continued the/work of the water 4
band conducted a dairy. 1 ways commission. 1.4.
I Provided for the defense of the
You Should Know This Philiphines and Hawaiian ports by
Foley's Kidney Remedy /ill cure submarine mines and fortifications.'w 
any case of kidney or bladder trou- Appropriated $1,600,000 for partici-
ble that iainot beyond the reach of Pation by the United States in the 4
medicine. No medicine can do Japanese exposition of 1910.
1 Thinks It Saved his Life
.110-  4more. L., A. Johnson (It Co.
_ 
i Lester M. Nelson, of Naples, 
4
Isiaine, says in a recent letter: "I
have used Dr. King's New Diecov- ; 
All Ladies $3.00. GunThrown From Mule. 
Mrs J. C. Williams was called to 
ery many years, for coughs and
colds, and I think it saved my life. I ,
the bedside of her father, Fred Tay- have found- it a reliable remedy for 4 
/ Metal Oxfords atlor, near Houkinsville yesterday, throat and lung complaint# andand would no more be without 'aMr. Taylor was thron n by a atul?
bottle than I wbuld be withoutand is in a serious condition—Princs-
ton Leader.
'throat and lung remedies. As a pre-
Discovery has stood at the head ot
food." Fcr nearly forty years New
$2.25 ventive of pneumonia and healer of . jW. R. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn., weak lungs it has no equal. Sold --1 .
have nsed Foley's Orino haxative and Cook's Pharmacy. 60c and $1.
writes: "This is to certify that I under guarantee at Cook & Higgins 8
r
for chronic constipation and it has Trial free. t SEE SHOW WINDOWproven without a doubt to be a thor-
ough ptactical remedy for this troa-
wor  1 It is a mistake to allow rheuma-
tism to become chronic. as the pain'
ble, and it is with pleasure I offer No Need of Suffering From
my conscientious reference." L. A.
Johnson & Co. Rheumatism 
t
cases a cure effected by applying 1- Wart bid & West Shoa Company1can always be relieved, and in most a-CASTOR IA lief from pain which it affords is A°Chamberlain's Pain Balm. The re- 4.
alone worth many times its cost. It ale 
(Incorporatsd)
makes sleep and rest possible. Even .4. rin cases of long standing thh lini- THE EXCLUSIVE SHOE STORE
ment should be used on a/ nt of *I'ID•ars the the relief which it affore and
60 cent sizes for sale by Atmr1P4-4-4-M-404-444-1-4144**444***artme"tatme•




Is the most serviceable stock that can be used in Ladies Oxfords,
still tans have had such a •'run" this season that we find Gun Metars
"draddind" and in order to move them we are offerind
4
For Infants and Childrpn.





CAUSED BY HUMORS IN THE BLOOD
The skin is provided with countless pores and glands, throurh
which an evaporation is going on continually, day and night. This is
nature's method of regulating the temperature of our bodies, and pre- r
serving the natural appearance of the skin. These pores and glands
'are connected with tiny veins and arteries through which they receive,
from the blood, the necessary nourishment and strength to preserve
their healthy condition, and enable them to prform this duty.
So long as the blood is pure and rich the skin will be free from
eruption or disease, but when the circulation becomes infected with
acids and humors its nourishing and healthful properties are lost, and
its acrid, humor-laden condition causes irritation and int;am:nation of
the delicate tissues and fibres of the pores-and glands, and the effect is
shown in Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some other distressing,
disfiguring skin die-ease.
These humors get into the
blood through a deranged or inactive ECZEMA FORTY YEARS.
•condition of the system. Those want to tell you the treat
members whose duty it is to collect good I r000ived from the use of
B. S. S. I am now 75 years oldand expel the refwse matter of the and had suffered with Ecsomabody fail to properly do their work, for forty years, and could And
and this surplus or waste matter is nothing to cure me until I tried
S. S. S. I suffered intenselyleft in the system to sour and fer-
with the itching and burning;mein and be absorbed into the pustule' would fcirm from
blood. There are also certain which there flowed a sticky
other humors which get into the fluid; crusts would come on the
skin, and 'when scratched off,blood from without. The juict.9r the skin was left as rum as a,milk from poisonous plants, such piece of beef. I slIffered t...gony
as poison 'oak, poison ivy, nettle the long r ears I was .- Llicted,
but when] used fa S. S. :foundrash, etc., enters through the open, a perfect curt,. There haspores of the skin. and takes root in never been my retarn of the
•;,44.•• 4
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